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A bstract

Laminar Flow Control is a developing area of research concerned with using various 

devices and design features to maintain laminar attached flow (typically of air) 

over the surface of a body. A principal way of achieving this is to place arrays of 

suction holes at locations on the surface where flow separation or transition towards 

turbulence is otherwise likely to occur. Suction holes tend to be effective in this 

role as they remove the slowest moving fluid close to the surface. This leaves a flow 

that is more stable and more capable of remaining attached under a strong adverse 

pressure gradient. However, experiments reveal that beneficial effects can only be 

gained from holes up to a certain size and suction strength. Beyond these limits, 

the suction begins to destroy the laminar flow entirely.

Taking high Reynolds numbers, the author examines the structure of steady laminar 

flow past a single slot or hole undergoing varying degrees of suction. In all cases, 

the dimensions of the slot or hole remain fixed, of size either comparable to or 

smaller than the local boundary-layer thickness. For the case of a two-dimensional 

suction slot, the flow response exhibits both beneficial and detrimental behaviour for 

maintenance of laminar flow depending on the length scale of the slot. In particular, 

it is shown that shorter slots are able to produce a large-scale region of separated flow 

which engulfs the downstream edge of the slot and can even persist for a significant 

distance downstream of the slot. In the case of a three-dimensional suction hole, 

a complex wake structure is produced at higher suction strengths consisting of one 

or more pairs of horseshoe-type trailing vortices. A possible mechanism for the 

generation of these horseshoe vortices is also examined in isolation.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 The theory of laminar flow at high Reynolds 

numbers.

Towards the end of the nineteenth century, theoretical aerodynamics was in some

thing of a dilemma. Unlike some other areas of research, the difficulty was not so 

much that all but the simplest of problems proved intractable; in fact, a large body 

of work was being produced to resolve the airflow, treated as a perfect fluid, past a 

variety of geometrical shapes. Instead, the difficulty was all the more fundamental, 

because most of the theoretical work seemed unable to predict some of the most 

basic observations occurring both in experiments and in the real world. Discussions 

between many of the great minds of the era failed to disperse the confusion, as the 

perfect-fluid assumptions that viscous forces and density changes were insigniflcant 

in low Mach number aerodynamics seemed entirely justified. At the turn of the new 

century, no resolution to the issue had been found and many natural and well-known
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flow phenomena continued to defy rational explanation.

It was eventually left to Prandtl (1904) to flnally uncover the mystery and the 

solution presented by him had a dramatic impact on fluid mechanics that still re

verberates today. His analysis suggested that the problems faced by theoretical ap

proaches lay not so much in the governing equations or assumptions, but in incorrect 

application of boundary-conditions. Prandtl postulated, for flow at high Reynolds 

number, the existence of a thin layer, situated between the inviscid free stream and 

the surface of a body, where viscous forces could reduce the velocity steeply from 

its free-stream value to satisfy a no-slip condition. The strategy gained credibil

ity when Blasius (1908) showed that Prandtl’s classical boundary-layer theory can 

be applied to the case of an aligned flat plate in a uniform stream. Furthermore, 

Goldstein (1930) was subsequently able to continue the Blasius solution into a wake 

downstream of a flat plate, although an irregularity in the solution persisted at the 

trailing edge.

Despite these initial successes, people quickly noted that classical boundary-layer 

theory has assumptions that are themselves unrealistic in many cases. These in

clude (a) the requirement that viscous effects remain confined either to a thin layer 

attached to the surface or to a thin wake and (b) that the mainstream is unaffected 

by the presence of the boundary layer. In other words, the classical boundary-layer 

models merely a passive response to the inviscid flow, being parabolic and driven en

tirely by the pressure gradient generated by the inviscid solution outside. For bodies 

of even moderate thickness, separation appears to be an unavoidable phenomenon in 

practice, leading to the injection of near-wall vorticity into the free-stream which, in 

turn, alters its structure and consequently invalidates the assumptions defined above. 

The most serious blow to classical boundary-layer theory was dealt by Goldstein
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(1948), where he demonstrated the existence of a singularity within the parabolic 

boundary-layer equations at the point of separation. The existence of the singularity 

was confirmed numerically (see Brown and Stewartson, 1969) and then Stewartson 

(1970) put forward a strong analytical argument that in almost all cases, with only 

a few notable exceptions (the first being in Smith and Daniels, 1981), the singularity 

cannot be removed in a physically sensible fashion via a short-scale analysis.

The classical boundary-layer theory’s failure in the event of separation lead to the 

following question: can an alternative approach be found that is able to model 

successfully separation of a boundary layer? An alternative approach was found via 

the creation of the triple-deck structure, which was developed simultaneously by 

Stewartson and Williams (1969), Neiland (1969) and Messiter (1970). The key to 

the success of triple-deck theory is the ability of the near-wall viscous flow to interact 

with the inviscid free-stream beyond the boundary-layer via a passive central region. 

The result is a coupling between wall pressure and boundary-layer displacement that 

enables the flow to separate abruptly through the action of a large, localised pressure 

gradient. Unlike classical theory, this pressure gradient is not determined entirely 

by the inviscid flow field and, additionally, incompressible triple-deck theory permits 

the occurrence of upstream influence, which enables the flow to adjust ahead of any 

disturbance.

The discovery of the triple-deck structure prompted something of a revolution in 

fluid mechanics due to the new physical mechanisms contained within it. One of the 

main implications of the theory is the idea that to induce regular separation of a 

boundary layer, a disturbance over a short length scale is all that is required. As a 

direct consequence, much of the research undertaken began to ask what type of short 

length-scale disturbance could initiate separation? For incompressible flow, a large
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proportion of the initial work explored the effects of two-dimensional roughnesses 

over small length scales. The first examination was carried out by Smith (1973) 

for an analytical linearised case, which preceded the numerical resolution of the full 

non-linear problem completed by Sykes (1978) amongst others. An important obser

vation made by both Smith (1973) and Smith et al. (1981) was that roughnesses or 

humps over a wide range of length scales (not just the triple-deck length scale), from 

the full O (1) global length scale of the problem to the local boundary-layer thick

ness and smaller, could induce significant effects on a boundary-layer flow, including 

separation. The work on roughnesses was subsequently extended to three dimen

sions, commencing with analytical studies of both a non-symmetric constriction in 

a pipe (Smith, 1976) and a roughness on a flat plate (Smith, Sykes and Brighton, 

1977). This added three-dimensionality brought further complications to resolving 

the full non-linear problem, leading to new numerical schemes being developed by 

Sykes (1980), Smith (1983b), Duck and Burggraf (1986) and Roget et al. (1998). 

The non-linear solution to the flow past a three-dimensional obstacle revealed the 

existence of horseshoe-type vortices trailing downstream from the spanwise edges of 

the obstacle. The creation of these vortices, along with two-dimensional and three- 

dimensional separation phenomena, has received more attention recently in papers 

by both Smith and Walton (1998) and Smith (2000).

Aside from flow past roughnesses, the incompressible flow studies of Smith (1972), 

Smith and Stewartson (1973a), Smith and Stewartson (1973b) and Napolitano 

and Messick (1980) explored the effects of two-dimensional slot injection. Two- 

dimensional suction slots over the triple-deck length scale have also been analysed 

by Elliott (1982), Nayfeh et al. (1986) and Bodonyi and Duck (1992), where the 

latter work includes some unsteady effects. Beyond the field of incompressible flow.
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there are numerous publications concerned with triple-deck theory applied to cases 

of transonic and supersonic flows. For further reading on the full applications of 

triple-deck theory, both the review produced by Smith (1982) and the more recent 

book by Sobey (2000) give a balanced all-round perspective on the subject.

1.2 Suction applied to  Laminar Flow Control

Suction applied here, 
to initiate a laminar 
boundary layer over 
the upper surface.

Suction applied towards

to prevent transition 
and/or separation.

Figure 1.1: The areas on a wing where suction plates can be usefully applied.

Laminar Flow Control is a boundary-layer control technique that attempts to main

tain laminar flow across the surface of a body (usually a wing) in flight. The tech

nique normally used to achieve this effect has plates containing thousands of suction 

holes that are positioned across the surface. Suction holes are widely believed to 

provide an excellent method for maintaining laminar flow because they remove the 

slowest moving air particles lying near the surface, leaving a fuller and more stable 

velocity profile that is more capable of remaining attached in an adverse pressure 

gradient. Studies by Thibert et al. (1990) showed that skin-friction drag on a sub-
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Dryden F l i g h t  Resear ch  Cent er  E C 9 6 - 4 3 5 4 8 - 8  
NASA Dryden's F- 1 6XL conf  I gured w i t h  i t s  l a m i n a r  

f l o w  "glove".  4 / 9 6  NASA photo by J i m  Ross a
Figure 1.2: NASA experiments on Supersonic LFC using an F-16XL. The black 

suction plate can clearly be seen positioned on the left wing.
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Dryden F l i g h t  R e s e a r c h  Ce nt e r  EC95 4 3 2 8 6 - 1  P h o t o g r a p h e d  1 0 / 9 5  
Las e r  Cut  Ho l e s  i n F- 16XL Wi ng Gl ove  w i t h  d i me  f or  s c a l e

Figure 1.3: Close up of the suction holes used in the F-16XL experiment (with 

a dime for scale). During transonic flight, the holes are smaller than the average 

boundary-layer thickness across the glove.
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sonic aircraft can amount to approximately fifty percent of the total drag. Hence, 

given that the skin friction in laminar flow can be as much as ninety percent less 

than that of turbulent flow at the same Reynolds number, the possible cost benefits 

from maintaining laminar flow appear to be very significant indeed.

One of the most important questions engineers have to face is when and how to 

apply suction. In terms of technology and for simplicity, most of the approaches 

aim to apply a steady suction during a steady high-altitude cruise. Hence, the cost 

benefits are more directed towards long-haul flights and larger aircraft. In terms 

of where to apply the suction, both the wings and tailfin, but most particularly 

the upper surface of the wings, are regarded as the main targets for drag reduction. 

Figure 1.1 shows two positions across the chord of the upper surface of a wing where 

suction plates can yield the most benefit. For instance, in many cases it is necessary 

to apply suction at the leading edge of an aerofoil in order to initiate a laminar flow 

downstream over the surface. However, once a laminar boundary layer is present on 

the surface, it must be prevented from undergoing transition to turbulence as the 

chord Reynolds number increases and it must be prevented from separating under 

the strong adverse pressure gradient occurring towards the trailing edge. Therefore, 

it is expected that another suction plate placed towards the trailing edge should 

prevent either of these phenomena from occurring.

Research into Laminar Flow Control began in the 1930’s and interest has been 

maintained through a variety of experimental successes. Using a wind-tunnel, ex

periments by both Pfenninger et al. (1957) and Bobbitt et al. (1992) achieved full- 

chord laminar flow in the subsonic case. More significantly, the Jetstar Leading- 

Edge Flight Test (Fischer et al., 1983, Maddalon and Braslow, 1990) concluded that 

significant and beneficial control of laminar flow is possible within a real flight en-
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vironment over years of operation, without the need for costly or time-consuming 

maintenance. In the case of supersonic flight, many experiments have also been tried 

with a great deal of success. One particular experiment to mention was carried out 

by NASA, Rockwell, Boeing and McDonnell Douglas, where a converted F-16XL 

with delta wings (see figure 1.2) was able to demonstrate the first-ever attainment 

of laminar flow in supersonic flight using suction technology. The flight achievements 

are summarized briefly in an article by Smith (1996), although few actual details are 

available. Further experiments in both supersonic and subsonic cases, along with a 

good review of the entire subject, are available from Joslin (1998).

Turning our focus now to the suction plates, a glance at figure 1.3 clearly shows 

how small the holes are in the suction plate developed for the F-16XL described 

above. A rough calculation of the Reynolds number for the aircraft flying transoni- 

cally indicates that the holes are, in fact, smaller than the boundary-layer thickness 

in general. So why do the holes need to be so small? A discussion of perforated 

suction by Saric (1985) examined many design parameters including hole size, spac

ing, geometry, suction strength and distribution. Both his and recent wind-tunnel 

experiments presented by Ellis and Poll (1996) confirmed many people’s beliefs that 

smaller suction holes perform better than larger ones; in other words, smaller holes 

delay transition rather than precipitate it. However, this observation is not satis

factory from a designer’s point of view, who finds himself weighing up the improved 

performance of smaller holes against the increasing cost of manufacturing them. For 

example, what is a designer meant to make of the conclusion of the experiments of 

Ellis and Poll (1996), where the smallest holes investigated appeared to perform 

the best? For even smaller holes, it is impossible to know if we can extrapolate the 

beneficial response or not. Another, and even more recent, experimental and numer
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ical analysis by MacManus and Eaton (2000) with very encouraging results in the 

range examined (hole diameters between 0.686* to 1.056* where 6* is the boundary 

layer displacement thickness) has to make a similar speculative conclusion. One of 

the aims of the work presented here is to explore using asymptotic methods smaller 

suction holes in a size domain not (yet) achievable by experimental or numerical 

methods.

Apart from hole size, the other important parameter is the strength of the suction 

in relation to the free stream. Since the first important investigations by Gold

smith (1955,1957) it is well known that beneficial effects from suction can only be 

gained up to a certain suction velocity, called the critical suction velocity, before a 

phenomenon known as oversuction occurs. At that point, the suction precipitates 

transition and begins to alter detrimentally the structure of the boundary layer. 

The recent work by Ellis and Poll (1996), mentioned previously, attempted exper

imentally to ascertain the critical suction limit for a wide variation of parameters. 

Their ingenious arguments quantifying how holes both create disturbances as well as 

remove disturbances seems a well-reasoned approach, but requires more theoretical 

understanding.

It is strongly believed that the main cause of oversuction comes from instabilities 

of the trailing vortices generated downstream of each suction hole. Meitz and Easel 

(1994) performed full Navier-Stokes computations of flow past a single suction hole 

concluding that, whilst for weak suction these trailing vortices decay downstream, 

above a certain suction strength they grow and become unstable. This agreed with 

the findings of both Goldsmith (1957) and MacManus and Eaton (1996), although 

the more recent numerical and experimental work of MacManus and Eaton (2000) 

also indicates the generation of an extra pair of trailing vortices at higher suction
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strengths, along with highly unstable velocity profiles in the vicinity of the hole. 

The investigations of Goldsmith and MacManus et al. additionally emphasize that 

interactions between holes encourage instabilities and consequently lower the critical 

suction velocity, leading to the view that suction holes in a plate must be spaced 

far apart to prevent interaction. This provides a full justification of the analysis for 

a single suction hole presented in this thesis because, in many of the experiments 

mentioned, single holes acting as if alone must have been responsible for local main

tenance of laminar flow. The view is further supported by Ellis and Poll (1996), 

although references made therein to experiments by Gregory and Walker (1958) and 

Goldsmith (1957) indicate that very closely spaced holes may perform better than 

expected due to favourable hole interactions.

The considerable amount of experimental and numerical work on laminar flow con

trol dwarfs the more modest contribution made by theoretical approaches; it is 

intended that the work presented here will help redress the balance. Perhaps the 

most important theoretical contribution to the subject is the simplest, the asymp

totic suction profile, the derivation of which can be found in Whitham (1963). In 

brief, classical boundary-layer theory predicts that a constant velocity flux through 

the surface of an aerofoil will both prevent the boundary layer from thickening down

stream and produce a strongly attached and stable streamwise velocity profile over 

the entire chord length. This conclusion is regarded as one of the most significant 

driving forces behind the use of suction in Laminar Flow Control.

Focusing now on related research in high Reynolds number theory, flow past a two- 

dimensional suction slot of length comparable to the triple-deck scale was first stud

ied by Elliott (1982). Nayfeh and Reed (1985), Nayfeh et al. (1986) and Reed and 

Nayfeh (1986) then used linearised triple-deck theory to examine the flow field and
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its stability past a body with multiple weak suction slots placed at various stream- 

wise locations, with the aim of finding an optimal arrangement. Furthermore, the 

control and suppression of Tollmien-Schlichtling waves by applying non-linear, un

steady triple-deck suction has also been explored by Bodonyi and Duck (1992). The 

results from all this research strongly suggest that suction slots of length compa

rable to the triple-deck scale possess properties that are useful for Laminar Flow 

Control; the results also give encouraging agreement with some experiments. How

ever, no attem pt until now has been made to examine the effects of strong suction 

(oversuction) or flow past shorter two-dimensional slots. More importantly, three- 

dimensional suction holes appear to have never been investigated in the context of 

asymptotic theory. All of these issues are addressed within this thesis.

Other investigations into suction holes that are somewhat less relevant to our anal

ysis appear to cover the complete spectrum of fluid mechanics. For instance, two- 

dimensional slot-suction in inviscid channel flow has been examined by Dewynne 

et al. (1989) for the steady case and Lattimer and F itt (1998) for the linear un

steady case. At the other extreme, both two-dimensional and three-dimensional 

suction has warranted attention in the studies of Stokes flow, which has many ap

plications in biomedical fluids. Within this particular regime, Stokes flow past a 

two-dimensional suction slot was first explored by Sobey (1977) and a numerical 

investigation of Stokes flow past a three-dimensional hole was subsequently resolved 

by Tutty (1988). Following his work, Yan et al. (1991) and Wu et al. (1992) formu

lated a more simplified analysis of the Stokes flow past a three-dimensional suction 

hole in order to understand particle entrainment and particle screening in blood 

microcirculation. One important point to mention arising from these papers is that 

their results include the geometry of the suction hole or duct and consequently the
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resolved flow fleld within it. This contrasts with the approach of our investigations, 

along with those of other triple-deck studies and most numerical simulations, which 

always represent the suction as a normal velocity boundary condition at the surface. 

Our main argument against modelling the geometry of the suction hole is that we 

are primarily concerned with the strong elliptic mechanisms generated within the 

boundary layer by the strong suction. Whilst Sobey (1977) does suggest that trans

verse slip velocities across the hole surface are important to resolving the flow fleld 

near the slot edges, we believe that the duct geometry is an unnecessary complica

tion which would prevent us from drawing many of the simple helpful conclusions 

presented in our theory. Furthermore, there is no reason to presuppose that Sobey’s 

observations in Stokes flow apply necessarily to our high Reynolds number regime. 

In fact, some reliable evidence that duct geometry can be ignored in our case is pro

vided by Smith et al. (2001). In this last paper, a shear flow past a small daughter 

tube branching off a mother tube is resolved where a large pressure drop is present 

in the daughter tube (thus it acts like a strong suction hole). The numerical results 

resolving the flow above and within the daughter tube reveal a behaviour similar 

to that observed in the first part of this thesis ignoring slot geometry. However, it 

seems clear that the issue of the effects of duct geometry remains subject to some 

debate.

1.3 Description of subsequent chapters

The work included in this thesis examines the effect of localised suction on a bound

ary layer. The principal aim of the research is to gain some theoretical understanding 

of how an isolated suction hole alters the flow structure in its vicinity and the con

sequences of this for Laminar Flow Control. In all cases the physical set-up remains
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the same, with the suction slots/holes assumed to be positioned on an aerofoil of 

high aspect ratio with an oncoming two-dimensional flow. We assume the fluid to 

be Newtonian and incompressible, the flow to be steady and the Reynolds number 

to be large. The thesis is divided into three parts that are summarized below.

The flrst part investigates flow past suction slots which either lie spanwise across the 

entire aerofoil or whose spanwise extent is significantly larger than its streamwise 

extent. Hence, the flow response is assumed to be two-dimensional to leading order 

and spanwise variation can be ignored. It seems reasonable to argue that suction 

slots which span the entire wing are not really feasible due to the severe difficulty 

posed in maintaining the structural strength of the aerofoil. However, a glider wing 

with a suction slot of this type has been designed and built by Van Rijn (1997) that 

meets all the necessary torsional stiffness and strength requirements. Two types 

of slot are examined: those that are of length comparable to the local boundary- 

layer thickness in chapter 2 and those that are significantly shorter in chapter 3. 

These length scales have been chosen to fit in with the experimental results of Ellis 

and Poll (1996), whose resulting flow responses are not explained by either the 

asymptotic suction profile or triple-deck length scale studies. Our analysis indicates 

that different elliptic mechanisms drive the leading-order flow field in each case. For 

the longer slot, this leading-order mechanism induces a flow response over a much 

larger length scale than expected; in fact, the flow response occurs on the triple

deck scale and so resembles the results of Nayfeh et al. (1986). However, for shorter 

slots the triple-deck response is overtaken by a more significant local flow response, 

which is subsequently responsible for producing large-scale separated flow at high 

suction rates. The local elliptic mechanism for short slots is put forward as the first 

theoretical observation of oversuction in two dimensions. Presently, work is ongoing
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with C. Davies to provide a direct numerical simulation of a two-dimensional slot 

to compare with our theory, and the initial results appear very promising.

The second part turns our attention to isolated three-dimensional suction holes and 

their effects on an oncoming two-dimensional boundary-layer flow. The holes are 

taken to be buried deep inside the boundary layer so that their diameter does not 

exceed the local boundary-layer thickness. From the experiments in Ellis and Poll 

(1996), it would appear that these types of suction hole are interesting because 

they exhibit both beneficial and oversuction behaviour depending on the suction 

strength. Preliminary order-of-magnitude arguments conclude that the leading- 

order flow response here is restricted to the hole length scale and is dominated by 

the internal ellipticity of the three-dimensional boundary-layer equations as noted in 

Smith (1976). The initial chapter (chapter 4) proceeds to investigate weak suction as 

a linear problem, revealing some remarkably simple properties of the local flow fleld. 

In addition, the study observes that a weak suction hole has an equivalent hump- 

shape^ which is able to induce the same resultant flow response. Chapter 5 then 

resolves numerically the stronger non-linear suction case indicating the existence of 

a complex wake structure downstream of the hole consisting of a pair of vortices 

surrounding a central jet. Towards the end of the final chapter on suction holes, we 

make some attem pts to understand the causes of oversuction for an isolated hole. We 

begin the oversuction analysis by adapting the code described at the beginning of the 

chapter to enable it to resolve flow fields at higher suction strengths. These numerical 

results reveal strong changes occurring in the wake of the suction hole, including the 

creation of an extra pair of trailing vortices very similar to those mentioned in both 

the experiments and computations of MacManus and Eaton (2000). Obviously the 

present numerical code can only provide results up to a certain strength of suction.
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so we briefly put forward the idea of a new model problem arising in the limiting 

case of very strong suction. This full model problem was not examined within the 

thesis, although appendices B and C contain two initial investigations of the strong 

suction limit through holes that are elongated in either the spanwise or streamwise 

direction, where the model problem is greatly simplified.

The third part of the thesis (chapter 6) consists of work that is indirectly related 

to suction holes. Here our investigation focuses on the creation of horseshoe-type 

vortices by slender pressurized regions aligned to the oncoming flow. The result

ing model problem is given by Smith (2000) and Smith and Walton (1998) of a 

three-dimensional boundary layer subject to a fixed and growing displacement but 

negligible streamwise pressure gradient. Our work presents a numerical method to 

solve this system of equations and we produce both computational and analytical 

solutions for a symmetric case in the vicinity of the symmetry line.

Finally, chapter 7 ends with a summary of the results derived in all three parts and 

presents ideas and suggestions for future theoretical work to explore the effects of 

suction further.



Part I

A Two Dim ensional Suction Slot

40



Chapter 2

Suction on the boundary-layer 

length scale

2.1 Introduction

To commence our investigations into localized suction we begin with a basic two- 

dimensional case. Consider a two-dimensional aerofoil aligned to a uniform stream 

at high Reynolds number. The steady fluid flow generates a thin boundary layer 

over the upper surface and we assume that this remains laminar over the entire 

chord length. We now place a thin suction strip spanwise across the aerofoil at a 

distance L* from the leading edge. The length of the suction strip is deflned to 

be comparable to the local-boundary layer thickness, as anticipated in chapter 1. 

The effect of this suction slot is assumed to be a steady velocity flux normal to the 

surface.

The present chapter is concerned with the steady flow structure formed in the vicin

ity of the slot. We intend to show that a slot of this size can generate significant

41
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upstream influence over large distances compared to the slot length. Furthermore, 

the effect of this upstream influence appears beneficial in low-to-moderate suction 

cases in a sense that it accelerates the flow close to the surface, leaving a stable, 

more attached velocity profile downstream. The analysis suggests that the wall vor

ticity of the upstream profile and the mass flux of the suction slot are the two major 

parameters determining the amount of improvement gained. More specifically, the 

increase in streamwise velocity near the wall is directly proportional to the mass flux 

through the suction slot and to the 3/4 power of the shear of the upstream profile.

2.2 Formulation of the problem

SLOT

Figure 2.1: Physical setup of a two-dimensional suction slot on an aerofoil.

Taking the aerofoil to be fixed within our reference frame, we choose intrinsic co

ordinate axes Ox*y* such that the upper surface of the aerofoil is represented by 

y* = 0 (figure 2.1). The coordinate x* then measures the tangential distance along 

the upper surface and the coordinate y* measures the distance above the aerofoil 

surface in the direction normal to the surface. The origin of these coordinates is 

then set at the suction slot, so that the leading edge of the aerofoil becomes the
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point {x*,y*) = (—L*,0). The fluid is assumed to be incompressible, viscous, New-
»

tonian and moving with uniform speed %  far upstream. Defining u* to be the 

kinematic viscosity of the fluid, we further assume that the R eyno lds N um ber, 

given by R e =  is large and that the flow remains steady and laminar every

where. Taking u* and v* to be the velocities tangential and normal to the surface 

respectively and p* to be the pressure, we can non-dimensionalize the problem in 

the following way:

\ x \ y ’,u%v’,p'] =  [V x ,V ÿ ,U lù ,U ; ,v ,P ’̂  +  p l,W jp ] . (2.1)

Here, the subscript oo refers to the dimensional values taken far upstream of the 

leading edge and p*̂  is the fluid density. The flow is now assumed to satisfy the 2D 

steady, non-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations given as

^  =  0 , (2 .2)
dx dÿ

The boundary conditions that we apply are the usual matching to the free stream 

far from the aerofoil, with no-slip and no-penetration conditions at the surface. 

However, near the point x = 0 the suction slot is represented by a given normal 

velocity profile of the form

D(x, y =  0) =  nV^{x), Î  ~  O . (2.5)

In this expression, the parameter p, represents the ratio of the suction strength to 

the free stream speed and we shall assume that it lies within the range
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// <Cl, (2.6)

to enable us to initially carry out some form of linearized analysis. The suction 

profile Vw{x) is typically O (1) in all cases.

The main defining feature of high Reynolds number flows is that a variety of differing 

flow structures occur on a variety of length scales. Our process of investigation will 

aim to examine in detail the flow within the relevant scales (slot length, boundary- 

layer thickness and triple-deck scales) to gain physical insight into the effect of the 

suction. We assume that the slot length scale is a natural length scale within the 

flow and, therefore, we begin our examination on this particular scale.

2.3 The slot length scale

/  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /

Figure 2.2: Analysis of flow on the slot-length scale.
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Assuming, perhaps naively at first, that the length of the slot is the most important 

length scale in the flow, we examine the flow structure within an O by

O region in the neighbourhood of the slot, shown in figure 2.2. On this

length scale the aerofoil resembles a flat plate and far upstream the flow takes the 

form

=  [/B(2/) +  0 ( z ) ,  (2.7)

V = O , (2.8)

and p = O ( x ) , (2.9)

where y = is the classical boundary-layer coordinate and Ub{v)  is an arbi

trary boundary-layer profile with the following properties:

Usiy)  ~  1 -I-exp. small as y oo,  (2.10)

and UB{y) ~  X y . as ^ > 0-1-, (2.11)

for some real, positive constant A. The profile UB{y) may be the exact Blasius 

boundary-layer profile for the case of flow past a flat plate but, in most cases, the 

effects of aerofoil geometry and external pressure will have altered the profile to 

some degree. Hence, some arbitrariness is presumed.

Now, given a p, value within the range specifled in (2.6) and a suction profile at the 

surface as deflned in (2.5) we assume that the solution in this region is represented 

by the following perturbation expansions:

Û =  UB{y) +  pu{ x , y )  +  0  [p^) , (2 .12)
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V  =  (2.13)

and p = pp{x ,y )+  0  , (2.14)

where x = and ÿ = He~^^^y. Substitution of these expansions into the

Navier-Stokes equations (2.2)-(2.4) reduces them to the simplified system of equa

tions

£ + 1  = 0’
U B { y ) ^  + vU'B(y) =  (2.16)

which govern the leading-order fiow response. Eliminating u and p from (2.15)-(2.17) 

then leads us to a single equation

U B {y)V M ^,y )  = K { v ) v ,  (2.18)

to solve for v only.

The equations (2.15)-(2.17) are the 2D steady linearized Euler equations. The neg

ligible contribution of viscous terms in this region suggests that we can expect a 

non-zero slip velocity at the wall and a very thin viscous sub-layer below. We shall 

not investigate this viscous region until the following chapter and so, for the mo

ment, we merely assume its existence. The solution for this region can be found 

by directly solving (2.18) for v and then finding u and p by integrating (2.15) and 

(2.16) respectively. We assume that the boundary conditions are:
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v{x,y) = Vuj{x) at 2/ =  0, (2.19)

{u{x,y),p{x,y))  ~  (0, 0) as 2/ oo, (2.20)

and {u{x,y),v{x,y) ,p{x,y)) ^  (0, 0, 0) as a ;- ) • -o o , (2.21)

representing the suction velocity flux through the surface (2.19), the decay of the 

solution far above the surface (2.20) and the fact that the solution should tend to 

zero upstream (2.21). Of course, for an arbitrary Usiy),  it is clear that (2.18) has 

to be solved numerically. To accomplish this, one may consider solving (2.18) in 

a finite square mesh using a method such as successive over-relaxation (Press et 

al, 1992), with v set to zero on three sides and the suction profile (2.19) on the 

other. However, we show in the following sections that this numerical solution has 

no relevance to the one in the semi-infinite domain and that, in fact, the upstream 

boundary condition (2.21) is unattainable. This is done by considering two simple 

cases of Usiy)  that allow the problem (2.18) to be solved analytically and a far-field 

examination of the general case for an arbitrary Usiy)-

2.4 A piecewise continuous linear profile

As our first example we define Ub (y) by

(2.22)
1 for ^  y.

In this simple case U'^ly) is zero everywhere except y = j  where it can be rep

resented by a delta function. Whilst this profile is fairly unrealistic, it certainly
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satisfies the conditions stated in both (2.10) and (2.11). Additionally, C/e(y) resem

bles a boundary-layer profile in the fact that U'^{y) is highly localized, although it 

is not a smooth function and remains concentrated at one point.

The advantage of this profile is that the solution to (2.18) can be expressed in the 

form

v[x,y)  =  Q  -  % )(a;,2/) + H  ( ^ y - ^  v^2){x,y), (2.23)

Usiy)  =  1

y =

^B{y) = ^y

/  /  /  /  /  /  /  /  /

Figure 2.3: A piecewise continuous linear profile.

where H(x) is the Heaviside function taken as

f 0 for a; < 0, 

H{x)  =  1/2 for X = 0,

1 for a: > 0.

(2.24)

and U(i) and U(2) are solutions to Laplace’s equation =  0 in the lower and upper 

regions, 0 ^  y < 1 /X and y > 1/A, respectively (figure 2.3). Defining the Fourier
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transform of a function g{x, y) to be

/ OO

g(x,y)e~^^^ dx, (2.25)
- o c

1 r°°
and g{x,y) =  —  y  g*{k,y)é^^ dk, (2.26)

we can then transform (2.23) in this way and substitute it into (2.18) to find that

vli^{k,y) = A{k)e-''‘'  ̂+ B{k)e''‘'y, (2.27)

and ’v*^)(k,y) =  (2.28)

Note that the exponentially growing solution in V{2 ) has been omitted in order to 

satisfy rapid decay of the solution far from the surface (2.20). The equations (2.27) 

and (2.28) still have three unknowns, A{k), B{k)  and C{k), but these can be fixed 

uniquely by the condition

A{k) + B(k)  = v;:,{k) (2.29)

at the wall and two conditions across the discontinuity at y = 1/A. These two 

other conditions can be found either by substituting the full Heaviside form (2.23) 

into the governing equation (2.18) or by a straightforward physical argument. This 

argument is based on a thin smoothing layer around y = l / \  that, on this scale, 

must be represented as a thin vortex sheet. A principal property of a vortex sheet 

is that it is unable to support any jump in pressure or normal velocity across it (see 

chapter 4 of Drazin and Reid, 1981). Therefore, both p and v must be continuous 

ad y = 1 /X resulting in the two required conditions
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(2.30)

f l  +  +  A  -  (2.31)

From (2.29)-(2.31) we can deduce that

"('I -

and the unique solution has now been found, at least in Fourier space. It is doubtless 

possible to invert the entire solution, but this is not actually necessary to show the 

rather surprising main result. If we substitute our solution into the continuity (mass 

conservation) equation (2.15), we find that the slip velocity at the wall is

(2.35)
e - 2 | f c | / A  _|_ (2|/c|/A -  1)

The asymptotic behaviour of this slip velocity for large x  can be resolved by exam

ining the above expression for small k (Carrier, Krook and Pearson, 1983), and we 

find that

<„p(t) ~  — g -̂ -V :(0 ) +  O (& -'), (2.36)

implying that WsHp(̂ ) is O (xln |x|) as |x| -> oo. Furthermore, it is also possible to 

show that when y ~  0 (1), v{x,y)  is, in turn, 0 (ln|a;|) far upstream and down

stream of the slot. The growths of both u and v at large distances from the slot are 

rather remarkable features of this solution.
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A direct result of the small-A; analysis is that the upstream boundary condition 

(2.21) cannot be satisfied on the current length scale. It would therefore appear 

that the suction must generate upstream infiuence on a significantly longer length 

scale than that of the suction slot. However, since this conclusion may be only true 

for our rather special and unrealistic profile, it is felt that more evidence is required.

2.5 A sm oother upstream profile

Ub {v) =  sin(Ai/)

Figure 2.4: A smoother upstream profile.

Another upstream profile that can provide a simplified analysis of (2.18) is

u , ( y )  =  {
1 for 3/ ^

(2.37)

Substitution of this profile into the governing equation reveals that, as before, 

the solution can be expressed in the form v{x^y) = H  [tt/ {2X) — y)v{i){x^y) +
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H  {y —'K/{2 \ ) )v{ 2){x^y). However, the major difference here from the previous 

example is that in the lower region (see figure 2.4) has to satisfy Helmholtz 

equation,

(2.38)

and its general solution is of the form

(2.39)

The choice of solution branch here for the square root is not important, but for 

convenience is chosen to be one where the square root is positive real for |A:| > A 

and positive imaginary otherwise. The form of U(2) is still given by (2.28) and the wall 

boundary condition remains (2.29) as before, but the two conditions for continuity 

at y = are now

\//c2 -  A2 A{k)e~^^^^~^^ -  =  \k\C{k)e~ . (2.41)

C {k )e ~ ~ ^ . (2.40)

In this case, we find that 

A{k) =

B{k)  =

C{k) =

A2 -  (Vfc2 -  A2 -  |fc|)2e->^'^2^A’

(-(Vfc2 -  A2 -  \ k \ f e - ^ ' ^ ^ ^ l ^ \  V ’ ik) 

A2 -  { s / W ^  -

Â  -  {Vk'^ -  A2 -  |fc|)'

A2 -  (Vfc2 -  A2 -  |A;|)
■V:{k),

(2.42)

(2.43)

(2.44)
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and that the slip velocity, derived in a similar way as in the previous example, is

V:(k).  (2,45)

Asymptotically for small k (large x) this tends to

which is exactly the form seen in our last example (2.36).

2.6 Far-field analysis for a general Usiy)

The two examples given above suggest the strong possibility that any arbitrary 

upstream profile Ub {v), which satisfies the constraints given in (2.10) and (2.11), 

with a typical localized suction profile will produce a form of large upstream and 

downstream influence similar to that shown in (2.36) and (2.46). Consequently, this 

would mean that a longer length-scale analysis is required to quantify the full effect 

of the suction and that results of any numerical computation of the slot length-scale 

region would be extremely suspect.

Before commencing the far-field analysis, it should be noted that taking a Fourier 

transform in x  of (2.18) leads us directly to Rayleigh’s stability equation (Drazin 

and Reid, 1981) with zero wave speed. Furthermore, an extensive investigation of 

(2.18), in both two dimensions and three dimensions but with Ub [v) strictly positive, 

has been carried out previously by Lighthill (1957).

The far-field analysis is greatly facilitated by defining a stream function 'ip{x,y) with 

the properties
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and ^  =  0 on the wall lying upstream of the slot. Using this definition, we can then 

integrate (2.18) with respect to x to give us

t/fl(2/)VV = U'̂ {y)i> (2.48)

as an equation to solve in The reason for this change of variable is that the 

stream function shows the direct effect of the suction slot in its far-field boundary 

conditions. This is best shown at the wall, where far from the slot the boundary 

condition for v{x,y)  would be

u(|x| >> l ,y  =  0) =  —CS{x), (2.49)

where

/ CO

V^{z)dz (2.50)
■OO

is the mass flux through the suction slot and 6 {x) is the Dirac delta function (see 

Lighthill, 1960). However, the change of variable to the stream function produces 

instead the far-field wall condition

T o  for T < 0,
V̂ (|a;| >  1,2/=  0) =  < (2.51)

C for T > 0,

which can be applied more clearly to the analysis below as we shall see.

Now, we can use the properties given for Usiy)  in (2.10) and (2.11) to divide the 

far field into three distinct regions. These regions are shown in figure 2.5 and are

defined as the downstream wall region (Region I), the outer layer (Region II) and
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Region II

Region III

/  /  7  '7 W  ^ ...
Vw{x)

Region I 

/  /  /  /  /

Figure 2.5: far-field analysis for a general

the upstream wall region (Region III) respectively. The advantage of this structure 

is that, because Uq{ii) is only non-zero very close to the wall, we are only required 

to solve Laplace’s equation =  0 to leading order in Region II (the outer layer

where y x). A brief description of the analysis in each of the regions is presented 

below.

In R egion  I, we are required to solve the full equation (2.48) with x  very large and 

y ~  O (1). The solution can be expressed as a series expansion of powers of x  and 

ln(x), such that

=  x\n{x)^i (y)  + xi)2 (y) + \n(x)i!)i(y) + rl!i(y) +  . . . . (2.52)

Of course, more terms could be added here but they are not required and, for clarity, 

are not included. Substitution of the expansion (2.52) into the full equation reveals 

that ipiiy) to ^ 4(2/) all satisfy the simplified equation
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T J "  ( y )
'ipaiy) = for a  =  1,2,3 or 4, (2.53)

and the two possible solutions to this equation are

UB(y) and Ub (v) j  (2,54)

respectively. The former solution tends to zero at the wall and thus has no effect 

on the wall boundary condition. However, the near-wall behaviour (2.11) of Usiy) 

means that the latter solution in (2.54) tends to —1/A as y 04-. Hence, the 

latter solution can be used to satisfy the downstream boundary condition at the 

wall, 'ipi(y = 0 ) = C, subsequently leading to the general solution for this region

'ipi{x,y) =  x\n{x)AiUB{y)  +  xA2UB{y) T \ n { x ) A 3UB{y)

pA^UBiy) — XCUB{y) J  (t/^(y))2^^ +  • • • , (2.55)

with arbitrary constants Ai , A2,A^  and A^. As y  ^  oo, this expression tends to

ipj( x̂, y  ̂ X ln((r)j4i H- XA2 ln (x )y l3 H- .A4 — ^Cy  -1- . . .  (2.56)

which must be matched with the solution of Region II above.

A similar procedure can be adopted in R egion  III . Applying the upstream wall 

boundary condition '^///(y =  0) =  0 results in the following general solution:

'ipiiiix, y) =  ( - x )  l n ( - x ) Ài UB( y )  + ( -x )Â2UB(y)  + l n ( - x ) À 3UB(y)

4-Â4[/g(?/) +  . . .  (2.57)
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where for a  =  1,2 ,3 ,4  are all arbitrary constants. Then, as y —> oo, we have

y) ~  i~^)  l n(— +  [—x)À 2 +  ln(—a )̂Â3 +  Â4 +  . . .  (2.58)

in readiness for matching with Region II also.

Finally, we examine R egion  I I  where a solution of

V^ipi i {x,y)  =  0 (2 .59)

is sought with |x| and |y| both large. Note that this far-field region is easier to 

represent in polar coordinates {r,6 ), which are defined by x = rcos{9) and y = 

rsin(0). In these new coordinates, Laplace’s equation becomes

where we take r to be very large but ^ to be O (1). The two asymptotic forms (2.56) 

and (2.58) now appear as near-wall conditions for Region II and conversion of these 

expressions to polar coordinates provides the necessary boundary conditions:

'ipii ~  r  ln (r)Â i-I-r^2 +  ln (r) ^ 3 - I - -1-... at ^ =  tt, (2.61)

'fpii T ln(r)v4% -|- TA2 T  ln(r)vl3 T A/  ̂— XCv9 -|-. . .  at 0 =  0. (2.62)

Hence, we now assume that a solution to suit these boundary conditions must be a 

series expansion of the form

^ //  =  r  ln(r)/i((9) -f r f 2 (9 ) -h ln (r) /3(6>) 4- f^{9) +  . . .  (2.63)
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and substitution of this expansion into (2.60) gives the following general solutions 

to f i  and / 2:

tpii =  r ln(r) [Bi cos{6 ) +  B 2 sin(^)]

+ r  [B3 cos{6 ) +  B 4 sin(0) +  3 2 0  cos(0) — Bi9  sin(0)] 

+ 0  (ln (r)) , (2.64)

where Bi, B2, B3 and B4 are all unknown constants. The rest of the expansion is 

now unimportant in terms of our interest only in the leading-order flow response.

Comparison of the solution above to the downstream wall condition (2.62) indicates 

that the r  sin(^) solution must be non-zero with B 4 = —AC. However, this would 

then allow a solution like r{'K — 9) at the upstream wall which is not permitted by 

(2.61). The only way we can cancel this upstream effect out is by allowing Bi'k =  B4, 

leading to a non-zero O (xln |x|) term at the wall. Lastly, B 2 must be zero as no 

solution of O (r ln(r)0) can occur at either wall. Hence, we are left with the general 

form

=  r  ln(r) cos(^) +  r
7T

B3 cos(^) -f- AC sin(^) j  1
7T

where B3 remains completely arbitrary.

Examining the upstream effects, we can match this solution to Region HI giving

AC
'ipiii = (—z) ln(—x )— Usiv)  +  (—x)(—B3) -f . . . .  (2.66)

7T
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Furthermore, near the wall we discover that

d'lpiii

XC
^  ( -x )  In ( -x )— U'siy) + O  (|x|)

7T

\2ff
~  ( -x ) ln ( - a ;) ------- hO (|a;|) at y = 0, (2.67)

7T

in full agreement with the two examples given before. Therefore we know fairly 

convincingly that the upstream influence extends to a longer length scale in all 

cases.

The author wishes to note, in passing, that finite-difference computations of (2.18) 

were attempted on a grid of dimensions —R ^ x ^ R , 0 ^ y ^  2R.  The grid param

eter R  was set to a large, positive number and used to represent the “computational 

inflnity” where far-field boundary conditions could be applied. The computations 

gave good accurate results but these were subsequently found to be entirely depen

dent on the grid parameter R,  with the slip velocity increasing in strength as R  

increased. We believe these computations add yet more evidence that the above 

analysis is correct and, in consequence, any numerical analysis of this region must 

be treated with the utmost suspicion.

2.7 The triple-deck scale

A longer scale analysis for the above problem reveals many similarities to the short- 

scale hump problem studied by Smith et al. (1981). This is because for low-to- 

moderate suction cases the flow response extends far beyond the suction slot scale 

to the longer triple-deck scale where x ^  O  . The new flow structure

can be seen in figure 2.6. We do not intend to go into any great detail regarding
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O (Re-3/ 8)

T
O CRe-I/2'

/  /  / /  / /  / /  /  \j||/ / / / /  / /  /  /  /

Figure 2.6: The flow response over the triple-deck scale.

suction on this scale but only to note some points speciflc to our particular size of 

suction slot. For a more detailed analysis, the reader is referred to: (i) appendix A, 

where the author briefly describes the flow solution for a 2D suction slot of flnite 

length comparable to the triple-deck scale, (ii) Nayfeh et al. (1986), where a full 

investigation of linearized triple-deck suction is given and (iii) Smith et al. (1981), 

where the short scale hump is examined.

The boundary-layer length scale slot can be applied directly to the linearized analysis 

in Nayfeh et al. (1986) (or appendix A) with the suction slot resembling a delta 

function on the triple-deck length scale. However, the linearized analysis can only 

be applied if the mass flux through the suction slot is sufficiently small. This mass 

flux is O {vx) ~  O and the linearized triple-deck requires a mass flux

lower than O . Hence, the flow response is linear and limited to the triple

deck scale provided that
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No attem pt was made in the present project to analyse a higher suction strength 

than this, a m atter that is mentioned in the discussion of future work at the end of 

the thesis.

If the suction strength does lie within the range given by (2.68) then we find that 

within the full boundary layer (or main deck) we have the following:

{x,y) =  (2.69)

Û =  Ueiy) + MRe^'"U's(,y)A{X) + . . . ,  (2.70)

V = 0 + n{—UB{y)A'{X)) + . . . ,  (2.71)

and p = ; x ( - i £ ^ | - ^ d f ) .  (2.72)

where equation (2.72) derived from the upper deck demonstrates the so-called In

compressible Pressure-Displacement Interaction (see Smith, 1982). The function 

A{x) can be calculated from appendix A by taking

/ oo
Vy,{x)dx, (2.73)

oo

(note the boundary condition takes the same form (2.49) as in the general Usiv)  

analysis) and we find that

CA-i/4 r°o exp(-gA5/4gX)(\/3-2a4/3) for r > 6 
A (X )  = I i-V3»4/3+,8/3 as lor I  >  u,

/ “  f o r  rr <  0 ,
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X  =

0.6
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Figure 2.7: Solution for the induced slip velocity over the triple-deck length scale. 

The suction slot is represented by a delta function at the point % = 0 with the mass 

flux through the suction slot C being equal to unity.

where 6 =  (—3Ai'(0))^/^. A plot of the leading order streamwise velocity perturba

tion U'^(0)A(X) is presented in figure 2.7. The figure shows that the flow near the 

wall is smoothly accelerated towards the slot before a more gradual decay back to 

the initial state downstream. In fact, we can observe as the flow approaches the slot 

from upstream that

ü{X  -> 0 - )  ~  Ueiy) + + CAO (|x| In |x|)] (2.75)

where a  =  0.4907... to four significant figures. Furthermore, at the wall we find 

that the slip velocity tends to
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+  CA^O ( |i | In | i | ) ] , as -)■ 0 - ,  (2.76)

where the second term matches exactly with the behaviour of the solution derived 

on the slot length scale in (2.36) and (2.46).

Moving back to the slot length scale, where x  =  we find the perturbation

expansion in ü is not (2.12) but actually

Û = Usiy)  +  /iRe^/^C/^(y)CA“ ^/^a +  nu{x, ?/) +  . . . ,  (2.77)

where the eigensolution induced by the longer-scale response now dominates. This 

term is too large to be altered on the smaller length scale of the slot and so it 

remains unchanged downstream until x  becomes O again. Compare this

with a similar feature of the short hump problem in Smith et al. (1981) where the 

triple-deck response also appears to dominate.

Far downstream of the slot, the streamwise perturbation gradually decays on the 

triple-deck length scale. Taking X  to be large and positive in (2.74) one can deduce 

that

~  a s X ^ + o o .  (2.78)

Comparing this asymptote with the problems studied in Smith (1973) proves to be 

an interesting exercise, as it can be shown that an equivalent hump shape, of the 

form

1
êquiv =  ^4/3;^5/3p(2/3) J  (2.79)
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can give the same far-field fiow response as the linearized suction slot. Even more 

revealing is that, for a boundary-layer length slot, the equivalent hump shape is

, 0  for X  ^  0,
^ “•“‘' '= '5  X-./3 f o r X > 0

04/3A 5/3r(2/3) ^  ^  O,

which is semi-infinite on the triple-deck scale. Notice the similarity with (2.78).

Hence, one can expect a greater flow response from a localised suction slot than

from a similarly localised hump shape. More details regarding this equivalent hump

shape are discussed in chapter 4.

2.8 Summary of chapter

The analysis presented here shows that suction slots of length comparable to the 

local boundary-layer thickness generate a fiow response over a much longer length 

scale than one might expect. In fact, the leading-order flow response alters the 

fiow over the triple-deck scale O a length scale that is not apparent

within the original physical set-up. The resultant fiow field can be determined from 

the linearised analysis of Nayfeh et al. (1986) (or appendix A) by representing the 

suction slot as a point sink (in other words, as a delta function). Consequently, the 

shape and form of the suction profile Vw[x) is unimportant in this case as the leading- 

order solution is only dependent on (and directly proportional to) the magnitude 

of the suction mass flux. We are able to conclude from the analysis that suction 

slots of this type are beneficial for Laminar Flow Control because the near-wall 

fluid is accelerated both upstream and downstream of the slot. In addition, the 

boundary-layer thickness is also reduced to some extent as it passes over the slot, 

improving the stability of the fiow. However, we should note that the increase in
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streamwise velocity near the wall is also proportional to where A is the shear 

of the oncoming profile, and hence the flow benefits are greatly diminished if the 

local boundary-layer profile is already near the point of separation.

The other main result of the current chapter is the derivation of an equivalent hump 

shape which can imitate the linear flow response of a weak suction slot. Clearly, the 

semi-infinite extent of this equivalent hump reveals why suction slots can generate 

stronger effects on a flow than a similar length roughness such as in (Smith et al., 

1981).

Of course, the current analysis has been restricted to // in order to keep

the triple-deck response linear. However, it is presumed that as the suction strength 

is increased further a fully non-linear response over the triple-deck is possible. Higher 

strengths remain the subject of future research.



Chapter 3

The short suction slot lim it

3.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter, we were able to show that a suction slot of length comparable 

to the local boundary-layer thickness can generate significant infiuence on the flow 

over a much longer length scale than expected. Even for low suction strengths 

this infiuence extends at least as far as the triple-deck scale. We now consider the 

question of how this infiuence is affected by the length of the suction slot, as we 

examine much smaller slots.

The work in the present chapter intends to show that a shorter slot cannot create 

these longer-scale effects, primarily due to its inability to interact with the free 

stream in any substantial way. In fact, in the case of a shorter slot, a new upstream 

influence mechanism dominates that is limited to the slot length scale only.

Once we have identified this new mechanism, the rest of the chapter is concerned 

with the viscous fiow field close to the wall. The behaviour of the fiow close to the 

slot reveals that separation can occur there even at modest suction strengths, due

66
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to thinning of the viscous layer. Three regimes of suction strength are presented, 

each of which lead to an alteration of the physical mechanisms and consequently the 

constraints on the size of the region of flow separation. At higher suction strengths, 

we show that this separated region can engulf the downstream edge of the slot and 

even extend to large distances further downstream.

3.2 The disappearance of the longer length scale 

flow response

We begin the analysis by assuming the same situation as defined in chapter 2, but 

with a slot that is now much shorter than the local boundary-layer thickness. In 

view of this, a new parameter 5 <C 1 is introduced such that the new slot length 

scale is O . We intend to answer how this shorter slot affects the flow

response on the longer length scale.

In terms of the triple-deck scale, the details of the suction profile are unimportant 

and it is only the mass flux that fully determines the response. The shorter slot has 

a mass flux of O which, in comparison with (2.68), shows that we can

still expect a linear response on the triple-deck scale provided

(3.1)

Consequently, it would seem that stronger suction velocities can be applied to a 

shorter hole to give the same global effect. However, the situation is not quite so 

simple, as is shown if we examine the perturbation expansion for the flow over the 

slot. Adapting (2.77) for the shorter slot we find that
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Ù = UB{y)fiSIle^^^UB{y)CX + /j,u{x,y) , (3.2)

where C = ÔC and C ~  O (1). In the expansion, the second term represents the

longer length-scale flow response, whereas the third term can be regarded as a more

local effect on the slot length scale. Notice that no change in suction strength can 

affect the relative sizes of these terms as both terms are directly proportional to /i. 

It is clear, though, that if u{x,y)  is O (1) and the suction slot is short enough, or 

quantitatively

S <  R e - ' / \  (3.3)

then the local response term will become more significant than the longer length- 

scale response. This will happen whatever order of /j, is taken (at least if (3.1) 

continues to hold). Hence, there is a strong suggestion that, in the shorter slot case, 

the longer-scale effect seen in chapter 2 can be superseded by a much larger local 

flow response. Nevertheless, this claim still requires the local effect to remain O (1) 

in u{x, y); we intend to show in the next section that such an effect persists for the 

shorter slot case.

3.3 The slot length scale

Assuming that the short slot constraint (3.3) holds, the local response term becomes 

the leading-order perturbation and we can proceed to assess the flow field on the 

slot length scale. The relevant region is of dimensions O by O

and so we let
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X =  6R e (3.4)

ÿ =  (5Re“^/^y, (3.5)

and presume that here

Û = ÜB{y) +fJ^u{x,y) + 0 (ô f i ) ,  (3.6)

V = f x v { x , y ) , (3.7)

and p = Spp{x, %/) +  . . .  , (3.8)

are the required expansions. The region remains inviscid so long as the slot is not

too small, implying that our current suction case lies in the range

R e-i/^  <  (5 <C Re"i/®. (3.9)

If the above constraint holds then substitution of these expansions into the Navier- 

Stokes equations, (2.2) to (2.4), results in the same equations (2.15) to (2.17) as 

before, but with one subtle difference. In the rescaled y variable the upstream 

profile, given by (2.10) and (2.11), is replaced by

Usiy)  ~  1 + exp. small as i/ -4 oo, (3.10)

Usiy)  ^  T . . .  as ^ —y OT, (3.11)

suggesting that we can define a new shear, e =  XÔ, that is O (6). It would then

seem that the effect of shortening the length scale can be deduced directly from the

analysis in chapter 2 with A replaced by e.
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As an example, we examine the upstream profile defined in section 2.5, but for a 

shorter slot, so that

Ub (v) = <
siney for 0 ^  y < ^ ,  

1 for ^ ^  J .
(3.12)

The analysis from the previous chapter, applying a Fourier transform in z, enables 

us to obtain from (2.45) the following expression, in Fourier space, for the induced 

streamwise slip velocity at the surface:

ik
— \k\)‘̂e

(3.13)e2 -  [ y /k ^ z r ^  _  \ k \ )2 e -n ^ l ^ / e

Now, for the short slot limit we let <5, e —>• 0 and note that the exponential terms 

in both numerator and denominator tend to zero faster than the algebraic term. 

Consequently, we find that in the limit

<iip(^) ~  -isgT^{k)V*{k) +  O ((^), 

leading to, on inversion, the O (1) dominant flow response

(3.14)

'̂ Sh] K.K) de +  O (6). (3.15)
L o o  ^  (

One should note that a similar analysis of the other upstream profile example in 

chapter 2 leads to exactly the same limiting result. In examining the far field, we 

discover that this leading-order response tends to zero upstream and downstream of 

the slot, and a small k analysis of (3.13) shows that the asymptote

k : ( o) ,2
ik\k\

(3.16)
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still remains at large |x| to match with the, now negligible, triple-deck length scale 

response in a similar fashion as seen in chapter 2.

O ( (5Re“ */̂

Figure 3.1: A short suction slot can only interact with the near-wall shear flow.

What appears to be happening? The simplest explanation is that the slot length is 

so short that the suction is unable to interact with the free stream or even the entire 

local boundary-layer. In fact, the suction can only interact signiflcantly with the 

near-wall shear flow of the upstream profile (figure 3.1). Hence, on the hole length 

scale X = ÿ = the actual leading-order expansions can be taken

as

Ü = S X y f i u { x , y ) ,

V =  ! J L v ( x , y )  -F . . .  ,

(3.17)

(3.18)
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and p = 6pp{x, y) + . . .  . (3.19)

Providing that we maintain the linearity of the governing equations with the con

straint

p C S ,  (3.20)

we find that the equation for v{x,y)  given by (2.18) reduces in the short hole case 

to solving the simpler equation

V M ^ , y )  = 0, (3.21)

for v{x,y).  The streamwise velocity and the pressure can then be found by integrat

ing the equations

1  +  1  =  0’ (0.22) 

(0-20)

derived from the Navier-Stokes equations (2.2) and (2.3) respectively. The insignif

icance of the long-scale response now allows us to set the upstream boundary con

dition

(n, v,p) ~  (0,0,0) as a; -> -o o , (3.24)

along with wall and far-field conditions
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"u =  Vu){x) at y = 0, (3.25)

{u,v,p)  ~  (0,0,0) as y ^  oo. (3.26)

The solution of (3.21) in the upper-half plane with homogeneous far-field boundary 

conditions is a well-known result of Laplace’s equation (see chap. 7 of Carrier et 

al., 1983). Hence, we do not intend to give any details of the derivation here. The 

suction boundary condition at the wall (3.25) leads to

= J / o c

and from this, we find that the streamwise induced slip velocity at the surface is 

given exactly as (3.15). Therefore, the analysis at the beginning of this section can

be regarded as a rational matching between the short slot limit case given here and

the longer slot in chapter 2.

The governing equations within this region are, of course, elliptic and allow the 

generation of upstream infiuence, enabling the fiow to adjust ahead of the suction 

slot. The major consequence of this upstream influence is an induced slip velocity at 

the wall, as given in the short hole case by (3.15). In actual fact, it is the structure 

of this upstream infiuence that characterizes the contrasting fiow effects of the short 

slot case and the slot in chapter 2. We now intend to compare these two structures 

below.

In figure 3.2, we show two examples of suction profiles with their respective induced 

slip velocities which have been found using (3.15). In the case of a parabolic suction 

profile, where Vw{x) = Cx{x  — 1) between 0 ^  x ^  1 and C  is positive and real, we 

find that
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(a)

1

0 . 5

•0 . 5

1

■1 . 5
■2 0 2 4

(b)

1

0 . 5

0

■0 . 5

■1

X
- 2  0 2 

X

Figure 3.2: Two examples of slip velocities generated by different suction profiles: 

(a) parabolic suction profile and (b) bucket-shaped profile.

f \ C '  / 1  \ i  1  —  37 \'̂ slip(37) =  — I -  — 37 +  X{1 — x) In —- — 1

Similarly, in the case of a bucket-shaped profile defined by

%u(37) =  <

— ̂  for 0 ^  37 < A,

—C  for A ^  a: ^  (1 — A),

for (1 -  A) <  37 ^  1, 

0 otherwise,

(3.28)

(3.29)

where A is a slope parameter within the range 0 < A < |  and C is positive and real 

(as above), we can deduce that

Wsiip(37) = In |a7 -  1 4- A|^  ̂ — A|^  ̂ ^ |̂1 — ®̂|a7| ^
7t A  L

(3.30)

From the original equation (3.15) and these examples we are able to inspect the
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common features of this induced slip velocity. One of the most important is that, 

for a symmetric suction profile, the induced slip velocity reverses sign exactly in the 

middle of the slot. Furthermore, for any slot, we can show that

1
Usiip{x) ~  —  / Fu;(()d( as \x\ oo, (3.31)

J-oo

implying that a sign reversal must occur for any localised suction profile, with the 

induced slip approaching an odd function that decays like x~^ far upstream and 

downstream.

Compare these features with the induced slip generated by the longer slot (figure 

2.7). In that case, the induced slip remains positive upstream and downstream of 

the slot, indicating an accelerated near-wall flow on both sides of the slot. However, 

in the short hole case the suction acts more like a sink, pulling in the flow from both 

sides with the strongest velocities occurring just inside the edges of the slot.

3.4 The viscous sublayer

It has already been demonstrated that localized suction can produce an elliptic 

flow response in the form of an induced streamwise slip velocity at the surface. 

Immediately, this suggests that there must be a thin, viscous sublayer close to the 

surface where the slip velocity can be reduced to zero, hence satisfying the surface 

boundary conditions (Smith, 1982). The flow structure within the viscous sublayer 

is the focus of the remainder of the chapter.

The thickness of the viscous sublayer can be inferred by balancing the inertial and 

viscous terms of the Navier-Stokes equations. Assuming that ü{x, y) behaves as a
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shear flow in a thin wall region to leading order, we balance the ü-^  and

terms to conclude that viscosity only acts at distances of O from the

surface.

With the above scaling in mind, we deflne

X = ÔRe-^/^x, ÿ = (^i/^Re-2/^r, (3.32)

and assume that the solution has the leading order expansions

Ü = 0^/^Ke-^/^XY + ^ U { x ,Y ) - \ - . . .  , (3.33)

V =  fiV^{x) +  y )  +  . . .  , (3.34)

and p = 5iipq{x ) +  p^5‘̂ ^^Re^^^pi(x) +  (5^/^/iRe“ /̂®p(a;) +  . . .  , (3.35)

that are valid so long as the constraints (3.9) and (3.20) are satisfled. For weak 

suction cases, where p  <K R e “ /̂ ,̂ the elliptic response generated in the upper 

inviscid layer, which forces U and V  to be non-zero, has a negligible impact on the 

viscous flow. The result is a flow in the viscous layer entirely dominated by the 

leading-order streamwise shear flow and the suction profile. Hence, taking a stream 

function -0 defined by the properties

If= ë  =
and 0  =  0 on the wall lying upstream of the slot, the flow in these weak suction 

cases can be represented to leading order by

\ y 2 r x
î>{x, Y)  = +  . . .  ; (3.37)

^ J —  OO
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it is noted that the two terms on the right-hand side are comparable to one an

other when (1 ~  <C provided (3.9) still holds. A plot of the

streamlines for this flow with a simple parabolic suction profile can be seen in flgure 

3.3.

2 .

1.

0 .

3

2

1

0
0 0 . 5 1 1 . 50 . 5

X

Figure 3.3: Plot of streamlines in the viscous sublayer for a weak suction slot.

One remarkable feature of the flow in these weak suction cases is its simplicity. 

However, an important effect observed here that appears to occur in all the suction 

cases examined is a leading-order pressure of the form

Pq{x ) =  - A  /  P u , ( ( ) d ( ,
J  —oo

(3.38)

resulting in a severe pressure rise over the slot proportional to the suction mass flux. 

The existence of this pressure rise seems to be a necessary attribute of the solution
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to bring the shear flow to rest at the downstream edge of the slot (thus satisfying 

the no-slip condition). A similar effect can be seen in the two-dimensional branching 

flow studied by Smith et al. (2001).

In the sections below we examine three cases of stronger suction, each demonstrating 

changes in the physical mechanisms governing the flow. It is easy to predict that 

significant changes will occur in the final, strongest case (section 3.7) because, at 

that level of suction, the elliptic flow response can provoke a non-linear reaction in 

the viscous sublayer. Nevertheless, the two intermediate cases, called linear strong 

and quasi-linear strong respectively, show two distinct levels of structure alteration 

between the weakest and strongest suction cases. The subtle changes of structure 

and physics in these intermediate cases are caused, primarily, by a thinning of the 

viscous region over the slot due to the increased suction. This, in turn, enables the 

elliptic flow response from the upper inviscid layer to interact strongly with the flow 

in the close neighbourhood of the slot, whilst remaining negligible elsewhere.

In all cases examined, the applied suction profile shall be non-zero between x = 0 

and X = 1 and will tend to zero linearly at those points; this avoids any strong non

linear edge behaviour. A bucket-shaped suction profile similar to the one defined in 

(3.29) is commonly used as an example. The advantage of this particular profile is 

that the effects of steepening the suction velocity gradient near the edge (represented 

by A) can be isolated from the effects of increasing the suction strength. We begin 

the investigation with the linear strong suction case at // =
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3.5 Linear strong suction,

For the first case of strong suction, we substitute // =  into (3.33) to (3.35)

to provide us with the following expansions in the viscous layer:

Ü = (5^/^Re-^/®Ay +  Re-^/^C/(a;,y) +  . . .  , (3.39)

V = R e -i/V ^ (x )  +  r2 /^ R e -^ /iV (a :,y )  +  . . .  , (3.40)

and p =  ô ' R e ~ ^ ^ ' ^ p Q { x ) -I . (3.41)

where <5 is the short-hole parameter discussed at the beginning of section 3.2 and

defined within the range given by equation (3.9). As mentioned briefly in the pre

vious section, the reason for the existence of the higher-order perturbations is the 

induced slip velocity generated in the upper inviscid layer. In the viscous region, we 

represent this slip velocity by A{x), so that from (3.15)

A{x) = ~ r  (3.42)
7T y _ o o  X - ^

which is known since Vw(x) is known. The upper boundary condition on U{x,Y)  

then becomes

U { x , Y ) ^ A { x )  as F oo, (3.43)

and it is assumed that the action of viscosity on the flow will reduced this imposed 

velocity to zero at the surface F  =  0, in order to satisfy the no-slip condition.

Substitution of the derived expansions into the Navier-Stokes equations (2.2) to

(2.4) reveals that the leading-order governing equations and, hence, the consequent
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flow structure differ drastically depending on whether the position {x, Y) is above 

the slot or not. A diagram summarizing the entire viscous flow structure is shown 

in figure 3.4 and we will refer to it often during the current section.

Figure 3.4; The structure of the viscous sublayer for the linear strong suction case. 

Flow above th e  slot

For instance, above the suction slot (Region 1) we find that the vertical advective 

term of the x-rnomentum equation (2.3) is much larger than the horizontal 

advective or viscous terms; this is due to the strong suction. The added existence 

of a dominant shear flow forces the term to be non-zero, prompting the creation of 

large pressures. Therefore, over the suction slot we deduce that

V^{x)X =  ~Pq{x ), with po(x) -4- 0 as T -oo. (3.44)
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resulting in the pressure rise (3.38) that was mentioned in the previous section. We 

are then required to solve the higher-order equation

=  —p[{x), with pi{x) -4- 0 as T — -o o , (3.45)

for the unknowns U (x ,Y )  and Pi{x).  The solution to (3.45) is found by observing 

that the right-hand side of the equation is a function of x only (naturally, because 

the flow is in a thin layer). Consequently, the left-hand side must also be a func

tion of X only, a condition that can only be satisfled if the solution takes the form 

U{x,Y)  = F (x )Y  4- G{x) and p'i{x) = —V^{x)F{x) where F{x) and G{x) are un

known functions. A subsequent matching with the upper inviscid region shows F{x) 

to be identically zero and so over the suction slot we have exactly

U{x,Y)  =  A{x) and Pi{x) = 0. (3.46)

Applying the equation of continuity (2.2) then implies that V  =  —A'(x)Y.

The simple solution (3.46) occurring above the slot displays two important proper

ties. One is that viscosity is absent in the equations, demonstrating that the strong 

suction has pulled the viscous layer towards the surface of the slot (flgure 3.4). A 

viscous region still exists over the slot, but it is signiflcantly thinner than that found 

beyond the upstream and downstream edges. An analysis of this region is given later 

in the section and contains the main result of the current suction case. A second, 

more important point is that the flow over the slot is entirely determined locally 

without any knowledge of the flow history upstream. The result is a flow response 

over and downstream of the slot that is completely unaffected by the upstream flow 

response. We investigate this further below.
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Beyond the slot edges

Upstream and downstream of the slot, the normal suction flux Vw{x) is identically 

zero and substitution of (3.39) to (3.41) into the Navier-Stokes equations (2.2) to

(2.4) produces instead of (3.44) and (3.45) the following equations to leading order:

and Ay +  XV — —p'{x) +  (3.48)

The upstream and downstream sides share the same no-slip conditions at the surface,

U = 0, V  = 0 at y  =  0, (3.49)

along with the condition

U ~  A(x)  as y  ^  oo, (3.50)

to match the flow to the inviscid layer above. Here, A{x) is defined as the induced 

slip velocity in (3.42). Therefore, the solutions on the upstream and downstream 

walls involve solving a two-dimensional linear boundary-layer problem with a known 

displacement but an unknown pressure.

Before seeking a solution, we note that the shear parameter A can be scaled out if 

the following rescaling is applied to the expansions (3.39) to (3.41):

[x , Y , U , V ^ , V , pq, p ,A] =  .

(3.51)
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It is useful to note that the identical rescaling oiU,  and A  in (3.51) also preserves 

the magnitude of the response in the upper inviscid layer. Hence, we can now either 

rescale as above and drop the bars over the variables or simply take A =  1 in the 

original equations.

U pstream  of slot

With the preliminaries completed, we begin to examine Region 2 where a solution 

is sought to the following system of equations:

(U,v) = (0,0) at y  =  0, (3.54)

U ~  A{x) as y  —> oo, (3.55)

and {U,V,p) ~  (0,0,0) as a: ^ - o o ;  (3.56)

these are derived from (3.47) to (3.50) with an initial condition (3.56) far upstream.

The solution can be found by utilising a Fourier transform in x (as seen previously

in chapter 2), defined for some function g{x) by

/oo
p(x,î/)e""^"^ dx, (3.57)

•oo
1

and g{x,y) = —  g*{k,y)e'^^ dk. (3.58)
J — oo

We apply this transform to equations (3.52) and (3.53) to reduce the problem to 

solving
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ikY U ^ r =  C/*yy, (3.59)

where the subscript denotes differentiation with respect to the subscript. Subse

quently, by changing variables from Y  to t = {iky^^Y,  we are able to convert this

equation to Airy’s equation for r* = Uyj such that

T* -  tT *  =  0, (3.60)

which has the general solution

r

The second Airy function Bi{t) grows exponentially at large t and cannot be per

mitted in the solution due to the boundary condition (3.55). Therefore, we ignore 

the Bi(t) solution or set ^{k) = 0. The other coefficient a{k) remains non-zero and 

is fixed uniquely by firstly recognising that

r(iA)i/3y
U '{k ,Y )  = a(k)[ik)-^l^ I Ai(s) ds, (3.62)

Jo

before applying the matching condition (3.55) to obtain a{k) =3{ikY^^A*{k). As a 

result.

f/;^(A;,y) =  3(%A;)^/^AXA;)Ai((%A;)^/^y), (3.63)

and p*{k) =  3Ai'(0)A*(A;)(zA:)“ /̂ ,̂ (3.64)
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allowing us to express the entire upstream flow in terms of the given displacement 

function A{x) in Fourier space. Treating these solutions in Fourier space as convo

lutions, it is possible to invert them analytically to deduce both the wall pressure 

p(x) and the skin-friction perturbation tq(x ) = Uy {x , Y  = 0). However, to do this 

one needs to be able to invert both and These are given as

J - oo I 0 otherwise

and

X for a: > 0,

J - oo I 0 otherwise.

The subsequent inversion yields the required results:

ToW =  ^  -  ()d (, (3.65)

and p(x) = ^  -  ()d (. (3.66)

The author notes that the analysis above follows similar processes that were used in 

other linearised problems examined by both Smith (1973) and Nayfeh et al. (1986).

A remarkable feature of the bucket-shaped profile is that the solutions to equations 

(3.65) and (3.66) can be expressed in a simple analytical form. To achieve this, we 

note that given

C
a!{ppj = —— (In \x — 1 -b A| -|- In jic — A| — In j]? — 11 — In |j:|) , (3.67)

7TA
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derived from (3.30), the convolution forms are each made up of a sum of four terms 

similar to either

poo poo
/  |o; +  7 -  f |d f  or /  In |x +  7 -  f|d^,

Jo  Jo
(3.68)

where 7 =  —1 +  A, — A, —1 and 0 respectively. Of course, both of these integrals are 

divergent, but cancellation between the four summed terms at large (  means that 

the actual results required, (3.65) and (3.66), are fully convergent. To overcome this 

obstruction, we calculate the convergent integrals

pR^ pR^
/ In |x +  7 -  ^|d^ or / ^“^/^In |x +  7 — ^|d^,

Jo Jo
(3.69)

for some large, positive, finite R and then take the limit R —> 00 o n l y  after adding 

the four terms together in the complete result. The method requires integration by 

parts and after some working we find that

L

1 Q q
In |x +  7 -  =  -R ^  In \R^ + P \ ------------In 1 +

R
^ 1/3

R'^ R
^ 2/3 ^ 1/3 + 1

+
3\/3

and

pR̂
/ r /̂=’ln|x + 7 -f|dÇ = 3iîln|il^+^|-9il + 3;S'/®ln

Jo
1 +

R
;gl/3

— In
R^ R

^ 2/3 ^ 1/3 + 1
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+  ( ta n - i  +  l )

where p = — (x + 7) is always a positive, real number upstream of the slot. Whilst the 

results appear rather cumbersome at first, at large R  they reduce to the simplified 

expansions

[  In I® +  7 -  InR  ̂-  '̂ R? + i r V 3 ( - ( x  + y)f '^+ O {R~^) (3.72)
Jo z 4

/  In | i  +  7 -  ~  3A In R ? - m  + 2■K^/Z{-(x +  7))'/^ +  O , (3.73)
Jo

where, as expected, the large terms in both results are not dependent on 7 . Hence, 

on adding the four terms together these large terms in R  cancel out and on taking 

the limit R  0 0  we arrive at the result

To(:.) =  [(1 -  A -  x)V3 +  (A -  x)^A _  (1 _  ^)2/3 _   ̂ (3 74)

P(:c) =  [(1 -  -  (1 -  A -  x f ! ^  -  (A -  .(3.75)

Plots of To{x) and p{x) for different values of the slope parameter A are shown in 

figure 3.5. They demonstrate that the suction slot, via the upper inviscid layer, 

creates a favourable pressure gradient upstream that accelerates the flow towards 

the slot’s leading edge. The overall pressure drop at the slot’s leading edge is

^i/3Re-Vi3 9 M 0 ) g  ( ! _ ( ! _  a )V3 _  a ^/s)

and a plot of this against A can be seen in flgure 3.6. The direct proportionality be

tween the pressure drop and the suction strength C  seems relatively straightforward
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Skin Friction to(x) Pressure p{x)
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Figure 3.5: Plots of skin friction (left) and pressure (right) upstream for A =  0.01, 

0.05 and 0.1.

to understand, but the effect of the slope parameter A is more interesting. We can 

observe that the pressure drop increases as the sides of the suction profile become 

steeper (i.e. as A becomes smaller), tending to a maximum at A =  0. However 

the pressure gradient and the skin friction, t q ( 0 )  and p ' ( 0 ) ,  both become singular 

as A ^  0+ like O (A “ ^/^) and O (A~^/^) respectively. Examining far upstream of 

the slot, the flow response decays in an algebraic fashion, with To{x) ~  and

p{x) ~

Whilst it is true that the above conclusions are taken from the bucket-case suction 

profile, it is not thought that this profile is atypical. One can postulate that a 

parabolic suction profile, whose A{x) is defined in equation (3.28), could also yield 

a similar analytical result. Furthermore, a glance at the similar slip velocity plots 

produced by both profiles (figure 3.2) adds yet more evidence that any reasonable 

suction profile, defined between 0 < x < 1 only, would produce similar results.

Now that we have results from both upstream and over the slot we are able to see 

more clearly why upstream history cannot affect the rest of the flow field. Notice
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Figure 3.6: Plot of the pressure drop at the slot’s leading edge p{x = 0) against the 

slope parameter A.

that the smooth edge profile given by the upstream Fourier solution U{x = 0—, Y) 

does not equal the profile given by the solution above the slot, U{x = 0+, Y) = v4(0). 

Furthermore, there is no process identified yet enabling us to remove this mismatch. 

For instance, we are unable to specify a fixed condition at the upstream edge of the 

slot X =  0 in the system of equations (3.52) to (3.56) because the system is parabolic 

from the upstream infinity. Therefore, we assume that a shorter length-scale region 

exists around the upstream edge that provides a direct matching between the two 

solutions. This is Region 3 in figure 3.4.

U pstream  edge

To find the short scale region we recognise that close to the upstream (and down
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stream) edge V^ix) ^  x, implying that the strength of the suction drops gradually 

until the suction is able to interact directly with the streamwise shear flow. Deflning 

the new short scale by a; =  eX, where X  is O (1), and balancing | |  and | |  terms in 

the continuity equation (2.2) we find that e =  \Æ  where

h = <C 1.

The defined parameter h is appropriate as it represents the small parameter in the 

local perturbation expansions of Region 3, where

u =  (3.76)
n=0
oo

V = V h K e - ^ / ‘' ' ^ h ”-Vn(X,Y),  (3.77)
n=0

oo

and p = <5/iRe-'/“ y ] f e ’*P„(X). (3.78)
n=0

A comparison with the initial expansions, (3.39) to (3.41), and the corresponding 

solutions reveals that

f (F ,0, 0) for X  < 0,
((7o,F„,Po)={ . ^ (3.79)

I  (^ . S )  k r  ^  > 0.

for the bucket suction profile. However, our main interest lies in the correction term 

Ui{X,Y),  which has one boundary condition

C/i(X, ŷ ) U{^x = 0—, y )  as X  —̂ —oo, (3.80)

to match with the upstream wall solution and, if possible, the condition

t/i(X , y )  ~  A(0) as X  —y +oo, (3.81)

to match with the simple solution over the slot downstream.
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In the current edge region, viscous forces are negligible and hence the solution sat

isfies the Euler equations. The absence of viscous forces agrees with the theory of 

a thinning of the viscous layer over the slot. Therefore, with Region 3 being an in

viscid region, substitution of the given expansions into the Navier-Stokes equations, 

(2.2) to (2.4), should lead us to Bernoulli’s law. This is perfectly true but, as the 

region is thin (i.e. x ^  ÿ), we actually have

1 / ^  \ ^
-  g A " % ( % , y )  + Y ^ h ’'P„{X) = f{i>) (3.82)

\n = 0  /  n=0

where /  is an unknown function dependent only on the stream function 'ip. The

stream function itself can be represented as an expansion

'4̂ — '0o(-^? T)  -f- hipi^X, T) H-. . .  , (3.83)

with each ipn satisfying

=  Un, (3.84)
d Y

=  -Vn,  (3.85)
a x

and 'ipn = 0 at y  =  0, X  < 0, (3.86)

and the unknown function f{'ip) can be expanded in a similar way as /  =  /o +  ^ /i +

O (h^). From differentiation of (3.82) with respect to Y  we are then able to show

that

^  =  /i('0o), (3.87)

or, to put it in another way, that the shear of the streamwise perturbation is con-
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served on the leading-order streamlines, which are

is constant for X < 0,

1
- Y ^  -\----   is constant for X > 0
2 2A

(3.88)

(3.89)

I
o

;z)
+
o

Figure 3.7; Sketch of upstream edge inviscid region. The value of the shear ^ ay
is conserved on streamlines.

The consequent effects of the above result are best explained graphically, as in figure 

3.7. The result shows that the near-wall vorticity generated upstream of the slot is 

pulled into the suction hole over a finite distance. On the streamlines that upstream 

lie very far from the wall, ^  % 0, but once over the suction slot these streamlines 

are eventually pulled down onto the surface so that as X -> oo, ^  > 0 everywhere.

Therefore, matching the fiow to the induced slip velocity above gives Ui{X,Y)  —>•
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A(0) as X  -4- oo as required by the condition (3.81); a smooth matching to the 

solution over the slot downstream is achieved.

D ow nstream  edge

Moving across to the downstream edge, a similar short scale region exists there, 

identified as Region 4 in figure 3.4. In the current case, the same analysis as above 

applies, leading to the identical result that the shear of the streamwise velocity 

perturbation is conserved on the streamlines. However, due to the simple solution 

over the slot, U{x = 1 —, y )  =  ^(1), the shear perturbation is consequently zero on 

all streamlines upstream of this edge region. Hence, just downstream of the slot edge 

the shear remains zero, implying that U{x = 1+, y )  =  A (l) also. We are therefore 

able to apply this as the initial condition for the solution beyond the downstream 

edge. A graphical explanation of Region 4 is given in figure 3.8.

D ow nstream  of slot

The full understanding of the short scale edge regions now allows us to seek a solution 

to the downstream problem in Region 5. The system of equations remains similar 

to the upstream case given by (3.52) to (3.56) and are shown below:

dU d V  
d x ^  d Y 0, (3.90)

ox P (^) +  ^ y 2> (3.91)

(f/,y )  = (0, 0) at y  =  0, (3.92)

U -4 A{x)  as y  oo, (3.93)

and {U,p) = (■̂ {1) ,Pedpe) at X =  1. (3.94)

The exact pressure term at the downstream edge Pedge is unknown and, as only the
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Figure 3.8: Sketch of downstream edge inviscid region. The value of the shear 

^  is conserved on streamlines.

pressure gradient really concerns us, no attem pt has been made to discover its value. 

The fact that an initial condition at the point x = 1 has now been given means that 

a Fourier analysis is no longer possible. Instead we use a Laplace transform defined 

for some function w{x) by

e ^^w{x)ds,w*{s) = J

1 p'y-tioo
and w{x) —

2i7TÎ j y—ioQ

•7 +zoo

(3.95)

(3.96)

where 7 is a real constant larger than the real parts of all the singularities of u;*(s) 

(Carrier et al., 1983). The analysis in Laplace space here remains very similar to
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that carried out in Region 2 and we end up with remarkably similar results to (3.63) 

and (3.64), namely

U;.(s,Y)  =  3s‘/^4*(s)A i(s'/^y), 

and p*(s) =  3s^'^^yl*(s)Ai'(0).

(3.97)

(3.98)

It is possible to invert both (3.97) and (3.98) in the form of convolutions, as in the 

upstream case. However, an added peculiarity comes from finding an inversion of 

sA*(s). Using the definition of the Laplace transform above, we know that A'{x) 

becomes sA*(s) — A (l) in Laplace space. Hence, to deal with sA*{s) on its own we 

need to find a function that will become v4(l) in Laplace space. The solution turns 

out to be v4(l)^(T — 1 +  c) where e > 0 can be made arbitrarily small and 6{x) is the 

Dirac delta function (Lighthill, 1960). The e is required to ensure that the entire 

non-zero impulse of the delta function resides within the limits of the integral on 

transformation (Carrier et al., 1983).

The results for the skin friction, 7-0(0:), and the pressure gradient, p'{x), are thus:

To{x) = 

and p'{x) =

3Ai(0)
T(2/3)

3Ai'(0)
T (l/3)

A[l){x -  1)-^/^ -f  ̂ -  1 -  ()d (
Jo

A (l)(x -  1)“2/̂  -f  ̂ -  1 -  ()d (
Jo

, (3.99) 

.(3.100)

Once again, these general convolution forms yield a completely analytical solution 

for the particular example of interest, the bucket suction profile case. Referring back 

to equation (3.67) and defining the coordinate shift f  =  (a: — 1), we know that each 

convolution is made up of a sum of either of the following integrals:
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rx  rx
/ In |x +  7 — or / In +  7 —

Jo Jo
(3.101)

'0 ^0

where 7 =  A, 1 — A, 0 or 1 respectively. The calculation of these integrals is fairly 

straightforward with no infinite limit to take as in the upstream wall solution. How

ever, one problem remains when 7 =  0, because the initial integration by parts 

produces a singularity that cannot be avoided. A suitable (and probably the only) 

way to remove this barrier is to calculate the result for 7 non-zero and then take 

the limit 7 —>• 0 to achieve the required result. Hence, for 7 ^  0 we find

-  5 (* +  7 7 ’ In 1 -

X 1/3

(x 4- 7 )1/^

+  - ( z  -h 7)^/^ In

+

X 2/3 X 1/3

(Æ -I- 7)^/3 (T 4- 7)1/3 + 1

3\/3
2

7T\/3

{x +  7)^/^ tan  ̂

(T -k7)^ /\

+
y/S{x +  7 )1/^

(3.102)

and

f  ^ In |T 4- 7 — ^|d^ =  3Æ̂ /̂  In I7 I — — 3(x-I-7 )^/^ In
Jo

1 -

fl/3X

+  ^ ( :r+  7)^/^ In
X 2/3

+
X 1/3

(rr H-7)2/^ (:r -I- 7)^3

+  3v^(x  +  7)’/’ t a n - ' (  ^

{x 4- 7)^3 

+ 1

+V 3 (f- t-7)^3 \/3

7T\/3
{x 4- 7)^/^. (3.103)

We then take the limit 7 —>• 0 to obtain the results
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J  (  In \x -  f  |df =  In \x\ +  f  j(ln(3) -  1) - (3.104)

and

i :
^ In |f  — ^|d^ =  3z^/^ In |f  | +  x^^^ I ^ ln(3) — 9 +

7T V3'
(3.105)

Substitution of these forms as a sum into the expressions for the skin-friction per

turbation (3.99) and the pressure gradient (3.100) subsequently produce the results 

for various values of A shown in figures 3.9 and 3.10 respectively. Note that A (l) is 

dependent on A also via equation (3.30), where A{x) = UsHp.

0 . 0 0 3

0 . 0 0 2

^  0 . 0 0 1

- 0 . 0 0 1
0 5 10  15  20  25  30

( x -  1)

Figure 3.9: Plot of skin friction t q { x )  against { x  — 1) downstream of slot. Here 

A =  0.1 (top), 0.2 and 0.3 (bottom).
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Figure 3.10: Plot of pressure gradient p'{x) against (a: — 1) downstream of slot. Here 

A =  0.1 (bottom), 0.2 and 0.3 (top).

These graphical plots show some distinct properties about the downstream flow that 

should be noted. Firstly, the abrupt starting profile given by (3.94) causes both to{x ) 

and p'{x) to be singular at the downstream edge. In regard to the pressure, we see 

from figure 3.10 that the initial strong adverse pressure gradient at the edge quickly 

transforms itself into a favourable pressure gradient within a short distance from the 

edge; this distance increases with increasing A. Furthermore, an asymptotic analysis 

of (3.100) reveals that far downstream the favourable pressure gradient decays as 

O ln(a;)). Turning our attention to the skin-friction perturbation in flgure 3.9

we also see a similar behaviour exhibited there. The results suggest that, whereas the 

flow is greatly decelerated at the downstream edge, a violent near-wall acceleration 

takes place just beyond it. This acceleration seems so severe that the velocity profile
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actually manages to overshoot its initial unperturbed value, creating a fast-moving, 

near-wall flow downstream of the slot. Further downstream, it is possible to show 

that eventually the skin-friction perturbation decays as O ln(a:)).

The thinning o f the viscous layer

INVISCID LAYER 
2/ ~  O (1)

VISCOUS LAYER ' \  
y ~  (-rr)U3

REGION 1

REGION 6

Figure 3.11: The two-tier structure on approaching the upstream edge of a slot with 

linear strong suction.

Having completed an analysis of Regions 1 to 5 we are now in a position to fully 

understand the viscous flow both upstream and downstream of the suction slot. In 

addition, the analysis indicates that a distinctive thinning of the viscous layer occurs 

above the suction slot which we now intend to examine in detail. As a preliminary 

step, one can carry out a small-a: analysis around the upstream edge (similar to 

the one in the non-linear case, section 3.7) that suggests the existence of a two-
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tier structure on approach to the edge from upstream (see figure 3.11). The lower 

tier, where viscous forces remain significant, is confined to normal distances of only 

O (1^1 /̂ )̂ above the surface, suggesting that the viscous layer thins ahead of the 

slot to join with Region 6.

The viscous layer above the slot

Over the slot, as has already been mentioned, the combination of strong suction 

and streamwise shear flow means that the viscous forces only become significant 

in very thin layer of height O above the slot [Region 6). The height of

the layer can be gauged from a balancing of momentum and viscous terms in the 

Navier-Stokes equations and during this process we are able to see the significance 

of the current suction case. It happens that at the suction strength of /i =  

the leading-order streamwise shear, the slip-velocity term, the leading-order pressure 

rise and the viscous terms all become comparable to one another. In fact, applying 

the new height rescaling ÿ = R e “^/^y gives the following solution expansions within 

the layer:

Ü = K e - ^ ^ ^ U [ x , y ) - \ - , (3.106)

V = R e-^/^K .(2;) 4- r^ R e -^ /V (a ; ,  y) + . . .  , (3.107)

and p  =  /  - K ,( 6 d f +  ----  (3.108)
J  —oo

A substitution of these expansions into the Navier-Stokes equations, (2.2) to (2.4), 

shows us that the solution within the region satisfies the equation

dU d'^U
V w (z)lT r  =  +  03 109)ay dy
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for U{x,y)  only. The higher-order term V{x ,y)  of the vertical velocity must then 

be non-zero in order to preserve continuity. The boundary conditions for U{x,y)  

come from a no-slip requirement at the surface of the suction slot and a matching 

condition with Region 1 above, so that

{U,V) = (0,0) at ^ =  0, (3.110)

and U ~  y + A{x) as y —)■ cx), (3.111)

where A EE 1 or has been scaled out. Consequently, from these constraints the

solution to (3.109) is quite simply found to be

U{x, ÿ ) = ÿ  + A{x) (1 -  (3.112)

although, as expected, it remains only valid over the suction slot (where K; ^  0).

Now that the solution within Region 6 has been found we are able to see a rather 

important aspect of the effects of strong suction. By differentiating the solution 

with respect to y, we find that the skin friction r  at the surface is

T = 1 — A{x)Vyj[x). (3.113)

Referring back to the definition of A[x) given by (3.42) and some graphs of examples 

in figure 3.2, we note that the second term of (3.113) is comparable in size to (K;(x))^ 

and that the term is negative over the front half of the slot but positive over the rear 

half of the slot, because A{x) changes sign. One can therefore conclude that the 

effect of the suction and the induced slip velocity has now become non-linear over the 

slot and, furthermore that, if the suction is strong enough, r  will become negative
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somewhere between the midpoint and the downstream edge of the slot. Therefore, 

strong suction at this level where fj, =  can create a small compact region

over the slot where fluid is actually travelling backwards towards the upstream edge. 

Some plots of r  demonstrating this phenomenon, using a bucket-suction profile, are 

given in figure 3.12.

1 . 7 5

1 1 . 2 5

0 . 7 5

0

0 . 2 5

X X
1 0 . 4 0 . 6 0 . 80 . 2 1

T

X

X

Figure 3.12: Three examples of skin friction with bucket case (a) C = 1, A =  0.1, 

(b) C =  1, A =  0.3, (c) C =  2, A =  0.1 and (d) C  =  2, A =  0.3.

The next question to be answered is: what happens as the suction increases fur

ther? The examples given in figure 3.12 show that the region of backflow gradually
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increases in length as we increase the magnitude of Vu,(x). However, at the current 

level of suction, the region of backflow is confined by the midpoint, because A{x) is 

zero there, and by the downstream edge, because Vw{x) disappears there. It is also 

very thin due to the exponential decay seen in the expression (3.112) for U{x,y), 

Therefore, we presume that the structure and physics must change again to adapt 

to even stronger suction.

The viscous layer over the downstream  edge

As we are interested in even stronger suction cases, it is important to know what 

happens at the edges of the slot, within the viscous layer. The upstream edge of 

the slot is relatively straightforward to understand and so it is ignored, but the 

downstream edge region, called Region 7, is vital to the next suction case and we 

commence our analysis of it here at the current suction level.

Whilst the viscous layer remains thin over the surface of the slot, it grows on ap

proaching the upstream and downstream edges. The action of viscosity is repre

sented in the expression (3.112) for U[x,y)  by the exponential term Now,

close to the downstream edge, Vyj{x) ~  (1 — x), and so the exponential term is 

of the form implying that its value remains of order unity on the lines

y[l — x) = constant. Therefore, from this we conclude that the thickness of the 

viscous layer grows as (1 — x)~^ on approach to the downstream edge. Similarly, 

at the upstream edge the thickness of the viscous layer grows like x~^. The viscous 

edge region [Region 7) matches this growth of the viscous layer with the viscous 

layer that develops downstream of the slot and whose thickness can be shown to 

be of O ^(x — 1)^^^  ̂ (using an analysis for (a; — 1) <C 1 similar to the one shown 

in the non-linear case later in this chapter). We can then infer that the matching 

of the viscous layer must occur in a region of length O and height
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O , which are consequently the dimensions of the viscous edge region.

From the argument above we find that the following scalings apply in Region 7:

X = +  53/4j^g-9/i6^^ (3.114)

ÿ = (3.115)

so that the downstream edge becomes the new origin. The origin shift means that 

X  is negative over the suction slot whereas X  is positive over the downstream wall. 

To refiect this in our solution we utilise the Heaviside function

1 for X  > 0,
H{X)  = { (3.116)

0 for X  <  0,

in our perturbation expansions, which become

Ù =  +  Re-'/^w (X , ÿ) + ■ ■ ■ , (3.117)

V =  r ^ / '‘R e - ^ / '® ( l - R ( X ) ) ^  +  5-i/^R e-® /% (X ,ÿ) +  . . .  , (3.118)

and

p =  5R e-'/y °°  -K.(0dÇ+5''''Re-='/» ( - ^ ( 1  -  R (X ))) + 5‘/<Re-’'/'‘‘p(X) + . ..

(3.119)

The leading order term in v is, naturally, the suction profile close to the downstream 

edge and A is the same slope parameter as defined previously in the bucket-suction 

profile (3.29). The characteristic pressure rise of suction slot, seen in equation (3.38), 

is represented by both the first term of the pressure expansion and a correction term
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because the region still lies partly over the slot. We substitute these expansions into 

the Navier-Stokes equations (2.2) to (2.4) and find that the governing equations to 

leading order are

Note that, without loss of generality, we may take A =  1 because it can be scaled 

out by redefining the variables in the following way:

[X,ÿ,ü,v ,p] = (3.122)

It is then useful to differentiate (3.121) with respect to ÿ and use (3.120) in order to 

eliminate both p  and v. Then, by defining the shear as f  =  we produce a single 

equation

4  +  =  (3.123)

to solve for r  only. The boundary conditions that are imposed include the two 

conditions

f  ~  0 as ÿ ^  oo, (3.124)

and
poo

/  f  dp =  v4(l), (3.125)
Jo

to match with the solution above in Region 4 and an initial condition
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T ~  —XA{T)e^'^ as X  —>■ —oo, (3.126)

which is an upstream matching to the over-slot solution from Region 6.

Despite the linearity of the equation (3.123), we were unable to find an analytical 

method that could yield a solution over the entire flow domain (particularly where 

X  < 0). In view of this, and bearing in mind the non-linear problem to be tackled 

later on, a numerical scheme was adopted that is detailed below.

One of the main computational concerns regarding the solution in Region 1 is the 

distinct thinning of the viscous layer when X  — oo, according to (3.126). In order 

to cope with this possible difficulty, it was decided to attem pt the computation on 

both a stretched as well as an unstretched grid. We regarded a stretched g variable 

of the form

Z ^  \  (3.127)
y ÿ for X  > 0.

as a sensible choice and on applying this stretched variable to equation (3.123) we 

obtain the new equation

% tanh(X ) dr  
X  d X

(1 -  sech (%)) +
d f  S^f

X"  ̂ tanh(X )

to solve when % < 0 whereas for % > 0 the governing equation remains as

d Z  tanh^(X) dZ'^ 
(3.128)

-  £ ■
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Once the stretched variable has been applied (or not, in the unstretched case), 

we create a standard Cartesian mesh and discretize the governing equations using 

second-order differencing in both horizontal and vertical directions. As the equations 

are linear and parabolic in the direction of X  positive, we can march the solution 

forward in X  by solving a matrix equation of the form

A t =  b (3.130)

at each x station, where t  is the vector of f j  values at each vertical grid point for the 

current %-station. The matrix A  is tri-diagonal and the solution is consequently 

found by using Gaussian elimination (as in the Crank-Nicholson method). No it

erative techniques are required as the problem is linear. Once the values for f  are 

found, the streamwise perturbation velocity ü can be calculated at each grid point 

by integration in Z or ÿ from the wall using the trapezoidal rule. The pressure 

gradient can then be found either by setting ÿ = Z  = 0 in equation (3.121), not 

forgetting that A =  1, to yield

p'(X ) =  - X f { ÿ  = 0). (3.131)

or, alternatively, by noting that

p'{X) ~  — V  when y is large, (3.132)

and applying this condition at the top of the computational grid. As a check on 

the computation, we note that as X  —>• — oo, the pressure gradient tends to zero in 

agreement with the initial asymptotic form of f  given by equation (3.126).
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0 2

Figure 3.13: Plot of f {y  = 0) for A{1) = —1. Unstretched grid: the solid line. 

Stretched grid: the dotted line.

Figures 3.13 to 3.16 show some results computed for the case ^(1) =  —1 using both 

stretched and unstretched grids. The resolution of the grid is fairly high, although 

this was really only necessary to obtain an accurate pressure gradient at the wall 

as mentioned below. Some of the interesting properties of the solution are now 

highlighted and the results from the two grids are also compared.

A plot of the skin-friction perturbation, f {y  = 0), is shown in figure 3.13. We 

can see that far upstream, over the slot, the skin friction asymptotes to f  ~  X  as 

expected, to match with the initial condition (3.126) and subsequently to Region 

6. In the immediate vicinity of the downstream edge, strong changes occur and the 

acceleration of the near-wall fiow is weakened as the fiuid just escapes the suction 

slot. Far downstream of the edge, the skin friction then decays as O Whilst

the solutions from the different grids agree very well far upstream and downstream 

of the edge of the slot (at X  =  0), the stretched version does not produce such a 

smooth solution in the region just ahead of the downstream edge; it is assumed that
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u N

Figure 3.14: Plot of ü velocity profiles at various X-stations. Once again, the 

results from the unstretched grid are represented by solid lines and the results from 

the stretched grid are represented by dotted lines. Notice that the real height of 

both grids at each X-station can be seen by the horizontal lines.

this may be a drawback associated with the sharp and fairly unphysical changes in 

the stretched ÿ variable over the range — 1 < X  < 0. Figure 3.14 shows some ü 

velocity profiles at various values of X  that further demonstrate the flow features 

mentioned. It is worth noting that the velocity profiles also show the real heights 

of both stretched and unstretched grids at the selected X-stations so that one can 

further assess the usefulness of the stretched variable Z.

Obtaining the pressure gradient p'{X)  to high accuracy at the surface using (3.131) 

requires a very fine grid. This is due to the fact that, when X  is large and negative, 

the two terms contained in the expression (3.131) are both O (X^), leading to large 

round-off errors and possibly resulting in the pressure gradient not tending to zero 

far upstream. The unstretched grid results (a), calculated using (3.132), and (b), 

calculated using (3.131), in figure 3.15 confirm the far upstream problem. They
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Figure 3.15: Plot of pressure gradient p'{X) for A{1) = —1. (a) was calculated at 

the top of the unstretched grid, (b) was calculated at the wall of the unstretched 

grid, (c) was calculated at the wall of the stretched grid and (d) was calculated at 

the top of the stretched grid.

reveal that, whilst the two pressure gradients agree well over the range X  > —3, at 

large negative X  the round off errors become so significant that the wall pressure 

(b) does not tend to zero far upstream. Turning our attention to the stretched 

grid results, (c) calculated from (3.131) and (d) calculated from (3.132), the round

off errors are significantly reduced enabling the pressure gradients to agree both 

upstream and downstream of the slot edge. In contrast, however, the two stretched 

grid results do not agree in the region just ahead of the downstream edge (the same 

area of concern as in the skin-friction plot above), leading to further evidence that 

the stretched grid is unable to represent the flow field accurately there. In light 

of this evidence and other checks on grid size dependence, the result (a) from the 

unstretched grid is believed to be the most accurate for understanding the physical 

behaviour of the pressure. The graph shows that an adverse pressure gradient
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Figure 3.16: Plot of displacement/ viscous layer thickness. Unstretched grid: solid 

line. Stretched grid: dotted line.

is present throughout the domain, peaking exactly at the downstream edge. Far 

downstream of the slot, the pressure gradient then eventually decays like O

The final plot, figure 3.16, indicates the thickness of the viscous layer throughout 

the domain. This is calculated by the integral

poo
/ { û { X , ÿ )  -  A { l ) } d y  

Jo

and confirms our matching arguments that the thickness of the viscous layer up

stream is only O (|X|~^) but that downstream it grows like O Once again,

discrepancies in the stretched grid version occurring just ahead of the slot edge cause 

a slight disagreement between the two calculations further downstream.

The results from the calculations over the stretched and unstretched grids clarify 

the accuracy of each method. Despite the coarser grid requirements and favourable 

suppression of round-off errors in the wall pressure gradient of the stretched grid 

version, it seems obvious that a fine unstretched grid is able to represent the fiow
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field close to the slot edge more accurately. Further research may well show that a 

better stretched grid can surpass the unstretched grid in performance but, for our 

purposes, the unstretched grid is more than sufficient to obtain the local and general 

trends of the present linear solution. Furthermore, the unstretched grid is also to 

be adopted for the non-linear problem in the next section.

Before we leave the current suction case of our final investigation is

to confirm the direct matching of the solution of the viscous edge region {Region 

7) to the downstream solution given in Region 5. To accomplish this, we examine 

the governing equations given by (3.120) and (3.121) for X  —> oo. Because of the 

presumed growth in the viscous layer thickness of O (X^/^), we begin the analysis by 

changing variables from (X, ÿ) to (X ,rj = ^ ^ ) .  Furthermore, by defining a stream 

function with the properties

= u, 7—  =  —u, and ^  =  0 on ^ =  0, (3.133)
oy o X

we are able to represent the solution as an asymptotic expansion in X  of the form

+ tpiin) + ■ ■ ■ , (3.134)

and p'{X)  =  X-'^/^ui + . . .  . (3.135)

The leading-order stream-function term '0o(^) and the leading-order pressure gra

dient coefficient u  are both unknown at present. Substitution of these expansions 

into the governing equation (3.121) then leads to the following ordinary differential 

equation to solve to leading order:

(3.136)
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The boundary conditions to be applied are the usual no-slip condition for ü and 

no-penetration condition for v at the surface,

= V^i(0)=0, (3.137)

and a matching to the solution given by Region 4 above

'ipoiv) ^(1) as 77 —)■ oo. (3.138)

Two free parameters occur in the problem defined by the system of equations (3.136) 

to (3.138) and they are the pressure gradient uj and the skin friction a =

These are fixed uniquely by the non-trivial boundary condition (3.138) and by pre

venting an O (ryln(77)) growth in ipo(rj) as ^  00, a growth that is permitted by the 

governing equation (3.136).

To solve the equation, we apply a method similar to that used by Smith (1973). 

First, the governing equation (3.136) is differentiated once to produce a second 

order ordinary differential equation in (̂?y) =  'ipoiv)- Another change of variable 

from T] to s = T]̂  then yields the much simpler equation

9s0^^(5) T  (6 T  s)^^(s) +  —(/) — 0. (3.139)

To proceed further, a contour transform is then taken of the form

= (  AT(t)e^*d ,̂ (3.140)
J c

where C is a currently unknown contour in the complex plane tha t can be defined as 

we wish later (known as the contour integral method). Substituting the transform
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(3.140) into (3.139) indicates that if the contour is defined such that

114

[(9t2 + t)%(t)e"*]c =  0, 

then K  {t) satisfies the first-order ordinary differential equation

(3.141)

( 9 f  t)K'{t) 4- { m  +  2/S)K{t) = 0. (3.142)

The general solution to this equation is K{t) = pt  +  1) where (3 is an

unknown constant.

Im

Re

BRANCH CUTS

Figure 3.17: A sketch of the two contours C i and C 2 taken to invert the transform.

To invert the transform solution for K{t)^ we have to find the contours that satisfy 

the constraint given by (3.141). Taking the branch cuts for and (9t + 1 )“ /̂  ̂ to 

lie on the negative real axis, two distinct contours, C i and C 2, can then be defined 

as the ones shown in figure 3.17. These provide the two solutions required for the 

second-order ordinary differential equation in (/>. The general solution for 0(s) can 

now be written as
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(f){s) = a [  +  6 /* +  l/9)~^/^e"Mt, (3.143)
Jci  Jc2

where à and b are constants yet to be found. After some working, the general

solution can be expressed in terms of real integrals of the old variable 77,

V-oW =  f  (a +  dÇ, (3.144)
Jo

where we have replaced 0 with ipQ again and a and b are two new unknown con

stants. These constants can be replaced by the more physical attributes of skin 

friction and pressure gradient if we substitute 'iPq{0) = a  and ^o'(O) =  w into the 

expression. In addition, by applying an integral representation given by equation 

9.6.18 of Abramowitz and Stegun (1965), we are able to express the solution in terms 

of modified Bessel functions as follows:

I 1/6 , jg
a3-5r(2/3) w 3 -;r ( l /3 )

r(i/3) r(2/3)
(3.145)

The only task left now is to fix uniquely the skin friction a  and the pressure gradient 

LÜ. As mentioned previously, our first constraint is that we must ensure 'ipoi'r]) oo 

T]\n{rj) as rj becomes large. Using an asymptotic expansion for the modified Bessel 

function (equation 9.7.1 of Abramowitz and Stegun, 1965), it is possible to conclude 

that the unwanted growth is prevented if and only if

We can hence express lj in terms of a  and the solution becomes
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where Ki/e is the other, exponentially decaying, modified Bessel function. Our final 

degree of freedom is removed by applying the upper boundary condition given in 

equation (3.138), leading to a  having to satisfy the following equation:

a

The integral present on the left-hand side has been calculated numerically, support

ing the relation

to within the accuracy of the integral computation. Therefore, a comparison of this 

solution with the leading order term of O ((x — 1)“ ^/^) in the skin-friction solution 

for Region 5, given by (3.99), shows excellent agreement. Furthermore, assuming 

now

_  2 _  1 

and from the definitions Ai(0) =  and Ai'(O) =  we find from (3.146)

that

confirming that the leading-order term of O ((x — 1)“^/^) for the pressure gradient 

in Region 5, given by (3.100), also matches exactly to our solution here. Hence,
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a smooth transition of the flow field from the over-slot solution to the far field 

downstream is obtained.

Summ ary

The suction case studied here has acted as a preliminary step to our understanding 

of strong two-dimensional suction. Despite the apparent linear behaviour of this 

case, already the fiow within the vicinity of the slot shows interesting effects such 

as backflow over the slot and severe changes around the edges. In the next section 

we examine a case of even stronger suction where the region of backflow reaches 

the downstream edge of the slot. This analysis provides a means to understand 

completely the fully non-linear case that is shown at the end of the chapter.

3.6 Quasi-linear strong suction, fj, =

As the suction strength is increased beyond // =  a gradual change in struc

ture is observed. The viscous layer where viscous terms are significant thins yet 

further over the surface of the slot to a mere thickness of O whilst the

thickness of the viscous layer far upstream and downstream of the slot remains 

of O . As a direct consequence, the viscous edge region {Region 7)

shrinks in both horizontal and vertical directions to smoothly match the over slot 

and downstream fiow fields. Within this significantly smaller viscous edge region, 

the magnitude of the leading-order streamwise shear fiow is reduced, whilst the 

stronger suction creates a larger streamwise slip-velocity perturbation. Hence, one 

can envisage that at a certain level of suction these two terms become comparable in 

size and the viscous edge region becomes fully non-linear. It is this scenario, where 

H from an order-of-magnitude argument, that is investigated in the
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current section.

Figure 3.18: The structure of the viscous sublayer for the quasi-linear strong suction 

case. Notice the addition of a region of separation, Region 8.

The flow structure for the quasi-linear case can be seen in figure 3.18, where one may 

notice the strong similarity in structure to the previous case (figure 3.4). In fact, 

the fiow for the corresponding Regions 1 to 5 remains linear and hence retains the 

same governing equations and fiow features as those seen in the previous section, 

although the velocity perturbation is now larger than before due to the stronger 

suction. In contrast, major changes in structure occur in Regions 6 and 7 resulting 

in new fiow features and phenomena that are discussed below.

Above the slot, the viscous forces become significant in a thin layer of thickness 

O and, as a consequence, the induced slip-velocity term is large com-
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pared to the streamwise shear flow within this region. Hence, given x  = 

and ÿ =  we have the following solution expansions:

Û =  5^/^Re-^/^U{x,y) + . . .  , (3.151)

V =  +  (5 "^ R e -i/V (i,y) + . . .  , (3.152)

and p =  /  - % . ( ( ) d ( + . . .  . (3.153)
J — OO

Substitution of these expansions into the Navier-Stokes equations (2.2) to (2.4) 

suggests that the characteristic pressure rise, as seen in equation (3.38), plays no 

significant role here and the leading-order solution satisfies the equation (which 

balances the main inertial term against the main viscous term)

=  W ’

for U(x,y) only. Mass is subsequently conserved by a small non-zero vertical ve

locity perturbation V{x,y).  Applying the no-slip condition at the slot surface and 

a matching to the inviscid region {Region 1) above, we find that the boundary 

conditions are

{U,V) = (0,0) at ÿ =  0, (3.155)

and U -4- A{x) as ÿ —>• oo, (3.156)

where A{x) is the induced slip velocity defined by equation (3.42) in section 3.5.

Therefore, it is fairly clear from these constraints that the solution to equation

(3.154) is
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U{x, y) = A(x)  (1 -  . (3.157)

Compare the problem and solution above to the one given in the previous section 

as equations (3.106) to (3.112). If we examine the skin friction r  =  ^\y=o  we find

r  = -A(x)Vw[x), (3.158)

and, comparing with the expression in (3.113), we observe that the contribution 

from the shear term has now become negligible (as expected due to the stronger 

suction).

In the linear-strong case [ji = R e “ /̂'̂ ), it was shown that a small, localised region 

where fluid travels backwards {U < 0) could occur somewhere over the downstream 

half of the slot at reasonably high suction. Furthermore, the size of this region 

increased with suction strength. W hat happens to the region of backflow in the 

current case? The equations (3.157) and (3.158) suggest that the region of back

flow is significantly larger than the tiny, localised bubble seen in the linear-strong 

case. In fact, the backflow has now extended upstream as far as the position where 

A{x) = 0 (for a symmetric suction profile this is the midpoint of the slot) but it 

is unable to move any further upstream whatever suction strength is applied. The 

height of the backflow region has also grown beyond Region ^ to a normal distance 

of O above the slot surface (where the induced slip velocity is com

parable to the shear flow and marked as Region 8 in fig 3.18). This means that the 

backflow region in the current case is thicker than the one in the previous section, 

provided 5 stays within its range of validity (3.9). Most important of all, equation 

(3.158) implies that r  remains negative over the slot downstream of the point where
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A{x) = 0. Therefore, the backflow persists as the viscous layer grows on approach to 

the downstream edge of the slot and continues into the viscous edge region [Region 

7). This region is investigated below.

The existence of Region 7, the viscous edge region, was discussed in the previous 

section. In brief, the region matches the viscous layer from Region 6, which thickens 

in the y direction like (1 — x)~^ near the downstream edge, to the solution beyond 

the downstream edge in Region 5, where the viscous layer thickens in the ÿ direction 

like [x — iy i^ .  With this in mind, one is able to infer that the matching must occur 

within a region of length O and height O . Hence, the

stronger suction in the current case has created a smaller viscous edge region than 

in the linear strong case in section 3.5; this was already mentioned at the beginning 

of the section. Furthermore, the streamwise shear flow and the induced slip velocity 

are now comparable in the edge region, leading to a non-linear interaction between 

the two terms.

From above, we assume the scalings

X  = (3.159)

ÿ =  (3.160)

and that the solution expansions are of the form

=  5*/®Re-‘/^[/(X, v) + . . . ,  (3.161)

=  g - '/^ R e-^ /"y (% , #) +  . . . ,  (3.162)

and p =  (X) +  . . .  . (3.163)

u

V
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Here, Pq is the characteristic pressure rise over the slot, which from (3.38) can be 

expressed as

/ I  roo
- K ,( e )d e =  /  (3.164)

■OO J — o o

or, in other words, the total suction mass flux across the slot. The higher-order 

pressure term P{X)  subsequently applies a correction to the total pressure rise 

because the edge region still lies partly over the slot.

The scalings and expansions given above are substituted into the Navier-Stokes 

equations (2.2) to (2.4) to give

as the leading-order non-linear governing equations. The prescribed boundary con

ditions include no-slip conditions for both U and V  on the downstream wall, so

([/, V) =  (0,0) at ÿ =  0 when X  > 0, (3.167)

and over the slot we ensure that, at the surface, the flow velocity equals the form 

of the suction profile close to the downstream edge. Hence, for our example of a 

bucket-suction profile, which was defined in (3.29), we have

(C/, y )  =  ( 0, ^  ) at y =  0 when X  < 0, (3.168)
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where A > 0 is the slope parameter. The other boundary condition for U in ÿ comes 

from the matching of the flow to the inviscid edge region above, which is labelled in 

flgure 3.18 as Region Ĵ . From this matching, it is clear that

t/  ~  ÿ +  A{1) as ÿ —)• oo, (3.169)

where ^ ( 1), the induced slip velocity at the downstream edge, is always negative 

for K;(x) ^  0 (see some example plots of A{x) in flgure 3.2). The flnal boundary 

condition is an initial condition to match the flow to the over-slot solution in Region 

6. This is given by

U ÿ A{1) ( l  — e~^^ as % ^  —oo, (3.170)

and we notice, because ^ ( 1) < 0, that the initial input profile is separated^ leading 

to a rather intriguing discrepancy. Because of the strict parabolic nature of the 

governing equations (3.165) and (3.166), it is normally true that specifying the 

outgoing part of U{X,y)  (when 7/ < 0 in (3.170) or when flow is leaving the region 

at either end) may be regarded as setting an ill-posed boundary condition. However, 

the suction boundary condition prescribed by (3.168) and the matching to Region 

6 means that the term dictating the parabolicity, becomes negligible as X  -> 

—oo. Therefore, in a sense the initial condition (3.170) can be presumed to be valid 

here, because the parabolicity of the governing equations vanishes at large negative 

X.

The solution within Region 7 must be found numerically and, like the previous

case, the parameter A can be scaled out of the equations (3.165) and (3.166) in the

following way:
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[X, ÿ, A (l), U, V, P] =  A^/^a, /X '% ,  A '^ /S , A^/^p], (3.171)

Hence, without loss of generality, we assume A =  1. Now, by differentiating (3.166) 

with respect to ÿ and then applying the continuity equation (3.165) we can reduce 

the problem to solving the single equation

dr dr  d'^r
 1- V   =  --- ;
a x  aÿ aÿ-

+  (3.172)

with T = ^ .  This equation is solved numerically in a similar way as for equation 

(3.123) in the previous suction case but, due to the non-linearity of our current 

equation, an iterative procedure is required here to obtain the solution. Brief details 

are given below.

To begin the calculation, a standard Cartesian mesh is created in X  and ÿ without 

a stretched variable being applied. An attem pt was made to use the same stretched 

variable defined by (3.127) in section 3.5 but, whilst converged solutions were ob

tained using this method, significant errors in the results seemed to be unavoidable. 

In view of this and the concerns raised in the previous section, the stretched grid 

was not adopted here.

Given the standard mesh, the variables U,V,t  and P  are then discretized so that 

for a given variable, $(X , ÿ) say, we define its discrete representation on the mesh 

^ij  as

^ij  = ^  =  îni +  (̂  -  1)^^5 ÿj = {j -  l)(^y) 5 (3.173)

where marks the position of the initial X-station in the grid and ôx and ôy are 

the grid spacings in the horizontal and vertical directions respectively.
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The iterative process consists of a series of steps that are repeated until a converged 

solution to the flow fleld is found. Before the iterative process can begin, an initial 

guess for the flow fleld must be provided. The initial guesses for U{X,  ÿ) and V (X, y) 

are set as

=  % and ^  I for Xj <  0 (3.174)
[ 0 for Xi > 0,

respectively and the iterative approach now proceeds as follows. At the step, we 

are given a current guess for U (X ,ÿ) and V (X ,ÿ) labelled as and respec

tively. These guesses are substituted into the finite-differenced governing equation 

(3.172), with second-order windward differencing in X  and second-order central dif

ferencing in ÿ, leaving a linear equation to be solved for r  over the mesh. Setting 

U and V  to the initial condition (3.170) at X  =  x-.n-, (including the reversed part), 

the computation then sweeps forward in the direction of positive X  solving a matrix 

equation for at each 2-station (as seen in the previous section on page 107). Two 

boundary conditions for r  are required and these are

T -4- 1 as ^ oo, (3.175)

and f  r(X j,^ ) d^ ~  ÿ + A{1) as ÿ -> oo, (3.176)
Jo

where the computational infinity is taken at the top of the grid and the trapezoidal 

rule is used to evaluate the integral. Separation, i.e. reversed flow, is dealt with 

by applying upwind differencing in X  and using the most recent guess for r(X , ÿ) 

whenever < 0. After inverting the matrix equation to obtain the new values,

integration from the surface in the ÿ direction yields the updated guess The
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computation then moves onto the next X-station and calculates the and 

values there and so on. Once the computation has swept over the entire domain, the 

updated guess is subsequently obtained from the continuity equation (3.165),

which is finite differenced using second-order central differencing in both X  and ÿ 

directions (except at the final X-station where second-order backward differencing 

is used in X ). This procedure is repeated over and over again until the total error, 

defined as

hj

is smaller than some specified tolerance (usually taken as 10 ^).

The computation converges on the standard mesh so long as the grid is not too fine 

(because of the large separated region) or too coarse. The size of the grid must also 

be large enough to ensure that (a) the computational upstream infinity is sufficiently 

far ahead of the downstream edge that the solution is in the initial asymptotic form 

(3.170) and (b) the flow reattaches before the final X-station is reached. Results 

can be obtained for a large number of different v4(l)'s, although when |v4(l)| > 1.3 

the code remains stable only if the system is rescaled with |v4(l)| as described by 

(3.177) below. Direct comparison between the solutions from different grids shows a 

strong consistency in the results. For a clearer understanding of the flow structure 

a stream function defined in the usual manner by U = V  = —

^ (X  > 0, ÿ =  0) =  0, is utilized so that streamline plots can be produced.

Figures 3.19 to 3.24 present some results of the computation for the range —3.5 ^  

yl(l) ^  —1.0. To aid understanding it is useful to note, from the definition of A{x) in 

(3.42), that the magnitude of A{1) is directly proportional to the suction strength; 

therefore, we can consider the different values of 7l(l) as representative of differ-
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Figure 3.19: Plot of the skin friction for the cases /1(1) =  —1.0, —1.5, —2.0, 

—2.5, —3.0, —3.5. The flow reattaches at the point where the plot crosses the 

horizontal line.
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Figure 3.20: Plot of the pressure gradient perturbation P'{X)  for the cases .4(1) 

—1.0, —1.5, —2.0, —2.5, —3.0, —3.5.
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Figure 3.21: Plot of U velocity profiles against ÿ at the downstream edge of the slot 

(A" = 0) for the cases A{1) = -1 .0 , —1.5, -2.0, -2.5, -3 .0 , —3.5.
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Figure 3.22: Plot of streamlines in the vicinity of the downstream edge for the cases

yl(l) =  —1.0 (top) and ^(1) =  -1 .5  (bottom). The downstream edge of the slot is

located at X =  0 on the horizontal axis.
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Figure 3.23: Plot of streamlines in the vicinity of the downstream edge for the cases

.4(1) =  -2 .0  (top) and /1(1) =  —2.5 (bottom). The downstream edge of the slot is

located at % =  0 on the horizontal axis.
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Figure 3.24: Plot of streamlines in the vicinity of the downstream edge for the cases

A{1) = —3.0 (top) and /1(1) =  —3.5 (bottom). The downstream edge of the slot is

located at % =  0 on the horizontal axis.
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ent levels of suction strength. The results indicate that the large adverse pressure 

gradient present over the slot (figure 3.20), where P' {X)  ~  —X  as X  ^  —oo, weak

ens substantially on approach to the downstream edge. Consequently, the strongly 

reversed flow that appears over the slot far upstream is able to reattach and accel

erate as it escapes the influence of the slot; this seems to make good physical sense. 

The most remarkable feature of the results shown is that, as the suction strength 

|T (1)| is increased, the reattachment point gradually moves further and further in 

the positive X  direction until, at about A[l)  % —1.5, it smoothly passes over the 

downstream edge of the slot (see figure 3.19). Increasing the suction strength beyond 

this limit moves the reattachment point yet further still in the positive X  direction, 

resulting in a separated region extending to a significant distance beyond the down

stream edge. The streamline plots in figures 3.22 to 3.24 show these dramatic effects 

more clearly and, in all suction cases where |v4(l)| > 1.5, one can see fluid that has 

overshot the downstream edge of the slot being subsequently drawn downwards to

wards the surface and then backwards  into the slot. The separated region beyond 

the slot edge appears to grow rapidly in length with increasing suction strength and 

both the streamlines plots and U velocity profiles at X  =  0 for each case (plotted in 

figure 3.21) indicate that the separated region also grows in height under increasing 

suction.

Some other points regarding the plots are now mentioned. To obtain converged 

solutions for the stronger cases, where |^ ( 1)| ^  2, it was necessary to rescale the 

problem using (3.177) from the large |A(1)| analysis below. Consequently, the grid 

resolution of these plots in the real space variables is very coarse (see the skin friction 

and pressure gradient graphs in figures 3.19 and 3.20). Whilst this is not particularly 

desirable, one would argue that (a) it is still possible to see the basic trends and
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physics of increasing suction strength and (b) the results provided for the stronger 

suction cases are important for the full understanding of the current case. Turning 

our attention to the streamline plots, figures 3.22 to 3.24, one is able to observe that 

at higher suction levels the streamlines over the slot become almost parallel to the 

surface rather than vertical and into the suction slot. At first glance this may seem 

counter-intuitive, but it is important to realise that the region under examination is 

a tiny region over the downstream edge. Hence, on these scales, the slot appears to 

extend to infinity upstream and to have a seemingly infinite mass flux. The parallel 

streamlines reflect the increase in strength of the suction because, as a consequence, 

the flow is accelerated more violently toward the centre of the slot to satisfy the 

suction mass flux requirements.

Far downstream of the reattachment point, it is straightforward to show that the 

viscous layer grows in thickness as O As a direct result, an analysis for large

X  concludes that eventually the governing equations (3.165) and (3.166) become 

linear and the far-field analysis studied in the linear-strong suction case, beginning 

with the expansions (3.134) and (3.135), subsequently applies here also. From this 

analysis, it was shown that the linear solution matches smoothly downstream as 

required to Region 5, which is situated beyond the downstream edge (figure 3.18).

The results of the computations above have shown that the suction slot can cre

ate a large separated region which engulfs the downstream edge at even moderate 

suction strengths. We now consider how this separated region develops as the suc

tion increases further towards the fully non-linear case in the next section. Defining 

a = |v4(l)| as our relative suction strength, the analysis is facilitated if the governing 

equations (3.165) and (3.166) and the boundary conditions (3.167) to (3.170) are 

rescaled in the following way:
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[X, ÿ, U, V, P] = ay, au, a~^v, a^p\ . (3.177)

The rescaling leads to the same governing equations

as before, but with the new boundary conditions

{u,v) =  (0,0) at y =  0 when f  > 0, (3.180)

(Û, Û) =  (O, a^x) at ÿ =  0 when f  < 0, (3.181)

Û ~  y — I as ^ > oo, (3.182)

and Ù ~  y — 1 ^1 — as f  ^  —oo. (3.183)

Notice that a  cannot be completely scaled out of the system of equations, but it 

remains in the suction boundary condition given by (3.181) and also in the initial 

asymptotic form upstream (3.183). However, when the suction strength is large so 

that a  ^  1, is huge and the edge region becomes essentially inviscid, except

for a very thin region close to the surface of the slot. Furthermore, the streamwise

velocity retains its initial asymptotic form (3.183) almost up to the downstream 

edge of the slot. From this we conclude that for rr < 0 over the slot we have just a 

shear flow to leading order of the form

il{x < 0 , y )  =  y —1- \ - 0  (exp.) when a  ^  1, (3.184)
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where O (exp.) are exponentially small terms. Whilst this straight-line profile is 

valid in the limit f  —> 0— on approach to the downstream edge, one cannot assume 

that it is the starting profile for the solution beyond the downstream edge. In other 

words,

û(x  -> 0—, y) /  û{x - 4 - 0+, y) when a  1. (3.185)

The reason for this is clear: any fiuid that has overshot the suction slot before return

ing backwards towards the downstream edge again must have generated vorticity 

over the wall beyond the downstream edge. Furthermore, the effect of this vorticity 

on the flow cannot be gauged without knowledge of the entire flow field downstream 

as far as the reattachment point. We therefore presume the existence of a short- 

scale region around the downstream edge that provides a physical mechanism to 

cope with the input of unknown wall-generated vorticity.

The short scale region required is found by applying the following rescalings to x  

and V only:

X  = a~^X,  (3.186)

and V =  a^V, (3.187)

while keeping the other variables y, ù and p as before. Substitution into the governing 

equations (3.178) and (3.179) (although for verification that the region is a thin layer, 

it is both better and safer to substitute x and ÿ into the original Navier-Stokes 

equations) gives
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| |  +  ^  -  0, (3.188)

and + = —p \ X ) ,  (3.189)
d x

to leading order and we find that the new region is a thin-layer inviscid Euler region. 

Further, the boundary conditions rescaled from (3.180) to (3.183), without the no

slip condition for û because it cannot be satisfied without the viscous terms, become

V = 0 at y =  0 when X  > 0, (3.190)

V =  X  at y =  0 when X  < 0, (3.191)

Ü ~  y — 1 as ÿ — oo. (3.192)

and Ü ~  y — 1 as X  —> —oo. (3.193)

Regions 3 and which lie over the upstream and downstream edges of the slot, have 

very similar properties to this short scale region although their governing equations 

are linear. The important aspects of the linear thin-layer Euler region are explained 

in the previous section from page 89 onwards and it is relatively straightforward to 

generalise and obtain from this a full understanding of the non-linear case here (and 

vice-versa). Hence, on defining a stream function ^  in the usual way

= Û, —-  =  —V, and ^  =  0 on y =  0 when X  > 0, (3.194)
idy d X

we find that a non-linear thin-layer Euler region has the following properties:

Bernoulli: 4-p  is conserved on lines of constant (3.195)

Scaled vorticity: | |  is conserved on lines of constant (3.196)
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Unlike in the linear case, we do not know the positions of the streamlines here a 

priori, but this is not required to understand the basic features of the flow anyway.

mi l l  [77777
Figure 3.25; Sketch of the flow in the non-linear thin-layer Euler region around the 

downstream edge. Here, the value of the shear | |  is conserved on the streamlines.

Figure 3.25 shows a rough sketch of the streamlines (where ^  is constant) across the 

short scale region, with the streamwise velocity profiles both upstream (known) and 

downstream (unknown). We are now able to envisage that the unknown vorticity 

where | |  7̂  1, which has been generated by the separated flow over the downstream 

edge, is sucked down into the slot within a finite distance from the edge. Hence, 

ahead of the short-scale region, where x ~  0 (1) over the slot, no trace of this 

information remains. It is now clear that the reversed part of the streamwise velocity 

profile u{x = 0-|-,y) is not fixed within this region or anywhere over the slot. More
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importantly, because all the flow upstream has =  1 and the part of û(x =  0+, y) 

that is positive must have originated from upstream, the constraint (3.196) implies 

that =  1 on these streamlines as X  —>■ + cxd also. Therefore, the forward part of 

the downstream velocity profile is fixed uniquely and we have exactly

, y — 1 for Û > 1,
u{x = OP,y) = { (3.197)

unknown at present for 0 < ^ < 1.

Beyond the short scale region, the streamwise velocity profile û{x = 0+, y) given by 

equation (3.197) now becomes the initial condition for solving the system of equa

tions (3.178) and (3.179) beyond the downstream edge where x > 0; the boundary 

conditions are consequently (3.180) at the wall and (3.182) to match with Region 4 

above. Notice that this system of equations does not depend on a, a property which 

leads to a main result of the current section. We conclude that the separated flow 

occurring beyond the downstream edge tends to a self-similar form as a  becomes 

large.

Some evidence of this self-similarity at a  ^  1 comes from the results of the com

putations for the edge region shown in figures 3.19 to 3.24 previously. For instance, 

take the streamwise velocity profiles at x =  0 plotted in figure 3.21, apply the a  

rescaling (3.177) and replot them as figure 3.26. It is now possible to see that the 

downstream edge profile tends to some asymptotic profile (or, at least, is not in

consistent with such tending) as a  =  |A(1)| gets larger and larger. The plot also 

agrees with the argument that the asymptotic profile takes the form given by (3.197) 

above. This asymptotic streamwise velocity profile has certain interesting properties 

that we now mention. The fact that both =  1 for the forward part of the profile 

and that the velocity profile must be continuous at y = 1 (Brown and Stewartson,
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Figure 3.26: Plot of rescaled û velocity profiles against y at the downstream edge 

of the slot for A (l) =  —1.0, —1.5, —2.0, —2.5, —3.0, —3.5. The asymptotic form of 

the forward part where =  ^ — 1 for ÿ > 1 is also included.

1970), means that all higher derivatives of û with respect to y have to be identically 

zero at y =  1. Hence, if one were to attem pt a Taylor expansion of the asymptotic 

profile û{x = 0+ , y) for small {y — 1), it would contain only one non-zero term, which 

is {y — 1). Therefore, it would seem that any valid expansion of the profile about 

y = I can only contain terms like which have all their derivatives tending

exponentially to zero in the limit y ^  1—. It is believed that future research could 

possibly uncover more analytic details of the asymptotic profile and even its entire 

form (some initial work has been attempted by ourselves).

The self-similar solution over the downstream edge is computed using a numerical
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Figure 3.27: Plot of the asymptotic edge profile u(x = 0+ ,y) (solid line) calcu

lated numerically. For comparison the rescaled û velocity profiles against y at the 

downstream edge of the slot for yl(l) =  —1.0, —1.5, —2.0, —2.5, —3.0, —3.5 are 

included.

scheme identical to the one used for the entire downstream edge region (see pages 

123 to 126). The only adaption required is that the reversed part of u(x = 0+, y) at 

the initial f-station must be guessed and updated in the iterative scheme; naturally, 

upwind differencing in x  is used here. Numerical schemes that sweep in the positive 

X  direction only and that sweep in alternate X  directions were both tried but the 

former was used because of its greater stability.

Figure 3.27 shows a numerical representation of the asymptotic velocity profile,

along with the scaled edge velocity profiles for —3.5 ^  yl(l) ^  —1.0 given by our

previous numerical results and seen in figure 3.26 previously. The graph supports
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Figure 3.28: Plot of the asymptotic skin friction f {x)  = calculated numeri

cally. The X value where the solid line and plot cross shows where the asymptotic 

flow reattaches.

the theory that an asymptotic profile is attained and that, furthermore, the one 

shown is a good approximation to it. A plot of the skin friction, t { x )  =  |||ÿ = o ’ 

figure 3.28 indicates that the self-similar flow reattaches at a distance of 0.38 (to 

2 decimal places) from the downstream edge and that the initial value of the skin 

friction at the downstream edge is f(0) =  —1.48 (to 2 decimal places). A streamline 

plot presented in figure 3.29 is also included here to assist visualisation of the entire 

self-similar solution.

To understand how the features of the self-similar solution which have been derived 

aflfect the entire edge region problem, we need to invert the scaling given by (3.177) 

and return to the real space variables X,  ÿ, U, V  and P.  The skin friction, represented 

by |||ÿ=:o self-similar variables and real variables, is invariant under

the rescaling. Therefore, we deduce that as |A(1)| -4- oo the skin friction at the
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Figure 3.29; A streamline plot of the self-similar solution for f  > 0.

downstream edge tends to the value —1.48 (to 2 decimal places); a result that 

appears a reasonable one from close examination of figure 3.19. However, what most 

concerns us is the size of the separated region over the downstream edge and how it 

changes under increasing suction. Given that the self-similar flow field reattaches at 

the point x = âttach. =  0.38, we are able to deduce that in the real space variables 

{X,y)  the separated flow reattachment position occurs at X̂ ttach =  0.38|A(1)|^ for 

|A(1)| 1. This asymptotic form is plotted in figure 3.30 with the six crosses

representing the discrete values (accurate to 2 decimal places) taken from each of the 

numerical calculations conducted over the range -3 .5  ^  A(l) ^  —1.0; an improving 

agreement with the asymptote can be observed as the magnitude of A(l) increases.
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Figure 3.30: Plot of asymptotic value of Xauach. ~  0.38|v4(l)|^. The crosses represent 

the numerical calculations attempted for —3.5 ^  A(l) ^  —1.0.

Finally, the scaling given by (3.177) implies that: as th e  su c tio n  s tre n g th  in

creases, th e  sep a ra ted  reg ion  grow s in  len g th  p ro p o rtio n a l to  th e  cube of 

th e  su c tio n  s tre n g th  and  in h e ig h t p ro p o rtio n a l to  th e  su c tio n  s tren g th .

Our analysis is now complete.

The following conclusions can be drawn from the quasi-linear suction case. Whilst 

the flow continues to accelerate and remain strongly attached upstream of the slot, 

once the suction strength jj, reaches O , the initial region of backflow

that has already appeared over the slot increases in size and subsequently passes 

over the downstream edge. As a consequence, some of the fluid that has initially 

overshot the suction slot is pulled  back in to  the s lo t f r o m  large d istances  

dow nstream .  This separated region engulfing the slot edge grows rapidly down

stream under increasing suction at a rate proportional to the cube of the suction 

strength, a behaviour that persists until the suction strength reaches the full non-
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linear regime {fi = which is discussed in section 3.7 below.

3.7 Non-linear strong suction, /x =

The two previous cases of suction strength examined in sections 3.5 and 3.6 have 

demonstrated some remarkable flow phenomena occurring both in the region over 

the slot and in close proximity to the slot edges; however, at any distance upstream 

or downstream of the slot that is comparable to the slot length O , the

suction in these cases remains too weak to generate anything more than a linear 

response. In this section, we examine the strongest case of suction considered (at 

least in the two-dimensional case) where ji = and the entire viscous

response is non-linear.

The reason for the non-linearity in the entire viscous sublayer stems from the anal

ysis given in sections 3.3 and 3.4. It is shown there that the upstream influence 

generated in the outer inviscid region by the strong suction induces a slip velocity 

at the wall of the form given by (3.15). Furthermore, at // =  this slip ve

locity becomes comparable to the leading-order streamwise shear flow in the viscous 

sublayer, enabling the existence of a non-linear interaction between the two.

Within the viscous sublayer we deflne the O (1) coordinate variables x and Y  in the 

following way,

X = 3/ =  (3.198)

and by substituting fi = into the leading-order expansions (3.33) to

(3.35) we find that in the full non-linear case
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Û =  +  (3.199)

Î; =  +  +  (3.200)

and p = (5̂ /^Re“ /̂®po(3:) + <̂ ^̂ ^Re“ /̂^p(a:) + ----  (3.201)

1 / 4

Figure 3.31: Flow structure for the full non-linear case. The shaded area represents 

the region where the flow is separated {U < 0) and the labelled white arrows indicate 

how this region grows in size as the suction strength a approaches very large values 

asymptotically.

The strong suction profile Vuj{x) creates a viscous flow structure similar to those 

generated in the linear suction cases. A diagram describing this full non-linear
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structure can be seen in figure 3.31 with Regions 1 to 8 labelled to match their

respective linear counterparts from figures 3.4 and 3.18. Common features of these

different flow regions include the wall no-slip, no-penetration boundary conditions

=  (0,0) at y  =  0, (3.202)

as well as a matching to the outer inviscid region above, given by

U ~  Ay + A[x) as y  ^  oo, (3.203)

where A[x) is the (known) induced slip velocity defined previously in (3.42) as

A{x) = - T  (3.204)
^  J — OO ^  S

Before commencing the analysis, we note that the parameter A, representing the 

skin friction of the unperturbed boundary-layer profile upstream, can be scaled out 

by using the same variable transformation (3.51) that applied to the linear cases in 

sections 3.5 and 3.6. Hence, without loss of generality we take A =  1 for the rest of 

the section.

Over the slot

The flow in Region 1 takes a simple shear form as in the linear suction cases. 

Substitution of the solution expansions (3.199) to (3.201), when K;(x) ^  0, into the 

Navier-Stokes equations (2.2) to (2.4) produces the following governing equation to 

leading order:

(3.205)
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This equation has been seen earlier in the chapter and implies automatically that 

1^ can be a function of x only. Hence, given the initial condition that po{x) ^  0 as 

a: — oo, we find the solution to the equation gives the leading-order pressure rise

Po(3;) =  r  -% .(()d ( , (3.206)
J —oo

which is a characteristic feature of strong suction, and a simple streamwise shear 

flow over the slot of the form

(7(a;,y) =  y-hv4(a;). (3.207)

Notice that the over-slot solution retains the same features as those seen in the 

two linear cases before, with the important exception that now the A{x) term is 

comparable to the shear term Y  (a fact that is discussed further below).

The strong suction causes the viscous sublayer to thin dramatically over the slot 

to a thickness of O , where the main inertial term balances the

viscous forces. In effect, this layer {Region 6) has the same governing equations, 

boundary conditions and, therefore, solution as in the quasi-linear case and the 

reader is referred to equations (3.154) to (3.158) for a full analysis. Thus, given 

a new ÿ scaling as ÿ = the solution within Region 6 subsequently

becomes

t/(x , Ÿ)  = A{x) f l  -  , (3.208)

and the no-slip condition at the slot surface (3.202) is completely satisfied.
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U pstream  o f the slot

Upstream of the slot in Region 2 we know that both Vy;{x) = 0 and po{x) = 0. 

Consequently, a substitution of the same expansions (3.199) to (3.201) into the 

Navier-Stokes equations (2.2) to (2.4) shows that the two-dimensional non-linear 

boundary-layer equations

+  + (3.210)

are the leading-order governing equations here. The boundary conditions to be 

applied include the no-slip, no-penetration condition (3.202), the matching condition 

to the outer inviscid region (3.203) plus an initial condition upstream. These are 

summarized as

(U,v)  = (0,0) at y  =  0, (3.211)

C/ ~  y  H- A{x) as y  —>■ oo, (3.212)

and ([/, y, p) ~  (0,0,0) as a; ^  —oo, (3.213)

respectively. Because of the parabolic nature of the boundary-layer equations, the 

effect of the suction slot can only be felt by the upstream flow through the induced 

slip velocity, which is present in the outer matching condition (3.212); this, in turn, 

is expected to accelerate the flow towards the suction slot.

The system of equations for the upstream region (3.209) to (3.213) must be solved 

numerically and this was done using an iterative procedure similar to the one de

scribed on pages 123 to 126; we only note the differences here. Both governing
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equations (3.209) and (3.210) are finite-differenced using second-order backward 

differencing in x  (the fiow does not separate upstream of the slot) and second-order 

central differencing in Y.  In addition, the momentum equation (3.210) is solved 

computationally as an iteration on the following linear equation:

where the hat signifies that the guess from the previous iteration is used. The act 

of guessing here instead of V,  which was adopted previously in the quasi-linear 

computation, is meant (a) to suit the boundary conditions better in this case as 

V = 0 everywhere initially and (b) to be able to produce the linear upstream results 

from section 3.5 after a single iteration at each x-station (thus providing a good 

check on the calculation). Because there is no separation and the equations are 

parabolic, sweeping over the entire grid is unnecessary and so the iterative process 

here is performed at each x-station until a converged solution is obtained. Hence, 

taking an initial x-station sufficiently far upstream that ^4(x) is small (so the linear 

solution holds), the computation is marched forward towards the upstream edge 

of the slot (at x =  0) yielding the complete non-linear solution at each x-station 

before proceeding to the next. Furthermore, the converged solution is then used as 

the initial guess for the computation at the next x-station. The matrix equation 

incorporates both governing equations (3.209) and (3.210) and solves them for the 

combined vector of U and V  values at the x-station simultaneously. To complete 

the matrix, we enforce the no-slip, no-penetration boundary conditions at the wall 

(3.211) and the matching conditions

U ^  Y  v4(x) as Y  —̂ oo (3.215)
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and 1 as y oo

150

(3.216)

at the computational infinity. It is regarded that the computation reaches a con

verged solution once the sum of the absolute differences between U and U at the 

T-station has dropped below a certain tolerance (taken as 10“^).
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Figure 3.32; Plots of the skin friction tq = ^ \ y =q upstream of the slot using a 

bucket-suction profile. The edge of the slot is at a; =  0. The cases presented in (a) 

are for A = 0.1 and C =  0.5, 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0. The cases presented in (b) are for 

C =  1.0 and A =  0.1, 0.2, 0.3 and 0.4.

Figures 3.32 to 3.34 show some computations with an example bucket-shaped suction 

profile, whose definition (including the strength parameter C = max|14,(x)| and the 

slope parameter A) and induced slip velocity are given by expressions (3.29) and 

(3.30) respectively. The results indicate that the upstream influence of the slot 

creates a strong favourable pressure gradient to accelerate the leading-order flow 

towards the slot’s upstream edge. Increasing the suction strength by increasing C 

or making the suction profile sharper near the slot edges by decreasing A produces a 

larger pressure drop at the upstream edge and greater acceleration of the upstream
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Figure 3.33: Plots of the pressure p{x) upstream of the slot using a bucket-suction 

profile. The edge of the slot is at x =  0. The cases presented in (a) are for A =  0.1 

and C = 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0. The cases presented in (b) are for C  =  1.0 and A =  

0.1, 0.2, 0.3 and 0.4.

flow (as expected). It seems clear that the pressure drop increases proportional to 

(from a scaling argument) but its relation to A is more complex, although it 

follows a similar pattern to that seen in the linear case (section 3.5). The final 

figures 3.34(a) and 3.34(b) demonstrate that the streamwise flow yields a strongly- 

attached profile at the upstream edge which must alter to become the simple shear 

flow solution (3.207) over a short length scale. This occurs within Region 3.

The apparent (or one could say required) arbitrariness of the upstream edge profile 

Uq{Y) — U{x = 0—, y )  can be verified via a small-x analysis on approaching the 

edge of the slot from upstream. In effect, the flow structure divides into two regions 

(figure 3.35): an outer inviscid region where Y  ~  O (1) and an inner viscous region 

where T  ~  O indicating a thinning of the viscous sublayer in the vicinity

of the slot. Assuming we have a regular suction profile (defined previously on page
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Figure 3.34: Plots of the streamwise velocity profile U at the upstream edge of the 

slot a: =  0 using a bucket-suction profile. The cases presented in (a) are for A =  0.1 

and C =  0.5, 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0. The cases presented in (b) are for C =  1.0 and A =  

0.1, 0.2, 0.3 and 0.4.

78), where Vw{x) is continuous for all x  but its derivative is not (at least at the slot 

edges), it is fairly clear from (3.204) that the small-x expansion of A[x) must take 

the form

A{x^ — A q |a:| In |a:| T .A2|a:| -f-. . . (3.217)

with constant yl/s that are all known. Using this expansion as an upper boundary 

condition and matching the asymptotic expansions in both inner and outer regions 

confirms two important details. The first is that any arbitrary Uo{Y), satisfying the 

boundary conditions Uo(0) =  0 and Uq ^  Y  +  A(0) as y  —> 00 and with an algebraic 

form near the surface (where y  1) such as

y 2  y 3  y 4
Uq{Y) — 'yiY +  7 2 ^  +  73- ^  +  7 4 ^  +  . . .  , (3.218)
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INVISCID LAYER

r  ~  0 (1)

VISCOUS LAYER

Y  ~  (-æ)i/3

REGION 1

REGION 6

Figure 3.35: Sketch of the two-tier structure present on approaching the front edge 

of a slot with non-linear strong suction from upstream.

is permitted by the equations to exist at the upstream edge of the slot. This is 

an important property, because it shows that the upstream edge velocity profile is 

entirely dependent on the fiow history and vorticity generation upstream. Further

more, as an example of the degree of arbitrariness, we note that 73 can be non-zero 

even though the wall value ^ j \y=q  = 0 from the boundary-layer equations. The 

discrepancy can be explained because the arbitrary profile lies wholly within the 

outer inviscid region, whereas the wall value mentioned holds inside the inner vis

cous region. The second and final point is that both the pressure and the pressure 

gradient always remain finite as x  -4- 0—, so that near the upstream edge we can 

expand the pressure in the following way:

p{x)  = P o - \ - p i { - x )  - f  . . . ,  

with no O (|a:| In |a:|) term. However, both po and especially pi can be very large
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even at modest suction rates (see figure 3.33).

U p s tre am  edge

The existence of a short length scale region around the upstream edge is required 

to match the solution approaching the slot edge from upstream, which results in an 

arbitrary velocity profile Uq{Y) at the edge, to the simple shear flow form (3.207) 

that must occur over the slot. This region {Region 3) and its features were described 

previously in the linear case of section 3.5 using simple arguments based on stream

lines (see pages 89 to 93). Here we will examine the region in more detail, confirming 

the simple arguments given and quantifying the flow field more rigorously.

To find the required region, the horizontal length scale is reduced from O 

by a factor e <C 1 until the suction velocity (which is assumed to be O (:r) near the 

edge) can interact directly with the leading-order streamwise flow. A balancing 

of these terms in the continuity equation (2.2) of the Navier-Stokes equations re

veals that e =  and, therefore, the interaction occurs over distances of

O from the edge of the slot.

From the new coordinate scalings

X = 6^/^Re-^/^^A and ÿ = (3.219)

and assuming the fact that V-u,{x) ~  ^  near the edge, where A > 0 is a slope

parameter as in the bucket-suction profile case, we find that the new expansions are

u = 0^/^Re-^/^U{X,  y )  +  . . . ,  (3.220)

V = R e-^ /S (A , y )  +  . . . ,  (3.221)

and p = (52 /3R e-i/yX )-h  . . . .  (3.222)
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These are subsequently substituted into the Navier-Stokes equations (2.2) to (2.4) 

to produce, as one would expect, the thin-layer non-linear Euler equations

~  (3.224)

to leading order. The no-slip boundary condition for U {X ,Y )  cannot be applied

here because the viscous forces are only significant in a thinner region nearer the

surface; this region plays a very passive role in the entire structure and so no further 

details are mentioned here. However, the boundary conditions that can be applied 

include the initial condition on U{X, T ), which is the arbitrary edge profile

U{Y) = Uo{Y) at X  =  0, (3.225)

an outer matching condition given by

-  y  -k ^(0) aa y  oo, (3.226)

and the suction profile boundary condition

X
V = —— at y  =  0 and > 0. (3.227)

In addition, the initial value of the pressure p(0) is given, along with Uq{Y), by the 

numerical solution to the upstream edge problem.

Now that the full system of equations for the current Euler region has been derived, 

by defining a stream function ^  in the usual way as
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—  =  t / ,  —  =  - V ,  and ^  =  0 at (X, Y) = (0,0), (3.228)

it is straightforward to deduce the following properties:

Bernoulli: is conserved on lines of constant (3.229)

Scaled vorticity: • is conserved on lines of constant (3.230)

Note that these were mentioned in (3.195) and (3.196) when a similar region was 

encountered towards the end of section 3.6. The second conservation law (3.230) is 

exactly the same as vorticity being conserved on the streamlines, but in our case 

the | |  term is considerably larger than the other | |  term (and so it is negligible) 

because the layer is thin. Further, the other equation (3.229) is an integrated form 

of (3.230).

By considering these properties at face value, it is possible to gain a reasonable 

insight into the flow field because we expect all the streamlines to be sucked down 

into the slot eventually a s  X  - 4 -  oo. Hence, one can argue that as =  1 on 

the streamlines that initially lie far from the surface, eventually these lines will be 

pulled towards the surface, leading to the conclusion that ^  1 and U - 4  T + ^(0 ) 

everywhere as X  - 4  oo, providing a direct matching to the over-slot solution (3.207); 

this argument was used successfully in the linear case (section 3.5). However, the 

difficulty arising in the non-linear case is that the exact position of the streamlines 

is not known a priori so the simple argument is not so conclusive.

To resolve the issue and show that our simple argument is in fact correct, we adopt 

a variation of an analysis used by Messiter et al. (1973) and Bowles and Smith 

(2000) where we change the coordinate system from {X ,Y )  to (X, ^ ) . From the 

stream-function definition (3.228), we know that
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y { X ,  =  r  T T T ^ d f . (3-231)

where =  §  or the value of the stream function at the surface of the slot.

Then we apply the first (Bernoulli) conservation law (3.229) with an initial value at 

X  =  0 to obtain

Y { X , ^ ) =  / :df, (3.232)
,(x) -  2p(x))

where p(X)  = p(X) — p(0) and Uo(^) is the upstream edge velocity profile. The 

integral obviously diverges as ^  ^  oo (as it should) so we use the fact that

^  ~  i ( y  +  ^(0))^ + p (X )  +p(0) as V  and ^  > oo, (3.233)

from integrating the upstream edge boundary layer equations (3.209) to (3.213), to 

obtain a convergent integral. Therefore, by adding and subtracting

,ix) v /2$ - 2 [p (X )+ p (0)]’

from (3.232) and letting ^  oo produces

] / - ^ - 2 \ p { X ) + p { 0 ) ] - J ^  _  2 p ( x r  V 2»  -  2 \p{X) +
(3.234)

as an integral equation to solve for the unknown p{X).

The integral equation (3.234) is solved by first converting the upstream edge profile 

Uq{Y) to t/o(^)- Then, at each x-station we introduce an initial guess for p{X),
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calculate the integral using the trapezoidal rule and subsequently use a form of root 

finder to improve our guess for p{X).  Figures 3.36 to 3.38 show some results that 

were obtained for one of the edge profiles from the upstream calculations shown in 

figure 3.34 (with C = 1 and A =  0.1). In this case, the computation was marched 

from the upstream edge X  =  0 using the bisection method as a root finder. The 

bisection method was adopted because (a) speed is not particularly important due 

to the small size of the calculation and (b) the bisection method is accurate and 

easily implemented as it is clear that the correct pressure can always be bounded 

by the range 0 ^  p{X) < ^Uq{^ w{X)).

S ' 15

0 2 2.50.5 1.5

Figure 3.36: Plot of the actual pressure p{X) — p +  p(0) in the short-scale region 

over the slot edge, where p(0) is obtained from the upstream solution of Region 2. 

Notice the strong pressure rise over the slot dwarfs the miniscule drop in pressure 

generated by the upstream solution.

The results confirm the outcome of our simple argument: that the fiow tends to 

the simple shear form U = Y  + ^(0) over the hole. Looking first at figure 3.36 we
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Figure 3.37: Plot of the actual pressure minus the asymptotic growth, p{X) —

The value begins at p(0) =  —0.90... and then falls to a constant value once the 

simple shear-flow solution is reached.

observe that the initial pressure drop in this particular case of p(0) =  —0.9038.., 

which was created by the flow upstream of the slot, is completely dwarfed by the 

sharp pressure rise induced as the flow passes over the suction slot. In fact, taking 

the limit X  oo in equation (3.234) indicates that the pressure p{X)  = p(X )+p(0) 

attains the asymptotic form

JUiU)
p(X) = ■+■ constant =  — ------- — (3.235)

at a flnite distance from the upstream edge. Figure 3.37 confirms this asymptotic 

form for our particular example profile with A =  0.1 and C = 1. Clearly, the O (X^)  

term will eventually match the characteristic pressure rise (3.206) downstream once 

the full slot length scale, where f  ~  O , has been reached. Substituting

the pressure asymptote above into the governing equations (3.223) and (3.224) then
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Figure 3.38: Plot of slip velocity U at F  =  0 divided by A(0). 

suggests that beyond some finite X  value

V = — — -b O (exp. small), 

and U = y  +  bl(0) +  O (exp. sm all),

(3.236)

(3.237)

so that the normal velocity tends to the full suction profile and the streamwise 

velocity tends to the shear fiow form as required; this is further verified by a plot 

of the streamwise slip velocity at the wall U { X ,Y  = 0) (scaled with A(0)) in figure 

3.38. The logical explanation of why the over-slot solution is reached so rapidly 

downstream of the slot edge is that the excess vorticity, which was generated by the 

fiow passing over the upstream wall, is sucked down into the suction slot and “lost” 

within a finite distance from the upstream edge. We are then left with only the 

shear fiow imposed from the outer boundary condition (3.226). From these results 

we conclude that a direct matching between the upstream and over-slot solutions
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has been obtained.

S ep ara tio n  R egion

W ith the upstream, attached flow fully understood, we now turn our attention to the 

downstream side. Looking back at the solution over the slot U{x,Y)  = Y  A{x) 

and the example profiles of A{x) shown in figure 3.2 earlier in the chapter, it is 

obvious that the flow “separates” at the midpoint of the slot, or more specifically 

where A{x) = 0. Furthermore, the separated region, which is marked as Region 8 in 

figure 3.31, is of the same height as the viscous sublayer and bounded above by the 

line Y  =  —A{x). Hence, the separated region grows in thickness on approaching the 

downstream edge (attaining a maximum just ahead of the slot’s downstream edge) 

and the flow remains separated as it enters the downstream edge region {Region 4) 

and beyond into Region 5. These are investigated below.

The quasi-linear suction case studied in section 3.6 showed that, as the suction 

strength becomes asymptotically large, a region of reversed flow appears over the 

edge that grows downstream in length proportional to the cube of the suction 

strength and in height proportional to the suction strength. This asymptotically 

strong suction analysis on pages 133 to 143 can now be applied directly to the cur

rent suction case and so few details will be given here. For instance, a substitution 

of the value a = (a large parameter and the comparable difference in

suction strength between the quasi-linear and non-linear cases) into the analysis 

shows that the separated region grows in size to the slot length scale O 

horizontally and to the viscous sublayer scale O vertically , matching

exactly to the length scales of the full non-linear case. Furthermore, the scales of 

the non-linear thin-layer Euler region derived in the previous analysis compare ex

actly to the current Region 4 and so the analysis concerning the initial streamwise
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velocity profile at the downstream edge can be applied here also. Therefore, the 

problem and starting profile beyond the downstream edge in the current case are 

almost exactly those posed in the high suction asymptotic analysis of section 3.6 

except for one important feature: the horizontal length scale of the separated region 

has grown to become comparable to the length scale on which A{x) varies.

The governing equations to be solved from beyond the downstream edge are the 

non-linear boundary-layer equations as follows:

and + (3.239)

No-slip and no-penetration boundary conditions apply as usual at the surface so 

that

([/, V)  =  (0,0) at y  =  0 and T > 1, (3.240)

but the new outer matching condition becomes

C/ y  -f- A(^x^ as y  —y oo, (3.241)

where the induced slip velocity now varies with x. Finally, the initial velocity profile

is obtained from the non-linear thin-layer Euler region situated over the downstream

edge {Region 4)- As the analysis of section 3.6 concludes, only the forward part 

{U > 0) of the downstream edge velocity profile can be deduced from this region, the 

reversed part remaining unknown until the entire downstream solution is resolved 

(at least as far as the reattachment point). In addition, the conservation of
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on streamlines indicates that the forward part of the flow has to take the form of 

a straight line, which is fixed uniquely by the outer boundary condition (3.241). 

Hence, our initial conditions for Region 5 at the downstream edge of the slot are

U{x = 1+, Y) = < (3.242)
Y  + A{1) f o r y  > -y l( l) ,

unknown at present for 0 < Y < —v4(l).

and an initial pressure perturbation p (l) =  Pedge obtained from a higher-order solu

tion over the slot. The value of this pressure term is not required for either resolving 

or understanding the downstream flow, particularly as it is a minor correction com

pared to the dominant characteristic pressure rise (3.206) anyway.
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2.2 2.41.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2

Figure 3.39: Plot of the downstream skin friction r  =  ^ \ y =o fc»r a bucket-suction 

profile with max|%u(a;)| =  1.0, 2.0 and 3.0.

The system of equations (3.238) to (3.242) was solved numerically using the scheme 

adopted in the asymptotic analysis of section 3.6. Some results of the computations 

are shown in figures 3.39 to 3.45 for the case of a bucket-suction profile (3.29),
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Figure 3.40: Plot of the downstream pressure gradient p'{x) for a bucket-suction 

profile with max|K;(a;)| =  1.0, 2.0 and 3.0.

which induces a slip velocity A{x) of the form given by (3.30). The results comprise 

three different suction strengths where max|P^(T)| =  1.0, 2.0 and 3.0 (the slope 

parameter A is taken as 0.1 in all cases) and they share many of the features of the 

separated flow results in the previous section; the main difference seems to be that 

reattachment occurs sooner after the downstream edge because we have A{x) —>■ 0 

far downstream as opposed to a constant yl(l) in the outer boundary condition 

(3.241). Figure 3.40 shows the existence of a very strong adverse pressure gradient 

that remains localized near the downstream edge, accelerating the reversed flow 

back into the slot (similar to a sink). This, in turn, explains the large negative skin 

friction values at the downstream edge in figure 3.39 and the strongly reversed (or 

attached in the backwards direction) velocity profiles in figure 3.41. The violent 

acceleration of the reversed flow back into the slot can be clearly seen in figure 3.42, 

which for a particular suction strength shows U velocity profiles at various x-stations
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Figure 3.41: Plot of the streamwise velocity profiles U{x = 1, Y)  at the downstream 

edge of the slot for a bucket-suction profile with max|V^(T)| =  1.0, 2.0 and 3.0.

on approach to the slot edge. The figure further demonstrates flow reattachment 

occurring somewhere between the x  values of (c) and (d) (actually at about x  % 1.12 

for max|K;(3:)| =  1.0).

The remaining three figures 3.43 to 3.45 allow us to visualise the size of the separated 

region as the suction strength increases. This leads again to the question posed in the 

last section: can we understand how the region of separated flow grows as the suction 

increases further and further? We know from the analysis in the previous section 

that, between the quasi-linear and non-linear suction strength cases, the separated 

region grows downstream proportional to the cube of the suction strength and in 

height proportional to the suction strength; however, because the outer boundary 

condition now contains a decaying A{x) rather than a constant A (l), this rapid 

growth must slow in some way. We now attempt to provide an answer.

From the definition of A{x) in (3.204), it is straightforward to show that beyond the
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Figure 3.42: Plot of the streamwise velocity profiles U for a bucket-suction profile, 

with max|V^(x)| =  1.0, at the ^-stations: (a) a; =  1, (b) a; =  1.05, (c) a: =  1.1 and 

(d) 1.15.

suction hole the induced slip velocity quickly tends to the asymptotic form

a
Aix)  ~  as |a;| -> oo,

Tra;
(3.243)

where a  represents the suction strength. We now assume that, at high suction 

strengths, the expression (3.243) is the most important condition concerning where 

the flow reattaches downstream; in a sense we are implying that the large separated 

flow region beyond the edge is mainly governed by this asymptote. Hence, by 

changing the outer matching condition (3.241) in the system of equations to

a
U ^  Y  as y  — oo,

7TX
(3.244)

we can scale out the suction strength a  entirely by applying the following transfor-
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Figure 3.43: Plot of the streamlines beyond the downstream edge (at x = 1) for a 

bucket-suction profile with rnax|Vu;(.T)| =  1.0.

rnation:

(z, y, U, V, p) = a  . (3.245)

We then have, in effect, a self-similar form to solve for large a. As a direct result of 

the rescaling above, we are able to conclude that th e  increase in leng th  of th e  

separa ted  region slows to  a grow th p ro p o rtio n a l to  th e  3 /4  pow er of th e  

suction  s tren g th  a t high suction. Furthermore, the transformation also suggests 

that far downstream th e  separa ted  region grows in height p rop o rtio n al to  

th e  1 /4  power of th e  suction  s tren g th  (see figure 3.31). This latter result may 

appear strange at first because the initial condition (3.242) automatically implies
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Figure 3.44: Plot of the streamlines beyond the downstream edge (at x =  1) for a 

bucket-suction profile with max|F^(x)| =  2.0.

that, at least near the edge of the slot, the separated region grows in height directly 

proportional to the suction strength. There is no contradiction, however, as a close 

examination of the streamline plots reveals that both asymptotes can be correct and 

the consequent mismatch in growth rates is responsible for the steepening concave 

appearance of the streamlines near the downstream edge as the strength increases. 

In fact, the numerical results appear fairly consistent (although far from conclusive) 

with the asymptotic analysis.

The final non-linear case has created an interesting flow structure that appears 

to follow directly from the two linear cases studied in sections 3.5 and 3.6. The 

strong suction affects the leading-order shear flow upstream by creating a favourable
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Figure 3.45; Plot of the streamlines beyond the downstream edge (at a; =  1) for a 

bucket-suction profile with max|Vb(x)| =  3.0.

pressure gradient that accelerates it towards the slot. However, over the slot the 

flow separates and fluid is drawn back into the slot from beyond the downstream 

edge in a dramatic way. Furthermore, it appears that as the suction strength a 

increases the region of separated flow grows to a length of O downstream and

to a height of O (a) near the slot edge, but a height of O further downstream

towards the reattachment point. It is assumed that this growth rate will persist until 

either the strength of suction invalidates the assumptions made in sections 3.2 and 

3.3 or the length scale of the separated region becomes sufficiently large that longer- 

scale flow responses (such as the triple-deck response) become significant (or indeed 

both). How these new mechanisms affect the separated region, in a suppressive or 

responsive fashion, is a subject for future research.
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3.8 Summary o f chapter

The results of the chapter indicate that two-dimensional slots significantly shorter 

than the boundary-layer thickness create a very different fiow structure than their 

longer counterparts. Sections 3.2 and 3.3 concluded that this effect is caused by 

the appearance of a new elliptic mechanism governing the leading-order fiow in the 

vicinity of the slot, which enables it to work more like a sink. Upstream of the 

slot, the fiow field generated by both long and short slots remains similar, where the 

upstream influence accelerates the fluid towards the slot creating a strongly attached 

fiow in the process. However, downstream of the short slot the action of the strong 

sink effect decelerates the near-wall fiow significantly as it attempts to escape the 

slot’s influence. Worse still, at higher suction strengths this effect becomes more 

severe, pulling the fiow backwards into the slot and creating an eddy structure that 

engulfs the downstream edge.

Even though we have only examined the steady fiow structure, it is reasonable to 

presume that the reversed flow in these stronger suction cases is unstable to some 

degree. Therefore, we suggest that this phenomenon can be regarded as a form of 

two-dimensional oversuction (defined in chapter 1). In terms of the application of 

two-dimensional slots to Laminar Flow Control (LEG), the initial analysis indicates 

that the shorter slots are probably not useful because of their detrimental effects 

on the downstream fiow. However, it seems clear that longer slots of length scales 

between the triple-deck and boundary-layer thickness are a recommended option for 

LEG because of the beneficial upstream and downstream responses generated by the 

pressure-displacement interaction of the triple-deck response (see chapter 2).
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Chapter 4

A weak three-dim ensional suction  

hole

4.1 Introduction

The second part of the thesis is concerned with the three-dimensional aspects of flow 

past a suction hole. As anticipated in chapter 1, we investigate holes of dimensions 

comparable to the local boundary-layer thickness and smaller, although holes that 

are elongated in either the spanwise or streamwise direction are also mentioned 

briefly. This first chapter considers the weakest linear suction case, explores what 

physical mechanisms are relevant to leading-order, and highlights some interesting 

features of the flow field created.

To examine a suction hole in isolation, we consider a setup similar to that presented 

in the introduction to chapter 2, where a two-dimensional aerofoil is aligned to 

a uniform stream at high Reynolds number. The difference here is that instead 

of a suction strip, we have a suction hole positioned at a distance L* from the

172
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leading edge. The suction hole is sufficiently small that it is buried deep inside 

the boundary layer with representative length scales of O or less. As

mentioned above, we limit ourselves to examining weak suction in this first chapter 

and indicate that the elliptic mechanisms observed in the two-dimensional case are 

present but negligible. Furthermore, we show that the linear response to the suction 

produces an extensive pressure field which, in turn, induces a planar fiow to leading 

order everywhere except above the suction hole. The main feature of the planar fiow 

is a funneling of fiuid towards the suction slot from upstream, leading to a corridor 

of accelerated fiuid in the hole wake.

4.2 Formulation of the problem

Suction Hole

Figure 4.1: The physical setup of a single isolated suction hole on an aerofoil. The 

approaching boundary-layer is assumed to be two-dimensional.

Once again (see chapter 2, figure 2.1) we fix the aerofoil in our reference frame 

and choose intrinsic coordinate axes Ox*y*z* such that the upper surface of the 

aerofoil is represented by y* = 0 (figure 4.1). As before, the coordinate x* measures 

the tangential distance streamwise along the upper surface and the coordinate y*
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measures the normal distance above the aerofoil surface. Furthermore, we now have 

a new coordinate z* that measures the spanwise distance along the aerofoil and is 

perpendicular to both x* and y* directions (or parallel to the leading edge). The 

origin of the coordinates axes is positioned over the centre of the suction hole so 

that the leading edge of the aerofoil is the line {x*,y*) = (—L*,0) for all z*. The 

rest of the problem concerning the fluid and flow properties remains the same as 

that defined in section 2.2. The only difference comes from the further addition of 

a spanwise velocity w*, which along with z* is non-dimensionalized in the following 

way:

Combining these with the other non-dimensional variables defined in (2.1), we then 

assume that the flow satisfies the non-dimensionalized steady Navier-Stokes equa

tions, given as

dû dv dw

^dû ^dû _dü  
w — - I - V — - I - u ; —  —  

ox oy  oz
dp
dx

^dv ^dv ^dv
+  t ; —  - | -  w —  —  

ox oy  o z
dp
d ÿ

dw  _  dw  _  dw dp
“ â i

. - 1

dx- 2

+ Re V dx̂

(4.1)

d^ü d^ù\ 
^  dz ^) '

(4,2)

d^v d^v\
^  d i d ’

(4.3)

d^w d^w\
^ d f  ^  d i d '

(4.4)

The boundary conditions required are a matching to the free stream far from the 

aerofoil and, with the exception of the applied suction, no-slip and no-penetration 

boundary conditions at the surface. The suction hole is represented as a velocity 

flux normal to the surface of the aerofoil in the following manner:
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V (x, ÿ, z) = liVy, (x, z) at ÿ =  0, (4.5)

where /i <C 1 is the suction strength parameter or the ratio between suction velocity 

and free stream speed.

4.3 The hole length scale

The suction holes to be considered are of dimensions O j  where 5 < 1

is a positive scale parameter. In the vicinity of the suction hole we assume that the 

following properties hold; (a) any curvature of the aerofoil surface is negligible on 

the suction-hole length scale, so the aerofoil can be treated as a flat plate in the local 

analysis, and (b) a laminar two-dimensional boundary layer approaches the suction 

hole from upstream. Specifically, the upstream flow is assumed to take the form

Ü == [^ 9 C r)-b ()(z ), (4.6>)

V  =  (4.7)

w =  O ^ R e - '/4  , (4.8)

and p = O (x) , (4.9)

where Y  = ~  O (1) is a coordinate scaled with the local boundary-layer

thickness. Furthermore, the boundary layer profile U b { Y )  should resemble a Blasius 

profile, but can in fact be regarded as completely arbitrary (due to the historic eflFects 

of aerofoil geometry and pressure gradient) so long as the following conditions are 

satisfied:
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U siy)  ~  1 +  O (exp.) as y  ^  oo, 

and UsiY)  ~  AF when F  <K 1.

(4.10)

(4.11)

Here, the parameter A is a positive real number representing the unperturbed skin 

friction.

r

Region II

Region I

Figure 4.2: The three-dimensional flow structure surrounding the hole. It is com

prised of two regions: a viscous sublayer (Region I) and an inviscid outer layer 

(Region II).

The three-dimensional flow structure is shown in flgure 4.2 with viscous and invis

cid regions labelled as Regions I and II respectively. It is the viscous Region I that 

contains the important flow effects and must be solved, the other region being men

tioned only to clarify the correct matching boundary conditions between the two.
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The scales of the viscous region can be deduced by balancing viscous and inertial

terms in the Navier-Stokes equations, leading to

X =  (4.12)

ÿ =  (4.13)

and z =  6Re"^/^z. (4.14)

Let us now take the suction strength parameter to be

n  =  (4.15)

where h is  a real, positive parameter and, for the current chapter, we take h 1 

(weak suction). We then assume that the perturbation expansions are of the form

Ù =  5'/^Re-'/®Ay +  +  . . . ,  (4.16)

V =  A r '/^ R e - '/^ u  +  . . . ,  (4.17)

w = +  . . . ,  (4.18)

and p = +  . . .  (4.19)

and substitution of these expansions into the Navier-Stokes equations (4.1) to (4.4)

yields the linear three-dimensional boundary-layer equations
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0 = I- WM)

to leading order. Before proceeding any further, we note that A can be scaled out 

quite simply by applying the transformation

[x, y , z ,u ,v ,w ,p]  = [XX, y, XZ, XU, v, XW, X^P] , (4.24)

and so, without loss of generality, we take A =  1.

The boundary conditions for (4.20) to (4.23) are the no-slip and suction profile

conditions at the surface

(u,u, w) =  (0, Ku(T),0) a ty  =  0, (4.25)

as well as assuming that the flow tends to the unperturbed two-dimensional form 

upstream:

[u, V, w, p) —> (0,0,0,0) as T -4- —oo. (4.26)

The final condition required is a matching to Region II as ?/ —>■ oo, where, in effect, we 

must make sure that u and w tend to any induced slip velocities generated by the el

liptic mechanisms above. Two such mechanisms are the pressure-displacement inter

action from the surrounding triple-deck (Smith, 1982) or from Region II itself. The 

size of the triple deck response can be gauged by taking our small hole to be a linear 

point disturbance on the triple-deck length scale, where x , z  ^  O  . Then,

from the fact that a typical triple-deck suction hole has a mass flux of O
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and generates an induced slip of O we conclude tha t our small hole can

only generate an induced slip velocity of O . Note that, at least in

the weak suction case h <C 1, this response only becomes comparable to the size of 

u and w for suction holes as large as the triple-deck scale, when Ô =  Turning

our attention to Region II, we have a linearised Euler region if ^  O (I) (whose 

two-dimensional variant is shown in chapter 2), which subsequently reduces to the 

Laplace equation for v oi p when 6 <K I (whose two-dimensional variant is shown 

in chapter 3). The mechanism in both cases is similar, where the wall pressure 

generates slip velocities of comparable size. However, our inertial-viscous balance 

suggests that the suction can only support a wall pressure of O and,

therefore, the induced slip velocities are also of this order and remain negligible. 

The arguments stated above suggest that the outer matching condition for Region 

I is that u and w tend to zero as ?/ —>■ oo. In fact, by examining equation (4.23) 

we can be even more specific in the behaviour of w far from the surface with the 

revised boundary condition

(u, w) ~  (?/"^) , ^ as y ^  oo, (4.27)

where d{x,y)  is related to the pressure via the expression % = —%-

As a final point, we observe that the system of equations (4.20) to (4.27) represents 

a zero-displacement or condensed problem as defined in section 4 of Smith et al. 

(I98I). There, it was shown that the pressure-displacement interaction from the 

triple deck disappears as the length scales of the fiow are reduced. Most important 

of all, this same system of equations holds when h <C I for all suction holes of length 

scales in the range
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<  5 <  Re^/«. (4.28)

Here, the lower bound denotes the length scale of the full Navier-Stokes region and 

the upper bound is the triple-deck length scale.

4.4 Linear analysis

An interesting property of the system of equations derived arises if we let Q = 

The expressions (4.20) to (4.27) then reduce to just two governing equations, 

which are

Q —  =  0, (4.29)
oy

+  Ê +  (4-30)

with boundary conditions

Q = 0, v = Vw{x,z) a,ty = 0, (4.31)

Q —y 0 as ?/ —̂ oo, (4.32)

and {Q,v) (0,0) as T ^  —oo. (4.33)

The solution Q = 0, v = Vw{X,Z)  and V^p = — satisfies (4.29), (4.30) and

the boundary conditions exactly. We observe, in this solution, that away from the 

suction hole the motion is planar in the horizontal plane, as there is no vertical 

velocity except directly over the suction hole.

In order to confirm the solution above, we apply the double Fourier transform, 

defined for some function G{x, y, z) as
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/ oo roo
/  G (x ,y , z ) e - ‘'‘̂ -«^dxdz,  (4.34)

•D O  J  — OO

to equations (4.20) to (4.27) and consequently produce the transformed system

dv'
i k u * * + ilw** = 0, (4.35)

oy

ikyu**-\-v** = —ikp** +  ■■ -, (4.36)
oy

p -  =  p " (^ J ) ,  (4.37)
d^w**

and ikyw** — —Up** H— (4.38)
oy

with boundary conditions

(u*\u",U 7") =  (0 ,% :\0 ) a t i /  =  0, (4.39)

(u*\u*\u;*\p**) (0,0,0,0) a s T ^ - o o ,  (4.40)

and (u**,w**) ~  (p“ )̂ , as y ^  oo. (4.41)

Proceeding in a similar fashion as the analysis of Smith et al. (1977) and utilizing 

the function

which is the solution to the forced Airy equation C" — tC =  1 with £(0) =  £(oo) =  0, 

we find that the results in Fourier space agree with the simple form suggested. The 

exact solution in Fourier space is in fact
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(-!■«)

-  - ' r ' - ^ w è v -

(4.45)

where and are the streamwise and crossflow skin frictions respectively and 

£'(0) =  “ 3Â[(ô) its definition in (4.42). It is an interesting task to compare 

these results to a similar analysis for a small roughness F{x, z) instead of a suction 

hole. The procedure follows the same method as shown above, but with the surface 

boundary condition (4.25) replaced by

(u, u, w) =  (0,0,0) at y =  F(x, z). (4.47)

The subsequent analysis produces results for p**, d** etc. in terms of the transformed 

hump shape F**{k, I) and by comparing these to the results obtained for the suction 

hole case (4.43) to (4.46) we are able to demonstrate a remarkable property. A 

suction hole may be represented by an equivalent-hump shape via the relation

F::uiÀk, I) =  v:-{k,  O, (4.48)

which in real (rr, z) space is

1 r°°
=  ( _ 3Ai'(0) ) r (2/ 3) I  (4.49)

The equivalent-hump model imitates the flow response of the suction hole and can 

be applied directly to the solutions oîp{x, z), d{x, z), and w(x,  y, z) and their deriva

tives, but its substitution needs more care for u(x, y, z) and v(x, y, z). This is due to
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the fact that the hump shape yields a boundary condition for u whereas the suction 

clearly yields a boundary condition for f . A closer examination of (4.49) shows that 

whilst the hump and hole share the same upstream edge and spanwise dimensions, 

the hump (which is more like a dent when K; ^  0) extends infinitely far downstream, 

with a decay rate comparable to The two-dimensional form of the equivalent

hump shape has already been mentioned briefiy both in chapter 2 and appendix A; 

it also applies to linear suction holes as large as the triple-deck scale, enabling the 

results in that case to be deduced directly from the hump analysis of Smith et al. 

(1977).

4.5 Results

The Fourier space solutions (4.43) to (4.46) were inverted using a two-dimensional 

FFT procedure, modified from Press et al (1992), with an example suction profile 

of the form

V ^ x ,  Z) = -  COS ( I  for (X^  +  2^) <  1.

The code was tested throughly by re-creating the linear solutions for the triple-deck 

hump as derived in Smith et al. (1977). In addition, the accuracy of the slot results 

was checked by altering the resolution and extent of the computational grid. To 

minimise the periodic effects of the FFT computation (a point that is discussed 

further towards the end of the chapter), a larger grid |T|, |z| ^  20 was used than the 

actual area displayed in the results. Plots of p(T,z), d(x,z),  Tz{x , z) and ^ { x , z )  

are shown in figures 4.3 to 4.6 noting that Tx could not be inverted directly using 

this method due to its singular behaviour at A: =  0.
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Figure 4.3: Contour plot of the pressure p{x,z). The interval between each contour 

line is 0.02 and the zero contour is shown by a and either side, indicating 

where the function becomes positive and negative respectively.

Let us now examine the distinct features of the flow around the suction hole. Despite 

the absence of large induced slip velocities in the outer boundary layer, the three- 

dimensionality of the problem is able to generate upstream influence through its own 

elliptic mechanism (see Smith, 1976). This is most easily represented by the Poisson 

equation governing the pressure: We observe from figure 4.3 that a

favourable pressure gradient acts on the majority of the flow except in the region 

close to the z-axis. In fact, the only extreme adverse pressure gradient occurs within 

the area directly above the suction hole; a behaviour that is also exhibited by the
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Figure 4.4; Contour plot of d(x,z).  The interval between each contour line is 0.02 

and the zero contour is shown by a “+ ” and either side, indicating where the 

function becomes positive and negative respectively.

two-dimensional cases presented in chapters 2 and 3. For an axisymmetric suction 

velocity profile, d{x,z) is equal to the pressure distribution rotated by |  radians 

clockwise about the z-axis (figure 4.4). The fact that d(x,z)  is symmetrical about 

the z-axis implies that fluid at the top of the viscous sublayer (Region I) is pulled 

in towards the x-axis both upstream and downstream of the suction hole in equal 

measure. It is therefore impossible to tell from d(x, z) whether the flow approaches 

the suction hole from x — —oo or x =  Too.
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Figure 4.5; Contour plot of the crossflow skin friction T z { x ,  z ) .  The interval between 

each contour line is 0.02 and the zero contour is shown by a “+ ” and either side, 

indicating where the function becomes positive and negative respectively.

Starting with (4.44) we try to express d(x, z) in convolution form as follows:

/ oo roo

/ p(j;-^,z-7?)Fu,((,7?)d(d77, (4.50)
-DO J  —OO

where g** = Using the result

/
oo „

=  27TSgn(t)e"°'l l̂, (a > 0),(a2 +  g2)

we can invert g** to give

(4.51)

27T \ x ^  -\- z
(4.52)
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Figure 4.6: Contour plot of the x derivative of the streamwise skin friction 

The interval between each contour line is 0.05 and the zero contour is shown by a 

“+ ” and either side, indicating where the function becomes positive and negative 

respectively.

Thus
2 roo noo

■dÇdTj. (4.53)
(2; -  Ç) +  ( 2  -  J?) ]

It would help to know how d{x, z) decays far from the suction hole. We can represent 

this as in Smith et al. (1977) by replacing by -Cô{x)ô{z), where C is the volume 

flux into the suction hole divided by 27t and 5(a:) is the Dirac delta function. We 

now have

dfa r f ie ld (x, z) = - C (4.54)
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which decays radially like R~^, where R  =  y/x"  ̂+  is the distance from the centre 

of the suction hole. By comparison with z), it is then clear that

Pfarfield(̂ 3 -2̂) =  C  ^^2 _|_ ^2^ (4.55)

which also leads to an 0{R~^)  decay radially.

The behaviour of the fluid close to the surface can be examined using figures 4.5 and 

4.6. Upstream of the suction hole all of the fluid is drawn towards the symmetry 

line (the x-axis) and, in particular, the fluid within a wedge where d r^ ld X  > 0 is 

accelerated towards the suction hole. This fluid is then either sucked into the hole 

or it overshoots, forming a fast moving downstream corridor with width roughly 

equal to the width of the hole. The fluid within this downstream corridor is then 

gradually slowed and pushed outwards, transferring momentum to the slow moving 

fluid on either side.

Using a similar analysis to above, we find that in the far field 

and

These results can also be examined in another way. By multiplying the expressions

(4.45) and (4.46) by the Laplacian operator — (A:̂  +  we are then able to invert 

them both to yield Poisson equations of the form

’■(V) =

and V r , =  —
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These equations have a very interesting feature: the forcing term of the right-hand 

side is only non-zero in a corridor directly downstream of the suction slot. The 

corridor is bounded by the upstream edge of the slot and two straight lines parallel 

to the rr-axis that run downstream from the spanwise extremities of the slot, which 

is similar to the form of the equivalent hump shape (4.49). However, what really 

concerns us is that, outside the corridor, both and satisfy the Laplace equation. 

With this in mind and the decay rates given by the other expressions (4.56) and 

(4.57), it would appear that in the far field outside the corridor

(î-x)farfield ~  COS ^  ((9 -  7t)^ , (4.60)

and ~  sin Q ( ^  -  tt)^ , (4.61)

where R  is the radial distance from the hole centre and 6 is the angle with respect

to the positive x-axis. Now, by determining the values of 6 where and change

sign, we are able to estimate what parts of the fiow field are accelerated by the 

suction hole and vice-versa. The expression for suggests that the faster flow 

upstream (where > 1) lies in a symmetric funnel of angle ^  radians. The results 

also suggest that fast moving fluid occurs in a thin segment bounded by 0 

downstream of the hole, although this does not take into account the possible strong 

effects of the corridor forcing there. We further note that in the remaining regions 

the fiow is actually slower than if the suction hole was not there. The expression 

for Tz allows a similar reasoning and suggests that fluid is pulled into the slot from 

the sides throughout the flow field where ^  < 6 < ^ ;  this is confirmed by the FFT 

plot.

These far-field results above do not apply within the corridor directly downstream
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of the slot. To highlight this, if we examine (4.45) within this corridor by letting 

k <^1 and / ~  0(1), we obtain

K ,(0 ,0- (4.62)
\  ^ /  corridor

This can then be inverted to give

which represents a much slower decay of O (X “^/^) than that observed in the re

mainder of the far field .

4.6 The far downstream corridor

What form do the velocity profiles take far downstream? The fastest fiow occurs 

in the symmetry plane, z = 0 and this can be examined by constructing a series 

solution in small z. Let

u{x,y ,z )  = U i { x , y ) z U 2 {x,y) T  (4.64)

w{x,y ,z)  = 0 zW 2 {x,y) T  (4.65)

and p{x,z) = Pi{z)-\-zP 2 { z ) z ' ^ P 3 { z ) (4.66)

and let rj = yx~^/^ be a similarity variable derived from balancing the viscous

and inertial forces. Using the asymptotic analysis (4.54) to (4.63) and symmetry

arguments as a guide, we conclude that

u X ^/^C/(t7)-f-..., (4.67)
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w % z x ~ ' ^ ^ ^ W ( r ] ) (4.68)
X  (  \  \

and p % C-j—z ^  ~  (7 I    +  — I . (4.69)
[x^ + zO \ x  x^ J

A substitution of these expansions into the linearized equations (4.20) to (4.23) then

yields

- l [ u p r ] U r i ) p W  = 0, (4.70)

~  0 +  (4.71)

and -  ^7] ( a w  +  rjWrj^ = 0 +  Wrjrj, (4.72)

as the new governing equations to leading order (now a subscript denotes differ

entiation with respect to that subscript). Furthermore, the expressions (4.25) and 

(4.27) become the following boundary conditions:

U = W  = 0 atrj = 0, (4.73)

and U —>• 0, VF —> 0 as 77 —>• oo. (4.74)

It is worth noting that there is no pressure term in the far-held governing equations 

(4.70) to (4.72) to leading order. Therefore, we have just one ordinary differential 

equation for U (rj) and one for W  ( 77) .

We begin by trying to solve (4.71). Changing the variable to t = produces

9tUtt +  (6 +  t)Ut +  —U = 0 (4.75)

and this can be reduced to a hrst-order differential equation by taking a Laplace 

transform of U dehned by
roo ^

(p= e~^^U{t)dt, (4.76)
Jo

and then substituting it into (4.75). After some simplihcation, we subsequently hnd 

the following solution to (4.75) in Laplace space:

y  =  +  (4.77)
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where K is an unknown constant. This solution (4.77) can be inverted as a convo

lution to yield

and changing the variable from t back to 77 produces the required result

U{t]) = SDt] [  (4.79)
Jo

where =  5575( ^ 7̂ .

The spanwise profile W (77) can now be found either by substituting (4.79) into (4.70) 

or by a derivation similar to that above from (4.72), both of which lead to

14̂ (77) =  2Qr] J  dip. (4.80)

The solutions for U (77) and W  (77) are expressed above in the form of real integrals 

but they can also be written in terms of Bessel functions. Using a known result (see 

equation (9.6.18), Abramowitz and Stegun, 1965) it is possible to show that

£  e - W / 'V  (1 -  V'’ ) ( f )  r,-V ^ (4.81)

which leads to the following results:

Oin) =  ( ^ )  , (4.82)

and

3 \  / ^ 3 \  ^ 3  / ^ 3

(4.83)

A plot of ^  and ^  is shown in figure 4.7. The parameter Q is related in some way to 

an integral of the suction profile and so it must be determined either from the FFT
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Figure 4.7: Symmetry line velocity profiles for (a) U{t]) and (b) W{r]).

plots (figures 4.3 to 4.6), or from the far-field analytic solutions (4.56) and (4.63). 

The plot shows that the streamwise velocity is augmented throughout the viscous 

corridor downstream with the sharpest increase lying very close to the wall. Away 

from the wall U{r]) decays algebraically as 77 —)■ oo. In the cross-flow plane, fluid is 

expelled away from the symmetry line in a very small layer close to the wall while 

above, fluid is slowly drawn inwards. To examine the fiow in another way, imagine 

a fluid particle at fixed Y  ^  1 downstream. The particle at first decelerates slowly, 

almost maintaining its speed as it is drawn gradually towards the centre line. It then 

reaches a point where the flow in its vicinity begins to decelerate rapidly pushing 

the fluid particle outwards away from the centre line as the flow begins to recover 

its original two-dimensional state. It is further emphasized that even though W  

reverses sign in a similar way to the hump case of Smith et al. (1977), unlike the
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hump case no vortex motion is present because v = 0 everywhere beyond the suction 

hole.

4.7 Periodicity in FFT computations
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Figure 4.8: Contour plot of with periodic boundary conditions enforced by the 

FFT computation at the edges shown . The interval between each contour line is 

0.02 and the zero contour is shown by a and either side, indicating where 

the function becomes positive and negative respectively.

As a final point of interest, we turn to the notable effects of periodicity in FFT plots. 

In order to yield accurate results of a suction hole in isolation, one must place the
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Figure 4.9: Contour plot of ^  with periodic boundary conditions enforced by the

FFT computation at the edges shown. The interval between each contour line is 

0.05 and the zero contour is shown by a and either side, indicating where 

the function becomes positive and negative respectively.

boundaries of the computation at some distance away from the flow field of interest. 

This is required because the FFT computation on a finite grid automatically implies 

that the boundary conditions at the edges of the grid are periodic ones. At first 

sight, this might appear to be a phenomenon that should be avoided, but in terms 

of Laminar Flow Control and arrays of suction holes on an aerofoil it can actually 

prove to be a useful asset.

The last two plots in the current chapter, figures 4.8 and 4.9, show the FFT inversion
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carried out on a confined grid where |T|, |z| ^  6. In effect, the computation creates a 

periodic flow field of an array of suction holes separated by five hole diameters in both 

streamwise and spanwise directions. Of course, the analysis only applies to the weak 

linear case suction slots, but it could still be used to provide a basic understanding 

of optimal suction array design in the future. We note, for instance, that the main 

feature of the periodicity is to turn the zero contour lines near the edges of the 

grid so that they become parallel to the z-axis. In terms of our particular example, 

figure 4.9 reveals that the suction hole directly upstream of the observed one creates 

a significant deceleration on the flow between the two holes. Furthermore, figure 4.8 

indicates that the fiow cannot be drawn in from the sides like that seen in the isolated 

hole case (figure 4.5) due to the attraction of the neighbouring holes spread spanwise 

across the aerofoil. At a glance and without concrete evidence, we speculate that a 

more staggered arrangement of holes might produce a more beneficial fiow field to 

maintain laminar flow; this is a point that could be investigated in future research.

4.8 Summary of chapter

The flow field generated by the weakest case of three-dimensional suction has been 

resolved, and it reveals some remarkably simple properties. One of the most inter

esting is that the fluid flow remains planar everywhere except in the region directly 

above the suction hole; consequently, no trailing vortices are present in the hole 

wake. A favourable streamwise pressure gradient acts over almost the entire fiow 

field except in the vicinity of the z-axis close to the hole. Hence, the suction hole 

is able to increase the velocity of the fluid both upstream, in a funnel-like region of 

angle ^  radians, and downstream, in a thinner corridor of width no greater than 

I  radians. Elsewhere in the far field, the streamwise velocity is slowed by the sue-
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tion. In terms of spanwise flow, the fluid is pulled inwards from either side over 

almost the entire flow domain except for a region surrounding the downstream cor

ridor. Far above the surface, the flow is pulled inwards spanwise both upstream and 

downstream of the hole in equal measure.

Comparing the linearised analysis here with that of a small surface roughness in

dicates that any suction hole with a flnite mass flux possesses an equivalent-hump 

shape, whose two-dimensional equivalent has also been derived in appendix A. The 

hump shape has the same spanwise width of the suction hole, but extends to infinity 

downstream with a slow decay comparable to O The equivalent hump is

able to imitate the linear flow response of the suction hole.

Finally, the inherent periodicity present in any FFT computation was shown to be 

a potentially useful tool in predicting the effectiveness of various arrangements of 

suction holes in an array.



Chapter 5

A non-linear three-dim ensional 

suction hole

5.1 Introduction

Taking the same three-dimensional suction hole as defined in sections 4.2 and 4.3 

of the previous chapter, we now increase the suction strength to the point where a 

non-linear fiow response is produced. The problem must be treated numerically and 

the so-called skewed-shears method developed by Smith (1983b) is adopted for this 

purpose. The results reveal that, despite the apparent lack of significant boundary- 

layer displacement, the suction hole generates a highly complex three-dimensional 

fiow via an external elliptic mechanism. The most prominent feature of the fiow 

field is a narrow corridor, lying downstream of the hole, containing a calmer inner 

region surrounded by complex fast-moving vortical structures.

198
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5.2 Problem Formulation

The problem setup remains as the one seen in chapter 4, with an isolated suction hole 

placed at a distance L* downstream of the leading edge of a thin aerofoil. However, 

assuming that the non-dimensionalized suction strength parameter // has the same 

form as (4.15)

// =  (5.1)

we take in the current chapter h ~  O (1) instead. It is then clear from the perturba

tion expansions (4.16) to (4.19) that suction at this strength interacts non-linearly 

with the unperturbed boundary-layer profile within the viscous sublayer. Therefore, 

we have

Ü = 6^/^Re-^/^Au -H . . . ,  (5.2)

V = +  . . . ,  (5.3)

w =  -f . . . ,  (5.4)

and p = +  . . .  (5.5)

and the three-dimensional boundary layer equations that govern the flow are now 

fully non-linear as follows:

du du du dp d'^u
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^  =  0, (5.8)

dw dw dw dp d'^w
and u ~  + v - ^  + w ^  =  ̂ ^

The analysis in chapter 4 of the elliptic flow responses created by the triple-deck 

pressure-displacement interaction and within Region II can be applied again with 

h ~  O (1) and shows that their effects remain negligible. Hence, the condition of 

zero boundary-layer displacement still holds and the boundary conditions remain 

the following:

{u,v,w) = (0, z), 0) at y =  0, (5.10)

(w, 1 ^ )  ~  ( ^ y O  {y~'^), as t / o o ,  (5.11)

and (u ,v ,w,p)  ~  (y, 0,0,0) as a; ^  —oo. (5.12)

5.3 Numerical Scheme

Despite the fact that the boundary layer displacement is known a priori (it is zero 

to leading order), the solution cannot be found by simply marching the equations 

forward in x  as in the two-dimensional case. This is due to the added ellipticity 

of the pressure field that was observed in the linear case (chapter 4). Furthermore, 

the possible occurrence of regions where the spanwise velocity w is larger than 

streamwise velocity u also creates difficulties in any marching scheme. Various 

methods, applied to a surface roughness, have been used in the past to overcome this 

issue, such as in Roget et al. (1998), Duck and Burggraf (1986) and Smith (1983b). 

The method chosen and modified for this calculation is the so-called ’skewed-shears’ 

method developed in Smith (1983b).
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The skewed-shears, which are defined as

^  du dw ^  dv
u — —— h and V — (5.13)

dx dz dx

are substituted into the x-derivative of the continuity equation (5.6) and an equation 

derived from the sum of the x-derivative of (5.7) and the z-derivative of (5.9). A 

stretched variable, of the form y = \n{y +  1), is then applied to cope with the 

expected O (y~^) algebraic decay in {u — y) and w as y oo. The system of 

equations subsequently reduces to

I - - ' I  = .

where E  = V^p(x, z) and

Si t . v . z )  -  I g )  + +

« - t  I
This system can be solved for u, v and E,  with u and S  guessed or known, given the 

transformed boundary conditions:

{u,v) =  at ÿ  =  0, (5.17)

u ~  0 as y —> oo, (5.18)

and ( u , v ,E ^  ~  (0,0,0) as x ^  —oo. (5.19)

The flow over the suction hole is then found using an iterative numerical procedure,

detailed in the paragraphs below. Each iteration requires a guessed input for the

velocities u,v and w, which is given by the previous iteration, and the program is
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Figure 5.1: Pressure plot for the full non-linear suction case. Each contour represents 

an increment of 0.02 and the displayed range lies from -0.2 to 0.2. The zero contour 

line is indicated by a and either side, indicating in which direction the plot 

changes sign. Note that the three structures towards the right-hand side of the 

plot are grid dependent errors due to solving a Poisson equation numerically in a 

rectangle. Their effect on the solution is considered to be negligible.
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Figure 5.2: Plot of the crossflow skin friction Tz{x , z) for the full non-linear suction 

case. Each contour represents an increment of 0.01 and the displayed range lies 

from -0.2 to 0.2. The zero contour line is indicated by a and either side, 

indicating in which direction the plot changes sign.
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Figure 5.3: Plot of the streamwise skin-friction perturbation Tx{x , z) (scaled with 

max IK;(x, 2)1) for the linear result (calculated numerically). Each contour repre

sents an increment of 0.01 and the displayed range lies from -0.1 to 0.2. The zero 

contour line is indicated by a and either side, indicating in which direction 

the plot changes sign.
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Figure 5.4: Plot of the streamwise skin-friction perturbation Tx(x , z) (scaled with 

max 114;(x, z)I) for a suction hole of strength 0.5 (intermediate case). Each contour 

represents an increment of 0.01 and the displayed range lies from -0.1 to 0.2. The 

zero contour line is indicated by a “-I-” and either side, indicating in which 

direction the plot changes sign.
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Figure 5.5: Plot of the streamwise skin-friction perturbation Tx{x , z) (scaled with 

max \ z)|) for a suction hole of strength 1.0 (full non-linear case). Each contour

represents an increment of 0.01 and the displayed range lies from -0.1 to 0.2. The 

zero contour line is indicated by a and either side, indicating in which 

direction the plot changes sign.
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eventually terminated by some convergence criterion on the velocity values (spec

ified in Step 5). The solution is calculated over a three-dimensional discrete grid 

represented by

[xi, 3/j, Zk] = [xi P { i -  1) Ax, ( j  -  l )Ay ,  z i { k  -  1) A z], (5.20)

where i,j and k are integers with 1 < 2 < 7 ,  l < j < J  and 1 < k < K .  The 

constants Ax, A y  and A z  are the grid spacings in the streamwise, vertical and 

spanwise directions respectively and (x%, 0, zi) is a point on the surface upstream 

and to the right of the suction hole (facing downstream). In addition, the grid is 

symmetrical about the plane z =  0, so {K — l ) A z  = —2zi. We define the symbolism 

Fijk as the value of a function F  at the i, j, k grid point and set the initial guesses 

for Uijk, Vijk and Wijk to values that the boundary-layer fiow would take if no suction 

hole were present.

Step 1: S{x ,y ,z )  is calculated from the updated or initial guesses for Uijk,Vijk 

and Wijk- A finite-difference approximation for (5.16), using second order accurate 

backward differencing in x, and second order central differencing in y and z, allows 

us to find Sijk for 2 < z < / ,  1 < ji < J  and 1 < k < K.  No values are required 

outside these limits.

Step 2: The equations (5.14), (5.15) and boundary conditions (5.17) to (5.19) are 

differenced using the same second order accurate approximations that are applied in 

Step 1. By substituting the calculated Sijk values and the guessed Uijk values into 

these differenced forms, it is possible to create 2 J  H - 1 equations for the unknowns 

Uijk, Vijk and Eik at every i ,k  station. This system is diagonally banded, with an 

extra Eik column, and can be solved by using Gaussian elimination. Thus Uijk, Vijk 

and E ik  can be found at every 1 <  A: <  A" by marching forward in x from upstream, 

whilst maintaining the initial boundary layer values at A: =  1 and k = K  throughout.
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Step  3: We now derive the pressure distribution from the solution of Eik. The 

pressure is set to zero at the boundaries of the grid (in agreement with the linear 

solution) and we apply a Gauss-Siedel method with over-relaxation (Press et al, 

1992) to calculate the values in the interior. The method sweeps across the whole 

field, again and again, until a convergence criterion on the pressure is reached. The 

criterion that was used here is to terminate the process once the maximum absolute 

change in pressure at all grid points between successive iterations does not exceed 

a specified tolerance (normally 10“®).

S tep  4: To enable us to find the new values for Wijk, the equation (5.9) is trans

formed using the stretch variable and then differenced with the same approximations 

as in Step 1. Then, we take the pressure distribution given from Step 3 and Uijk, 

and (dw/dz)-/^ from the previously guessed values and substitute them into the dif

ferenced equation. Combining this equation and the boundary conditions (5.10) and 

(5.11) yields a tri-diagonal system of J  equations for J  unknowns at every z, k sta

tion. The solution for Wijk is then found by marching forward in x using Gaussian 

Elimination for each 1 < k < K,  whilst keeping the initial values of Wijk at k = 1 

and k = K.

S tep  5: The new values for Uijk and Vijk can now be obtained by integrating the 

definitions of u and v in (5.13) with Wijk known. The definitions are differenced to 

second order accuracy again and the new values are found by marching upstream 

in X.  At this point, the squared differences between the new and previously guessed 

Uijk values are summed and this sum is compared with a convergence tolerance 

(10“®). If the sum falls below this tolerance, the process is terminated. Otherwise, 

we return to Step 1, with the new updated velocity values, to begin the iteration 

again.
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The scheme was made more efficient by applying symmetry arguments in the flow 

that reduced the computations significantly. However, the same symmetry argu

ments were also treated with care when sweeping in the z-direction to avoid any 

directional bias. We initially tested the scheme by reproducing the linear result 

from chapter 4 in one iteration and confirming that a hole with weak suction can 

produce a similar result on iteration. The computation was then run with a suction 

profile of the form

f  - C  C O S ^  (  f  +  ^2) l/2 \ (X2 +  <  1,
V ^ { x , z ) = l  > J '■ (5.21)

[ 0 otherwise,

where C = max z)| was taken to be 0.5 and 1 respectively. The results are 

displayed in figures 5.1 to 5.15.

5.4 Results

The strong suction appears to retain many of the characteristics of the linearized 

case in chapter 4. In fact, on glancing at the pressure p{x,z)  plot in figure 5.1 and 

the crossflow skin friction in figure 5.2 one could be forgiven for concluding that 

the effect of non-linearity is negligible. However, distinct non-linear features within 

a thin corridor downstream of the hole can clearly be seen in figures 5.3 to 5.5, which 

show the streamwise skin-friction perturbation

du
-  1, (5.22)

y-Q

for three different suction strengths. These are the case of weak linear suction 

(evaluated numerically), an intermediate case when max |K,(aj, 2:)| =  0.5 and the 

full non-linear case when max |Tu,(T, z)| =  1.0 respectively. As in the weak linear
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Figure 5.6: Plot of d(x,z) (scaled with max z)|) for a linear suction hole 

(calculated numerically). Each contour represents an increment of 0.02 and the 

displayed range lies from -0.2 to 0.2. The zero contour line is indicated by a “-F” 

and either side, indicating in which direction the plot changes sign. The reversal 

of sign at T % 6 is a numerical error caused by the rectangular shape of the grid. 

Its effect on the full result is considered to be negligible.
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Figure 5.7: Plot of d{x, z) (scaled with max z)\) for the full non-linear suction 

hole result calculated numerically. Each contour represents an increment of 0.02 

and the displayed range lies from -0.2 to 0.2. The zero contour line is indicated 

by a “-I-” and either side, indicating in which direction the plot changes sign. 

The zero contour lines surrounding the top and bottom right-hand corners are grid 

dependent errors.
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Figure 5.8: Plot of u profiles on symmetry line z =  0 over the hole surface. The 

positions are: (a) x = —1.0 (front edge), (b) x =  -0 .4 , (c) x = 0.0 (centre), (d) 

X = 0.6 and (e) x  =  1.0 (rear edge).
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Figure 5.9: Plot of w jz  profiles close to symmetry line z =  0 over the hole surface.

The positions are: (a) x = —1.0 (front edge), (b) x = —0.4, (c) x = 0.0 (centre),

(d) X = 0.6 and (e) x = 1.0 (rear edge).
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Figure 5.10: Plot of lu/z profiles a slight distance away from the symmetry line at 

z =  0.6 over the hole surface. The positions are: (a) x = —1.0. (b) x = —0.4, (c) 

X- =  0.0 (centre), (d) x =  0.6 and (e) x =  1.0.
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Figure 5.11: Plot of u profiles on symmetry line z = 0 downstream of hole. The

positions are: (a) x =  1.0 (rear edge), (b) x =  2.0, (c) x =  3.0, (d) x =  4.0, (e)

X =  5.0 and (f) x =  6.0.
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Figure 5.12: Plot of w /z profiles close to symmetry line z =  0 downstream of hole. 

The positions are: (a) x = 2.0. (b) x = 3.0, (c) x = 4.0, (d) x = 5.0 and (e) x = 6.0.
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Figure 5.13: Plot of w /z  profiles a slight distance away from the symmetry line at

z =  0.6 downstream of hole. The positions are: (a) x = 2.0. (b) x = 3.0, (c) x = 4.0,

(d) X = 5.0 and (e) x = 6.0.
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Figure 5.14: Plot of v{x,y,z)  (scaled with max |Ku(T, z)|) close to the surface at 

y = 0.105 (3 d.p.) for the full non-linear suction hole. Each contour represents an 

increment of 0.1 and the displayed range lies from -0.7 to 0.1. The zero contour 

line is indicated by a “-f” and either side, indicating in which direction the 

plot changes sign. Notice how the suction profile remains the dominant feature of 

this plot (in agreement with the linear result) but with the added appearance of 

non-linear effects in the vicinity of the downstream corridor (as expected).
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Figure 5.15: Plot of v(x, y, z) (scaled with max \Vyj[x, z)|) far from surface where y = 

140.175 (3 d.p.) for the full non-linear suction hole. The result has been calculated 

numerically. Each contour represents an increment of 0.02 and the displayed range 

lies from -0.5 to 0.1. The zero contour line is indicated by a “-I-” and either side, 

indicating in which direction the plot changes sign. Notice the vertical velocity here 

takes a similar form to the previous figure.
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case, the downstream corridor contains fluid that has been accelerated by the suction 

slot but has overshot its downstream edge. The results suggest that the stronger 

suction hole appears to decelerate the flow to a much greater degree, particularly 

along the symmetry line z = 0. As a consequence, a fork-shaped wall shear pattern 

is formed where flow on either side of the centre line is now moving much faster. 

Furthermore, we observe from the three figures that as the suction velocity grows, 

the front edge of the fork pattern moves upstream from infinity and that the corridor 

grows slightly spanwise. Either side of the corridor the flow is significantly slower 

and Tx attains a sharp minimum close to the spanwise extremities of the suction 

hole.

In view of the apparently strange corridor effect, we ask what is happening there? 

It seems clear from the results that whilst the linear approximation describes the 

flow well in the majority of the far field, this is not the case within the downstream 

corridor. Furthermore, the observation that the non-linear effects move downstream 

as the suction weakens suggests that the linear expansion eventually becomes invalid 

when T Z$> 1, z ^  O (1). To put this in another way, the flow field around a weak 

suction hole with h <C 1 in equation (5.1) can be expressed in terms of a perturbation 

expansion in h. Solving for the expansion terms shows that the leading order flow is 

the unperturbed boundary layer, the first-order solution is the linear result and so 

on . However, we speculate that if one constructed the solutions of the higher order 

terms, they would decay slower within the downstream corridor as x —)■ oo than the 

linear solution of O (h). This subsequently means that the expansion terms become 

comparable when x ~  O (h~“) for some a > 0, resulting in a complete invalidation 

of the perturbation expansion at large x. Furthermore, the resulting perturbation 

cannot remain small as it is does not satisfy the linear governing equations. Hence, a
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fully non-linear response is the only possible explanation for what occurs within the 

corridor far downstream of the suction hole. Confirmation of this overtaking effect 

of higher order solutions comes from the intermediate strength case (C = 0.5 in 

figure 5.4), which appears to reproduce the linear response locally just downstream 

of the hole whereas the fork pattern only emerges at larger x  (for x  > 10).

Further to the mathematical reasoning, the corridor effect makes physical sense. A 

strong suction hole is not similar to a hump (or dent) in terms of fiow response 

and so the equivalent-hump shape (see chapter 4) would not be applicable here. 

The linear solution indicates that a three-dimensional slot can accelerate the flow 

towards it but that any fluid overshooting the suction hole is slowed very gradually 

without any significant pulling effects from the weak suction; the fiow escapes the 

suction hole easily. For stronger suction, it does n o t seem sensible that this mild 

deceleration could be achieved asymptotically downstream. Therefore, we presume 

that the stronger pulling effect of the suction must induce a more severe deceleration 

in the corridor. This can only be achieved by a fully non-linear mechanism.

More evidence of a fully non-linear corridor is provided by the plots of

d{x,z) = l i m  yw {x ,y , z ) ,  (5.23)
y->oo

which describe the spanwise fiow far from the surface (using the same definition 

as the one seen in the linear case). By comparing the linear solution evaluated 

numerically in figure 5.6 with the full non-linear case in figure 5.7, it is clear that the 

symmetry of d{x, z) upstream and downstream of the hole is disrupted by stronger 

suction. JNfow, it would seem that not all of the fluid far from the surface is drawn 

towards the line z = 0 but that the severe deceleration within the corridor pushes 

more fluid outwards to satisfy mass conservation. Outside the corridor, the far field 

resembles the linear case.
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Having established that the strong suction generates a fully non-linear corridor in 

the wake, we now intend to investigate the corridor’s properties in more detail. As a 

first step, streamwise and spanwise velocity profiles over the suction hole are shown 

in figures 5.8 to 5.10 indicating how a fully three-dimensional wake is created down

stream of the hole. Notice how the near-wall flow is pulled strongly inwards from 

both sides over the upstream half of the hole, accelerating the near-wall streamwise 

fiow in the process. However, on approaching the downstream edge of the hole, 

the flow stops accelerating streamwise and Tx attains its maximum. In response, a 

spanwise flow reversal takes place, so that the fluid close to the surface begins to be 

pushed outwards away from the symmetry line z = 0 whilst the fiow above is still 

being pulled inwards.

In many ways, the u and w velocity profiles over the hole in figures 5.8 to 5.10 exhibit 

behaviour similar to that of their linear counterparts. The real non-linear effects 

(which confirm our ideas concerning the expansion invalidation above) only appear 

downstream of the hole. We turn our attention now to figures 5.11 to 5.13. Apart 

from the rapid deceleration of the streamwise velocity in figure 5.11, we note the 

very different behaviour between the spanwise velocity near the centre line (figure 

5.12) and slightly further away (figure 5.13). Both spanwise velocity profiles (scaled 

with z) appear to take a similar form, but the non-linearity skews the profile close 

to the symmetry line so that all the fluid is being expelled outwards in the spanwise 

direction. In effect, the spanwise velocity close to the centre consists of a strong 

near-wall jet and a weaker outward movement of fiow above. Further away from the 

line z =  0 the spanwise velocity reverts to a profile that changes sign, indicating the 

possibility that vortex structures are present.

In order to ascertain the existence of vortices, we must examine the vertical velocity.
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Figure 5.16: Rough sketch of the secondary (u,rc) flow fleld downstream of the 

suction hole. The observer’s position is over the suction hole looking downstream 

into the corridor.

We recall that in chapter 4 no vortices were present, due to a negligible v component. 

The flgures 5.14 and 5.15 confirm that this is not the case for stronger suction and 

that in fact the wake consists of a three-column structure extending downstream of 

the hole. The central column spanning the symmetry line z = 0 appears to give rise 

to a spanwise jet-like structure where fluid is pushed outwards and upwards from 

the x-axis by severe deceleration in the streamwise direction. This fluid then feeds a 

pair of near-wall vortices either side, whose centre lines are roughly parallel with the 

x-axis and extend downstream from the spanwise extremities of the suction hole. 

Examination of the comparable magnitudes of v and w velocities suggests that the 

near-wall vortices are elongated spanwise. Figure 5.16 displays a rough sketch of the 

secondary flow fleld in and around the corridor. A major feature of the near-wall 

vortices is that they remain spaced apart roughly by the spanwise distance across the 

hole. This behaviour was confirmed by repeating the computations with a suction
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Figure 5.17: Plot of u profiles scaled with the suction strength max \V^(x, z)\ on the 

symmetry line z =  0 at x =  3.0 to show the smooth alteration between linear and 

non-linear forms, (a) shows the linear solution, (b) a slot with max \Vyj{x,z)\ = 0.5 

and (c) is the fully non-linear solution with max z)| =  1.0.
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Figure 5.18: Plot of w /z  profiles scaled with the suction strength max |14;(a:, z)\ near 

the symmetry line z =  0.1 at x =  3.0 to show the smooth alteration between linear 

and non-linear forms, (a) shows the linear solution, (b) a slot with max |14i(x, z)| = 

0.5 and (c) is the fully non-linear solution with max z)| =  1.0.
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hole elongated in the spanwise direction, in which case the vortices were found to 

be positioned even further apart with a region of calmer^ quasi two-dimensional 

flow lying between them. Details are available from the author if required. Initial 

speculation about an additional pair of vortices occurring further away from the wall 

(elongated in the y direction) now appears unlikely on examination of the surfaces 

where w = 0 and u =  0.

Two flnal flgures are included at the end of the current section in order to emphasize 

the smoothness of the change in corridor behaviour from linear to non-linear. Figure 

5.17 shows u profiles for the three different suction strengths at a certain point 

{x = 3.0, z =  0) in the corridor and figure 5.18 shows the respective w /z  profiles.

5.5 Approaching stronger suction strengths

What happens to the flow fleld described above when the suction strength is in

creased even further? Initially, we can begin by examining the numerical evidence 

by pushing the code to higher and higher suction strengths. This is possible by 

gradually increasing the value of max|%(,(T, z)| in small steps and resolving the flow 

fleld entirely at each step (using the flow fleld from the previous strength as an initial 

guess).

The included flgures 5.19 to 5.21 contain some details of the flow fleld surrounding 

a strong non-linear suction hole with max\Vw{x, z)\ = 6.0. These results yield some 

understanding of what processes occur in oversuction and why the problem is very 

difficult to resolve in three dimensions.
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Figure 5.19: Plot of the streamwise skin-friction perturbation Tx{x , z) (scaled with 

max|14;(:r, z)| =  6.0) for a very strong suction hole. Each contour represents an 

increment of 0.03 and the displayed range lies from -0.09 to 0.9. The zero contour 

line is indicated by a “-I-” and either side, indicating in which direction the plot 

changes sign.
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Figure 5.20: Plot of d(x,z)  (scaled with max|%f,(T, z)| = 6.0) for a very strong 

suction hole. Each contour represents an increment of 0.02 and the displayed range 

lies from -0.2 to 0.2. The zero contour line is indicated by a and either side, 

indicating in which direction the plot changes sign. The contour lines surrounding 

the upper right-hand and lower right-hand corners are grid dependent errors with 

negligible effect on the full result.
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Figure 5.21: Plot of the crosswise skin friction r^(a;, z) (scaled with max|Fu;(a:, z)\ = 

6.0) for a very strong suction hole. Each contour represents an increment of 0.02 

and the displayed range lies from -0.2 to 0.2. The zero contour line is indicated by 

a and either side, indicating in which direction the plot changes sign.
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Examining initially the streamwise skin-friction perturbation

du
-  1, (5.24)

y=0

in figure 5.19, we see at higher suction strengths that the fork-shaped pattern be

comes increasingly stretched as the velocity difference between the centre line flow 

and the flow either side grows sharply. In fact, the deceleration along the centre line 

becomes so intense in this strong case that near the point x =  5.0 the skin friction 

drops below its unperturbed value and appears to keep falling further downstream. 

The corridor also widens slightly so that the pair of trailing vortices moves further 

apart as well as becoming stronger.

From the spanwise velocity details included in figures 5.20 and 5.21, it is clear that 

over the upstream half of the flow field the suction hole draws in a significant amount 

of fluid spanwise from either side. Downstream of the hole, the plot of d{x, z) in figure 

5.20, which is defined by equation (5.23) to represent the spanwise velocity far from 

the surface, shows that as the suction strength increases the region of flow outwards 

from the centre line moves gradually upstream towards the suction hole as expected. 

What may appear more surprising is observed in the plot of the crossflow skin friction 

Tz, in figure 5.21, where the current strong suction has produced a further change 

of sign downstream in the neighbourhood of the centre line at T % 4. Given that 

the vertical velocity takes the same structure as that noted in the previous chapter, 

this new feature suggests two counter-rotating vortices are created in-between the 

outer vortex pair. Briefly comparing the vertical and spanwise velocities further 

indicates that these new vortices exist and are elongated normal to the surface. A 

rough sketch of the secondary flow is included in figure 5.22.

Whilst the numerical computations give us some idea of the processes that may occur 

in oversuction, it appears necessary to investigate even stronger suction strengths
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Figure 5.22: Sketch of possible vortical structures that may develop far downstream 

of a strong suction hole. The observer’s position can be taken to be over the suction 

hole looking directly downstream.

to fully understand the flow response. However, the issue of three-dimensional over

suction is much more complex both to deflne and to understand than the two- 

dimensional cases in chapter 3. For instance, as the suction strength is increased for 

an isolated suction hole, it is hard to tell how the increase in mass flux demand will 

adapt the flow in the vicinity of the hole. The suction could pu ll m ore fluid in 

from  th e  sides increasing the strength of the trailing vortices or, as an alternative, 

the hole could d rag  fluid close to  th e  cen tre  line back  u p s tream , creating 

three-dimensional flow separation. Of course, even once the flow past an isolated 

suction hole is resolved, the effects of holes nearby (such as in an array) may alter 

this flow field to a greater or lesser degree. Despite this, the isolated hole case must 

be regarded as an important first step in the analysis.

To resolve the issues described above at higher suction strengths using our asymp
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totic approach, it is necessary to rescale the governing equations by taking the 

parameter h in equation (5.1) as being large. This rescaling, in turn, decreases 

the distance from the wall where viscous forces are significant, causing the viscous 

sublayer to split into two new sublayers: (i) a larger thin-layer Euler region that gen

erates the elliptic pressure field to drive the fiow and (ii) a very thin viscous layer 

below which reacts passively to the thin-layer Euler response above as a classical 

boundary-layer problem (with fixed known pressure and displacement). To prove 

that solutions exist within this regime for any particular suction boundary condition 

and, further, to guarantee that the structure holds everywhere in the fiow field is no 

easy task and not enough time was available to formulate any concrete conclusions 

concerning the complete problem. However, the thin-layer Euler problem proves 

more tractable in the case of suction holes that are elongated in either the span- 

wise or streamwise direction and some brief investigations into these two cases are 

presented in appendices B and C respectively.

Two important results can be gained from the elongated hole problems. First, it can 

be shown, in suction holes that are elongated spanwise, that a certain aspect ratio 

O ( l)  must be exceeded before the two-dimensional elliptic mechanism observed 

in Part I (which causes separation over the downstream edge) can dominate the 

fiow response over the three-dimensional elliptic mechanism (responsible for the 

generation of trailing vortices). This so-called critical suction aspect ratio is 

defined as

7, =  (5 < 1 , (5.25)

and its form may provide some clues into whether downstream edge fiow separation 

or instabilities in growing trailing vortices are really responsible for the oversuc
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tion phenomenon. The second result comes from the other investigation of suction 

holes elongated in the streamwise direction. The analysis for the flow around the 

front edge of such a suction slot produces a sensible solution to the thin-layer Eu

ler problem in this case, giving some moderate encouragement that solutions may 

exist to the full thin-layer Euler problem for certain suction profiles. However, the 

behaviour of the classical boundary layer below remains yet another concern that is 

not fully understood, particularly in terms of singularities generated in, for example, 

boundary-layer collisions (see Timoshin and Smith (1995) and references therein).

5.6 Summary of chapter

The strong suction appears to retain some of the characteristics of the linearized case 

{e.g. in the induced pressure) but there are some striking differences, particularly 

within the corridor directly downstream of the hole. The fluid within this region has 

been accelerated upstream by the suction hole but has overshot its downstream edge. 

Directly in the centre of the corridor the accelerated fluid is pushed away from the 

surface, upwards and outwards into two vortex structures that extend downstream 

from the spanwise extremities of the suction hole. These vortices are maintained 

by fluid lying far from the surface outside the corridor, which is drawn in towards 

the centre line and subsequently accelerated downwards towards the surface. The 

fluid is then expelled spanwise out of the corridor as a near-wall jet before rising 

vertically to repeat the entire process again. The fastest fluid is now not directly 

above the centre line z =  0, as in the linearized case, but is at either side, exactly 

where the fluid is being pulled most strongly downwards.

Our observations indicate that the aforementioned corridor remains fully non-linear
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far downstream due to an overtaking effect of terms in the linear-perturbation ex

pansion, resulting in the expansion becoming invalid as x oo.

As we gradually increase the suction strength, intense changes occur within the 

downstream corridor that almost certainly represent the key to understanding the 

phenomenon of oversuction in the three-dimensional case. One observed effect ap

pears to be the creation of an extra pair of vortices lying inbetween the initial 

pair and rotating in the opposite direction. Resolving the flow at yet higher suc

tion strengths, beyond the capabilities of the current numerical scheme, requires a 

rescaling and asymptotic restructuring of the surrounding flow field. A detailed and 

rigorous analysis of the new structure has not yet been attempted, although some 

preliminary work for two special strong suction cases (where the suction hole is elon

gated in the either the streamwise or spanwise direction) is presented in appendices 

B and C.



Part III

H orseshoe-Vortex Generation
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Chapter 6

Horseshoe-Vortex Generation:

theory

6.1 Introduction

The final part of the thesis contains work that may be regarded as separate from 

the first two parts, although in a way it is indirectly related to certain flow fea

tures generated in the vicinity of a suction hole (see below). The problem studied 

arose originally in an investigation of flow past three-dimensional surface-mounted 

obstacles and the production of horseshoe vortices. The starting point of the work 

presented here stems from the examination of fiow past three-dimensional rough

nesses with steep sides as carried out by Smith and Walton (1998). In their paper, 

the leading order flow in the vicinity of the spanwise extremities of the roughness 

(which will be referred to as the w ing-tips) satisfies the so-called w ing-tip  equa

tions given by

232
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d u  d v  d w  

d s  d y  d n
=  0, (6.1)

d u  d u  d u  
u —— h V —— H w —  

d s  d y  d n
(6.2)

d w d w  d w  9
+  V —  +  w - ----- /(I/

d y  d n

d p  d ' ^ w  

d n  d y ^  ’
(6.3)

, d p  and —  =  0 
^2/

p  =  p ( s , n ) . (6.4)

Here, in scaled quantities, the curvilinear coordinate s  represents distance along the 

wing-tip edge parallel to the surface and n  is parallel to the surface but normal to 

s .  The vertical component normal to the surface is given by y .  The flow velocity is 

represented by three components u ,  v  and w  in the s, y  and n  directions respectively 

and n is taken as the curvature of the roughness planform; more details can be found 

within the paper itself.

The principal feature of the wing-tip equations (6.1) to (6.4), when compared to 

a normal three-dimensional boundary-layer formulation, is the absence of a pres

sure gradient in the s  direction. If we take the value of « as being very small 

then s  becomes almost parallel to the streamwise direction (defined as x )  and n  

becomes almost parallel to the spanwise direction (defined as z )  to leading order. 

As a direct consequence, the interaction between the pressure field and the oncom

ing two-dimensional shear fiow must result in a fully three-dimensional response 

with significant spanwise velocities. Vortical structures remain a likely or expected 

outcome in these cases.

In some recent work by Smith (2000) it was proposed that for very steep sided 

objects, beyond the limit studied by Smith and Walton (1998), an added inviscid 

mechanism comes into play that couples the fiow above the roughness to the fiow
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surrounding it. The consequent effect on the surrounding flow takes the form of 

a boundary-layer displacement or slip velocity that is directly applied to the outer 

boundary condition of the wing-tip equations (6.1) to (6.4). For instance, if we define 

the roughness to occupy the region z < 0, the slip velocity Ue{x,z > 0) induced to 

the side of the roughness is subsequently related to the known pressure on top of 

the roughness P(x, z < 0) by the expression

It is important to realise here that the pressure P[x^ z < 0) in the relation above is 

the pressure acting on top of the roughness, which is obtained from the flow solution 

there in advance. Similarly, the slip velocity Ue{x,z > 0) generated by (6.5) applies 

only to the surrounding flow. Once this slip velocity has been found, the upper 

boundary condition for the system of equations (6.1) to (6.4) then becomes

u y Ue{x,z > 0) as y ^  oo. ( 6 .6 )

If we examine the mechanism (6.5) in isolation, it appears to suggest that any  

elongated pressurized region aligned to the flow {i.e. of spanwise length much shorter 

than its streamwise length) will induce a slip velocity Ue of this type on the flow field 

surrounding it; note that obviously, the integral limits in (6.5) must be changed to 

cover only the spanwise extent of the defined pressurized region. From our experience 

with suction holes, we know that a pressurized region is generated around the hole 

and that horseshoe-type vortices trail downstream from either side. Hence, we 

speculate that the mechanism shown here in (6.5) or one similar may have some 

responsibility for the creation of these vortices in very strong suction cases; we also 

expect a similar mechanism to act in the case of strong injection. This hypothesis 

provides us with an indirect link between the work here and the work presented in
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Parts I and II. Whether the link is eventually proved to exist or not, it is clear from 

the work in Smith and Walton (1998) and Smith (2000) that the derived system of 

equations represents a rational model of the viscous near-wall flow skirting around 

any strongly pressurized region. For this reason alone it is our opinion that an 

investigation of the mechanism (6.5) is warranted.

One of the most striking aspects of mechanism (6.5) is the high-order derivatives 

contained in the expression, implying two important features: (i) that the flow 

response is affected by strong rapid changes in pressure field and (ii) that the slip 

velocity has a significant history dependence. In fact, in all but the most special 

cases it seems clear that far downstream of the pressurized region

Ue{x, z) ~  g(z)x as X —>■ oo (6.7)

for some function g{z), with the result that either strongly attached flow or three- 

dimensional breakaway separation is possible. It is our intention to investigate these 

two specific scenarios.

Attempts to numerically resolve the flow field skirting around a pressurized region 

with the additional slip velocity (6.5) by adapting the code used in Smith and Walton 

(1998) were unsuccessful. Hence, a new computational scheme had to be devised. 

The new scheme was developed initially to solve a symmetry line problem where 

g{z) is an even function and the results of this symmetry line problem are presented 

here. Whilst it is reasonable to argue that these calculations have very little bearing 

on the flow around the edge of a roughness or pressurized region, we regard the 

problem as a necessary first step to developing a code to cope with more complex 

geometries. Furthermore, at present it is not clear what form the pressurized region 

around a hump or suction hole may take and so many aspects of the work are the
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subject of ongoing research.

From the reasoning in the previous paragraph, the symmetry-line problem must 

be taken only as a theoretical or abstract scenario, but to assist understanding 

and application of the presented results we provide two situations here where the 

symmetry-line calculation may be relevant. The first case is that of a symmetric 

pressure perturbation aligned to the free-stream or shear fiow where the pressure 

change can only induce a linear fiow response locally. Despite the very weak re

sponse near the pressurized area, the historic dependence in x  of (6.5) implies that 

the slip velocity will grow almost certainly downstream in the form given by (6.7) 

until far downstream a fully non-linear interaction occurs. Hence, so long as the 

shear fiow is not altered significantly as it passes through the pressurized region, 

the symmetry line problem can be taken to be resolving the fiow field far from but 

directly downstream of the pressurized region. As an alternative situation, the com

plex flow past a corrugated trailing edge (Lasheras and Choi, 1988) takes the form 

of a periodic solution containing horseshoe-type vortical structures. We postulate 

that the symmetry-line solutions given here may provide some insight into the fiow 

response in the vicinity of one of the crests or troughs of the corrugated trailing 

edge.

In the following sections, we describe fiow fields governed by the wing-tip equations 

with asymptotic slip velocities given by (6.7), where some representative but sym

metric functions g{z) are included. The flow fields in the vicinity of the symmetry- 

line are both resolved numerically and explored analytically in the far field to reveal 

some interesting features of both strongly attached ^(0) > 0 and strongly separated 

^(0) < 0 cases. The work completed here should be regarded as a preliminary step 

to understanding the full nature of horseshoe-vortex generation.
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6.2 Problem  formulation

Our idealised problem can be derived from the original wing-tip equations where 

the curvature k is either not present in the physical setup or can be neglected to 

leading order. Then, using the Cartesian coordinate system x, y, z defined in the 

introduction, our more simplified system of equations becomes

du dv dw 
dx dy dz = 0, (6.8)

du du du
(6,9)

dw dw dw dp d^w 
dz dy^ ’

(6.10)

and ^  = 0
dy

=► p = p(x,z). (6.11)

The equations are parabolic in the direction of positive u ,  and we take our initial 

condition to be a simple shear flow

(u, V ,  w , p )  =  { y ,  0,0,0) at T ^  0, (6.12)

so that our domain of interest lies only in the semi-infinite region x > 0. We further 

assume that at large \ z \  the flow field tends to the unperturbed shear flow given 

by (6.12) also. For the other boundary conditions required, we adopt the familiar 

no-slip, no-penetration conditions at the surface

(u, V ,  w )  = (0,0,0) at 2/ =  0, (6.13)

and the outer boundary condition is taken to assume algebraic decay in the spanwise 

velocity, while the streamwise velocity consists of a shear plus a slip velocity Ug(T, z )  

generated by (6.5) as follows:

( u ,  w )  { y  +  U e { x ,  z ) ,  O ( 2/ ~ ^ ) )  as 2/ ^  OO. (6.14)
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The slip velocity has two important properties that must be noted. Firstly, from 

the reasoning given in the introduction, we choose a Ue(x,z) that is even in z for 

all a:, and in such a way that far downstream

Ue{x, z) ~  g{z)x as a; oo. (6.15)

where g{z) is also an even function. Secondly, to avoid any singular behaviour in 

the solution at a; =  0, a linearised analysis of the problem indicates that the slip 

velocity must be as smooth as possible at the point ar =  0; in other words, at least 

Ue{x,z) and its first partial derivative in x must be continuous there. Hence, we 

specify that Ue{x, z) is a smooth function for all values of x  and therefore

Ue{x, z) ~  o(a:^) for 0 < a; <C 1. (6.16)

Assuming that g{z) is a fairly localized function, it makes sense to simplify the 

analysis further by examining the solution close to the symmetry line. Hence, we 

represent the flow variables as Taylor expansions for small z in the following manner

u { x ,  Z

v { x ,  Z  

w { x ,  z 

p(a;,z

and Ue{x,z

— U{x)  +  — U2 {x) +  . . . ,

=  y  (a;) +  — V2 {x) +  . . . ,

—  z W (x) +  . . . ,

=  0  +  — P ( a : )  +  . . . ,

=  A{x)  +  — A 2 (a ;)  +  . . . .

where A{x) and A2(a:) etc. are known with the additional property that

A{x) ^  ax  as a; 00 for some cr G R.

(6.17)

(6.18)

(6.19)

(6 .20)

(6 .21)

(6.22)

Substituting these expansions into the equations (6.8) to (6.11) then yields the
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symmetry-line equations

+ ^  + W  =  0, (6.23)
dx dy

dU , d U  d'^U
dx dy dy— — ~X~2’ (6.24)

and U ~  + V ^  + W^ = - P { x )  + ^ ,  (6.25)
dx dy dy

to leading order, with boundary conditions

( [ / ,y ,;y ,P )  =  (?/, 0,0,0) a t T ^ O ,  (6.26)

{U,V,W)  =  (0,0,0) a ty  =  0, (6.27)

and {U,W) ~  -f-A(a;), O (^“ )̂  ̂ as ?/—)■ oo. (6.28)

Despite all the simplifications, the solution to this symmetry-line problem given by 

equations (6.23) to (6.28) must still be found numerically. However, the difficulty 

created by the lack of any streamwise pressure gradient, with the additional factor 

of a linearly growing slip velocity, makes resolving numerically the solution of (6.23) 

to (6.28) a challenging one. In the next section, we show details of the method that 

was applied most successfully to the problem.

6.3 The Numerical Scheme

To begin with, a standard Cartesian Mesh is created using the real variable x  in

the streamwise direction and an exponential stretched variable ÿ in the vertical

direction, where the relation of this stretched variable ÿ to the real y is given by

y = eÿ - I .  (6.29)
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The transformation in the vertical direction is considered necessary in order to cap

ture the slow algebraic decay of both W  and U far from the surface. Then, the flow 

variables are discretized so that for a given variable (j){x,y), its discrete representa

tion on the Cartesian mesh is deflned as

= (f)^Xi = { i -  l)Sx, yj = -  1 , (6.30)

where 6x and ôÿ are the grid spacings in the horizontal and stretched vertical direc

tions respectively.

As the governing equations (6.23) to (6.25) are non-linear, the numerical solver 

requires an iterative process to converge to the correct solution. Due to the parabolic 

nature of the governing equations in x  however, the solution can simply be marched 

forward in the x  direction with the iterative process being confined only to the values 

at the current streamwise station (so long as flow reversal does not occur). This 

marching process is described in detail below.

At the current x = Xi station, we begin with an initial guess for the velocity field 

taken from the values of U, V  and W  at the previous station, and denoted by 

U, V  and W  respectively. Then, we solve a.t x = Xi the following linear problem 

derived from (6.24), (6.27) and (6.28) for U:

 h V   =   ;
dx dy dy"

Ü +  V  —— — —- 2 1 (6.31)

with f/ =  0 at y =  0, (6.32)

and —— —y 1 as y —y oo, (6.33)
dy

An updated W  is found in a similar fashion, although the pressure term q = Pi must 

be fixed and initially guessed as the value from the previous x-station. This in 

turn leads to the following system derived from (6.25), (6.27) and (6.28):
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with W  = 0 at y = 0, (6.35)
d W

and —----- 0 as y ^  oo. (6.36)

Both of these systems of equations (6.31) to (6.33) and (6.34) to (6.36) are solved

numerically using second order finite-differencing and standard Gaussian Elimina

tion techniques. With the new values of Uij and Wij ât x = xi obtained, the values 

of V ij a t  X =  X i can subsequently be found by integrating the continuity equation 

(6.23) from the wall (y =  0). However, for any particular value of q it is clear that 

the updated values for U, V  and W  do not satisfy the upper boundary condition 

(6.28) entirely unless

V  ~  —yA!{xi) — A[xi)A{xi)  as 2/ ^  oo. (6.37)

Therefore, a crucial test is performed using the function

F{q) = Vij +  yjA'{xi) +  A{xi)A!{xi), (6.38)

where J  = max(j) represents the upper limit of the discrete mesh, and the process 

of solving (6.34) to (6.36) and integrating (6.23) must be repeated over and over 

again with different q values until the root F(g) =  0 is found to within a specified 

tolerance (usually taken as O ( J “ ^10“ )̂ for reasons given below). A simple bisection 

method is used to find the required root of (6.38) and only when the correct value 

of q is found are the guessed C/, V  and W  values replaced with the updated U, V  

and W  values. We then begin the entire process again with these new C/, V  and W  

values to find both a new value for q as well as more accurate C/, V  and W  values; 

the procedure continues until the following convergence criterion

j
5 3  ~  (6.39)
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becomes smaller than a certain tolerance (usually taken as 10“®). Note that the 

tolerance here must be significantly larger than the one applied above to q by at 

least a factor of O (J). At this point, the computation at Xi is terminated and the 

procedure moves onto the station downstream.

The code has been throughly tested on aspects such as grid dependence and stability, 

but one of the main difficulties discovered was that the computation would become 

unstable above a certain J  value for a given ôÿ', this appears to be caused by the 

grid points on the real vertical scale becoming too widely spaced apart. In addition, 

the current numerical scheme converges rather slowly and the author is certain that 

significant improvements to the code could be made if more time was available 

(applying a better root-finding method for instance). In the sections below, we 

present some numerical results for two attached flow cases, where a = -fO.2 and 

cr =  +1, and for a separated flow case where a = —1.

6.4 Numerical results for a =  +0.2

The numerical scheme above was used to compute the symmetry-line problem (6.23) 

to (6.28) for a strongly-attached fiow case where

A(x)  =  0.2x for x > 0; (6.40)

this particular slip velocity was chosen as it provides the code with a smooth start 

in the vicinity of x =  0, but tends rapidly to the required asymptote A{x) ~  0.2x 

as T oo. The numerical results are presented in figures 6.1 to 6.5 and remain 

relatively unaffected by changes in grid size and grid spacing. For larger values of 

cr, strong grid dependence becomes a real difficulty in the computations and is a 

m atter for discussion later in the chapter.
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X

Figure 6.1; Plot of the streamwise skin friction ^or the case a = 0.2

U{x = 20, y)

Figure 6.2: The streamwise velocity profile far downstream at a: =  20 for the case

(J =  0.2.
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X

Figure 6.3: Plot of the leading-order pressure term P{x) for the case a = 0.2.

X

Figure 6.4: Plot of the spanwise skin friction (scaled with z for the case

a  =  0.2.
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Figure 6.1 displays a plot of the streamwise skin friction ^\y=Q along the symmetry 

line. As expected, after a very smooth transition from the start at x =  0, we observe 

the streamwise skin friction rising steadily as the slip velocity A{x) increases leading 

to a strongly-attached streamwise velocity profile far downstream (figure 6.2). Note 

that this growth in streamwise skin friction appears to be slightly slower than linear; 

the derived asymptotic structure in the following section confirms this growth to be 

O ( i5 )  in fact.

Figure 6.3 displays a plot of the pressure function P{x)  that is induced by the slip 

velocity A{x). To avoid any confusion, it is important to note here that P{x)  is 

not part of the leading-order localized high-pressure region that generates the slip 

velocity in the first place via (6.5), but a secondary effect contained within the 

surrounding fluid. In examining the results presented, the smooth growth of A{x) 

for small values of x  appears unable to prevent the almost immediate creation of 

a sharp favourable pressure gradient in the direction of large \z\. This pressure 

gradient, in turn, induces an equally large spanwise acceleration of near-wall fluid 

outwards away from the symmetry line at z =  0, a feature observable in the plot of 

the spanwise skin friction figure 6.4. In fact, we note that the spanwise

skin friction closely resembles the mirror image of the pressure plot. As x  increases 

further and A{x) attains its asymptotic form A{x) ~  0.2a;, the pressure gradient 

weakens slightly before levelling out at a constant value in strength as the flow 

proceeds further downstream. The spanwise skin friction also appears to approach 

a constant value at large x  in complete agreement with the asymptotic theory of 

the next section. The reason for some apparent spurious noise in the pressure plot 

(figure 6.3) is most likely attributed to the fact that the pressure is calculated at 

each T-station completely independently of the pressure values at previous x-stations.
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The noise appears to arise during the non-linear transition phase of the flow into its 

asymptotic form and, because of the relatively small magnitude of P(x),  the noise 

can be most clearly seen when P(x)  is nearly constant. The other figures indicate 

that its effect on the other flow variables is negligible and within the numerical 

error of the computation. This reason, in addition to numerical tests on a variety 

of grids and the very obvious agreement with the asymptotic theory, leads us to 

believe that the noise does not invalidate any of the major trends observed in the 

solution. One possible explanation for the noise is that small wave-like and almost 

neutrally-stable eigensolutions of the pressure, of the form /(y)e^^®, may be able to 

exist in the numerical scheme superimposed onto the leading-order asymptotic flow 

field; this hypothesis has not yet been tested. Finally, figure 6.5 shows the spanwise 

velocity profile far downstream at x  = 20, which takes the form of a strong near-wall 

jet pointing outwards away from the symmetry line. The strength of the jet decays 

algebraically as O far from the surface.

6.5 A sym ptotic analysis for a > 0

In order to estimate the accuracy of our numerical scheme, we attem pt here to 

construct a self-similar solution to the fiow field as a; —> oo. The fiow structure is 

assumed to consist of two regions: a linearly growing inviscid region (Region 1) and 

a thin viscous region below (Region 2). A diagram of the fiow structure is shown in 

figure 6.6.

We begin by investigating Region 1, which is assumed to grow in height linearly as 

a: —> oo in order to balance the two components of the outer boundary condition 

U ~  y + (T X  asy ^  o o .  To reflect the linearly growing layer, we change our coordinate
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>5

W{x = 20, y)

Figure 6.5: The spanwise velocity profile far downstream at T =  20 for the case 

a  =  0 .2 .

Region 1 
y ^  X

Region 2 y ^  1

Figure 6.6: Basic sketch of the assumed asymptotic flow structure far downstream 

for the case <j > 0.
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variables from (x,y)  to {x,Tf) where

T ] = - ,  (6.41)
X

and write the flow variables as expansions in powers of x  in the following manner:

U = x U o { r ] ) , (6.42)

V  = x V o { r ] ) , (6.43)

IV = Wo(rj)-h.. .,  (6.44)

and P  = qo + -----  (6.45)

For each of the variables, the leading-order powers of x  in the expansions are chosen 

to flt the outer boundary condition (6.28) and to balance all the required terms in 

the governing equations (6.23) to (6.25); thus we ensure a fully three-dimensional 

response. Substitution of these expansions into the governing equations produces 

the following system of equations to leading order

Uo(v)-rtUi{r,) + V^{y) + Wo{v) = 0, (6.46)

Uo{v)lUo{v)-r,U;,{rj)] + Vo{r,)Ul,{r,) =  0, (6.47)

and -nUoMW0{n)+Vo{r])Wl^{r])-i-W^{Tj) = (6.48)

where we note that the viscous terms are negligible to leading order in this region. 

It is useful to point out here that these equations are also derived in appendix C 

for flow past the front edge of a strong elongated suction hole, but here the method 

of simpliflcation of the governing equations (6.46) to (6.48) is described in much 

more detail. Because of the absence of viscosity, the no-slip conditions on U and 

W  from (6.27) must be ignored with the assumption that they will be satisfied by 

the solution in Region 2 below. Consequently, the only boundary conditions that 

can be applied here are the outer boundary conditions (6.28) for Uq and IFo, along
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with the no-penetration condition for Vo at the surface from (6.27). These boundary 

conditions are summarized below as

{Uo,W q) ^  {r]-\-a,0) as 7/^  oo, (6.49)

and V"o =  0 at 77 =  0. (6.50)

Whilst the above system of equations (6.46) to (6.50) is fully non-linear, it can be 

simplified in the following way. First, we eliminate Vq and Wq by using equations 

(6.46) and (6.47) to express them both in terms of Uq. Thus,

Vq — T]Uo and Wq = — . (6.51)

Then, by substituting these forms into the last equation (6.48) we are able to obtain

a single third-order non-linear ordinary differential equation for U q . This can be 

reduced further by subsequently rewriting this equation for U q  in terms of

^ ( ^ 0) =  (6.52)

which is assumed to be a function of U q only; this change of variable is perfectly valid 

here because, in the attached fiow case, U q  is a monotonically increasing function of 

T] . After some implicit differentiation, we are able to convert the non-linear equation 

in U q into a linear equation for H,  shown here as

A 2 zJ  f J T J

Finally, another change of variable from U q  to

t  = U ô \  (6.54)

leads to the even simpler equation

d'^H
4- QqH  = 0, (6.55)
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and we are left with merely an eigenvalue problem to solve for the pressure term 

Depending on the sign of qo, the following solutions are possible:

g o > 0  ^  [ / '( ,)  =  A c o s ( ^ ) + B s i n ( ^ ) ,  (6.56)

go =  0 => Uq{t}) = a (6.57)

? o < 0  ^  C/'(^) =  ^ c o s h ( ^ ) + B s i n h ( ^ ) ,  (6.58)

with arbitrary constants A  and but it is possible to discount both solutions for 

go ^  0 via straightforward arguments. For instance, applying the outer boundary 

conditions (6.49) to the g > 0 solution fixes A =  1 to enable > 1 at infinity and 

B =  0 to enable Wq ~  0 at infinity, where the expression for W q in terms of Uq in 

(6.51) has been used. However, the remaining solution

( ^ )  > (G.59)

has the severe restriction that Uq ^  1 for all Uq and 77. This fails both physically, 

as it does not resemble the feature of a strongly attached flow with large shear, 

and structurally, as the results would mean tha t Uq must tend to a constant at 

77 =  0; this cannot occur due to (6.51) yielding Vq 7̂  0 at 77 == 0 and invalidating the 

no-penetration condition (6.50). The solution for go =  0 is discounted in a similar 

fashion.

Therefore, we are left with only one option, go < 0, and applying the outer boundary 

conditions (6.49) fixes both A = 1 and B =  0 in (6.58) leaving the equation

U'oiri) = cosh ( ^ 1 ^ )  , (6.60)

with a single arbitrary parameter |go|. The pressure term is subsequently determined 

uniquely by satisfying the no-penetration condition (6.50), which is unattainable for
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q ^  0. An examination of the expression for Vq in terms of Uq given by (6.51)

concludes that Vq —>■ 0 as 77 0 if

Uq 0 or Uq ^  7]~̂  as 77 —>■ 0, (6.61)

of which only the former can be matched to the solution in the viscous region below. 

We note here that there is every possibility of other limits existing where Vq -> 0, 

but we choose to treat them as unphysical and impossible to incorporate into the 

current structure. Hence, by imposing the new condition that Uq = 0 at r] = 0, go

is determined uniquely as the solution to the following integral equation:

dUo = a. (6.62)
0  y  V .W O .X  ^  J

Calculating the solution to this integral equation numerically for a = Q.2 yields the 

value Qo = —0.033 to two significant figures, which agrees encouragingly with the 

numerical solution of the pressure term in the previous section (figure 6.3).

Given that Uo{t]) satisfies the equation (6.59), we can substitute this form into the

expression in (6.51) for Wq to yield

Wo =  IgoT^^tanh ^ . (6.63)

Figures 6.7 and 6.8 show the Uq and Wq profiles calculated for cr =  0.2 using a simple 

Runge-Kutta scheme.

Before making some final observations, we must ensure that a sensible matching 

occurs to Region 2 below. From (6.59) we can deduce that as r],Uo 0

U'a['n) ~  i  exp ( + i ^ ^ )  , (6.64)

which implies that to leading order

Ho{t}) ~  J — — y +  . . .  as 77 —̂ 0. (6.65)
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Figure 6.7: Plot of the asymptotic velocity profile Uo{r]) against 77 for the case 

a  =  0.2 and qq =  —0.033.

%(77)

Figure 6 .8 : Plot of the asymptotic velocity profile Wo{r]) against 77 for the case

<j =  0.2 and qo = —0.033.
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Substitution of this form into (6.51) concludes also that for small r]

Vo{t]) ~  -|gor^^>? +  0  ( (_  ^1^))  ' (6.66)

and Wa{ri) ~  +  O ( 7 3 ^ ^ )  , (6 67)

which is in complete agreement with the Wq form described above in (6.63). These 

limiting forms enable us to postulate that Region 2 is, in fact, a layer of constant 

thickness, where y ~  O (1), with the following expansions as x — oo:

U =  +  • • • 5 ( 6 .68 )

V  = v{y) +  O , (6.69)

TT =  +  O , (6.70)

and P  = —qq T . . . ,  (6.71)

Now, within the viscous region, it seems that only the secondary velocities V  and 

W  dominate the flow fleld to leading order, where the streamwise leading-order flow 

is too small by a factor O (y^)- Substituting these expansions (6.68) to (6.71) into 

the governing equations (6.23) and (6.25) conflrms that V  and W  interact alone at 

leading order via the simplifled governing equations:

!)%y) +  u)(y) =  0, (6.72)

and v(y)w'{y) T  {w{y) f  = \ q o \ w ”{y). (6.73)

The no-slip no-penetration condition from (6.27) then provides one boundary con

dition

^û(y),u;(y)) =  (0,0) at y =  0, (6.74)

whilst the matching to Region 1 above yields an upper boundary condition for w of 

the form

'^{y) ^  as y -4 oo, (6.75)
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and consequently v ~  — |go|^^^2/+0 (1) as ?/ —>■ oo to match with its small rj behaviour 

in Region 1. This system of equations (6.72) to (6.75), which has been derived for 

Region 2, describes steady viscous flow approaching a forward stagnation point and 

its solution is well-known (Jones and Watson, 1963). Therefore, we are confldent 

that the asymptotic structure holds and remains valid throughout.

For cr > 0, where the flow is strongly attached, a self-similar form has thus been ob

tained with no free parameters to leading-order. As a result of this lack of freedom, 

we can conclude that the effects of flow history on the solution far downstream must 

only be present in higher order eigensolutions. Therefore, any historical differences 

between solutions sharing the same asymptotic form of A{x) ~  ax  are removed as 

X  becomes larger and larger. In order to demonstrate this property numerically, we 

show in figure 6.9 the pressure plots for two computations that have slightly differing 

flow histories in their respective slip velocity definitions. The computation labelled 

as (a) has

A(x) = 0.2x ( l  -  e -= ')  , (6.76)

which is the same one used to produce the numerical results in the previous section,

whereas the computation labelled (b) has a slightly different starting form with

A(x) = 0.2x ( l  -  (6.77)

Notice, that as x  increases the P{x) values converge to the same solution in line

with the self-similar asymptotic form above. The feature of flow history adds yet 

more evidence to confirm that our asymptotic structure can be used to describe the 

flow fleld accurately at large values of x.
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X

Figure 6.9: Plots of the leading-order pressure term P(x), where a = 0.2, for two 

different computations with different flow histories.

(d)

o  ^

Figure 6.10: Plot of the streamwise skin friction for the case cr =  1. The strong 

dependence on grid height is demonstrated here by including four computations 

each with different maximum y values where the upper boundary conditions are 

applied: (a) ymax = 80.45, (b) ymax = 53.60, (c) ymax = 28.96 and (d) ymax = 15.44. 

Plot (a) must be considered the most accurate.
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X

Figure 6.11; Plot of the leading-order pressure term F(x) for the case cr =  1. The 

strong dependence on grid height is demonstrated here by including four computa

tions each with different maximum ?/ values where the upper boundary conditions are 

applied, (a) ymax — 80.45, (b) ymax — 53.60, (c) ymax — 28.96 and (cl) ymax — 15.44. 

Plot (a) must be considered the most accurate.

Figure 6.12: Plot of the spanwise skin friction (scaled with z~^) for the case cr = 

1. The strong dependence on grid height is demonstrated here by including four 

computations each with different maximum y values where the upper boundary 

conditions are applied: (a) ymax = 80.45, (b) ymax = 53.60, (c) ymax = 28.96 and 

(d) ymax = 15.44. Plot (a) must be considered the most accurate.
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6.6 Numerical results for cr = 1

In addition to the previous case of cr =  0.2, computations for a significantly stronger 

case cr =  1.0 are presented below which show significant dependence on grid height. 

The particular slip velocity used is given here as

A{x) =  T , (6.78)

and the results are shown in figures 6.10 to 6.12. In order to highlight the difficulties 

encountered with strong grid dependence, four computations are included in each 

of the figures where the computational infinity Umax, which represents the real y 

position where the upper boundary conditions (6.33), (6.36) and (6.38) are applied, 

varies between the values of 15 and 80 approximately. The plots quantify very clearly 

the errors induced by changes in grid height and, hence, show why it is difficult to 

interpret these numerical results in isolation. Naturally, as the value of x  increases, 

the asymptotic structure suggests that significant fiow alterations occur across a 

linearly-growing vertical range. Hence, in all cases o/ cr > 0, we must expect the 

computational boundary conditions at ymax to behave eventually far downstream 

more like a  m oving w all than a model of large y asymptotic behaviour. The 

computation labelled (a) throughout the figures has the largest value of ymax and, 

in light of our reasoning, is regarded as the most accurate. However, no computation 

with a grid height larger than the value for (a) was found to converge in a stable 

fashion and, therefore, we are unable to completely ascertain how accurate the 

solutions are. Our only guide is the asymptotic analysis discussed in the previous 

section and from the far-field structure derived we can be certain that all of these 

results give inaccurate trends at large x. For instance, asymptotically we expect 

the pressure term and spanwise skin friction to tend to constant values at large
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X and, by solving the integral equation (6.62) for <7 =  1, we further expect that 

ço —> — 0.80 as X —)• oo. However, figures 6.11 and 6.12 clearly demonstrate that the 

outer moving-wall effect, even for the most accurate computation possible, becomes 

increasingly prominent after x > 4, creating a gradual strengthening of the spanwise 

pressure gradient and an artificial acceleration of the spanwise fiow. We conclude 

that the current numerical scheme can only be trusted for positive cr values much 

less than unity and only up to moderately large values of x.

6.7 Numerical results for a = —1

The results presented in this section are taken from computations of the symmetry- 

line problem (6.23) to (6.28) for a strongly-separated fiow case where

A{x) =  X  — 1  ̂ for x > 0. (6.79)

Note that the slip velocity here is the same as the one used in the section 6.6 but 

multiplied by —1. Hence, it has the property that it falls smoothly from zero for 

T 1, preventing any singular behaviour in the fiow variables, whilst tending to 

the required asymptote A{x) ~  —x  at large x. Somewhat surprisingly, the checks 

on grid dependence for the numerical results of the separated case reveal that the 

strongly separated case does not have so many difficulties associated with changes 

in grid height as those observed in the cr =  1 case. As a means of demonstration, the 

first figure within the current section, figure 6.13, shows clearly the relatively small 

impact of applying the outer boundary condition at differing grid heights. It is only 

when the grid height is brought down to an absurdly small value, such as in (c), that 

any appreciable alteration in the fiow field is noticeable. The asymptotic analysis 

in the next section offers a clue as to why this is the case. In view of the lack of
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(c ) .0.5

0.3
10 200 5 15

Figure 6.13: Plots of the streamwise skin friction for the case a =  —1 for three 

computations each with different maximum y values where the upper boundary 

conditions are applied: (a) Pmax = 53.60, (b) ymax = 28.96 and (c) ymax = 15.44. 

Note that strong grid dependence is only observable in the final computation (c) 

unlike the strongly attached cases previously.
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U(x = 20, y)

Figure 6.14: The streamwise velocity profile far downstream at x =  20 for the case

a = —1. The result was generated by computation (a) with ymax = 53.50.
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Figure 6.15: The leading-order pressure term P{x) for the case cr =  — 1. The result 

was generated by computation (a) with y^ax = 53.50.
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Figure 6.16: The spanwise skin friction (scaled with z for the case a = —1. The 

result was generated by computation (a) with y^ax = 53.50.
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significant grid dependence, it is possible to have more confidence in the separated 

flow case results here than for the results presented in the cr =  1 case of section 6.6. 

For this reason, only the numerical results for the largest grid height are shown in 

the other figures presented and we feel that it is not necessary to include results for 

the weaker a = —0.2 case.

An examination of the results included in figures 6.13 to 6.17 indicates that the 

separated case exhibits many interesting features, which we attem pt to summarize 

below. Naturally, in accordance with linear theory, the flow for small values of x  

responds in exactly the opposite way to that observed in the a = 1 case. Hence, 

a sharp adverse pressure gradient in the direction of large \z\ appears in the im

mediate positive neighbourhood of x =  0 (figure 6.15) which, in turn, pulls fluid 

inwards spanwise towards the symmetry-line (figure 6.16). In the same instant, the 

streamwise skin friction (figure 6.13) begins to decrease smoothly below its starting 

value as if anticipating the onset of separation. However, this initial behaviour does 

not persist far downstream, as within an O (1) distance from the origin fully non

linear effects come into play that change the fiow response entirely. For instance, we 

observe from figure 6.15 that the sharp adverse pressure gradient, which had grown 

rapidly in the beginning, weakens at almost exactly the same rate before becoming 

instead a modest favourable pressure gradient in the direction of large \z\ down

stream. As a consequence, this change in direction of pressure gradient abruptly 

decelerates the influx of fluid spanwise towards the symmetry-line until, eventually, 

it reverses the spanwise flow close to the surface (figure 6.16 indicates that the span- 

wise skin friction passes through zero) and the near-wall fluid begins to be expelled 

outwards away from the symmetry line. On proceeding further downstream, the 

streamwise skin friction continues to slow gradually to a minimum at about x = 9
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(figure 6.13) before rising again as x  increases further. This streamwise acceleration 

of the near-wall flow as rr —> oo appears to be encouraged by a gradually strength

ening favourable pressure gradient (figure 6.15) and the growing mass of fluid close 

to the wall being expelled outwards in the spanwise direction (figure 6.16).

The numerical results appear to conclude that streamwise flow reversal never occurs, 

despite the imposed linearly-decreasing slip velocity, and figure 6.14 reveals that far 

downstream U takes the form of a sharply inflected velocity profile that remains 

strongly attached at the wall. The spanwise velocity profile in figure 6.17, taken 

at a large value of x, exhibits an extremely complicated form with no less than 

two changes of sign across the entire domain. A subsequent examination of the 

vertical velocity in the computations provides a clear indication that, for cr < 0, the 

formation of a pair of horseshoe-type vortices is a likely outcome far downstream. We 

note, however, that the existence of vortices cannot be confirmed without additional 

flow information for z ~  O (1); this at present is not available.

6.8 A sym ptotic analysis for a =  —1.

In this section, we put forward an initial examination of the asymptotic flow struc

ture far downstream for the separated fiow case cr =  — 1. First, it should be stressed 

that the work presented here is not entirely complete and more analysis is required to 

confirm many of the properties that can currently only be speculated about (includ

ing the fixing of the pressure). However, we believe that our asymptotic structure 

is a rational approach to the problem and, furthermore, is able to describe many of 

the general trends of the fiow field at large values of x  accurately.

Initially, we begin the analysis by assuming that a similar two-layered structure
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holds in the cr < 0 case as can be observed in the cr > 0 case from section 6.5. With

this in mind, we begin with an examination of the inviscid Region 1 with

j? =  ^  ~  O (1), (6.80)
X

and adopt the same expansions in powers of x as given by (6.42) to (6.45). Hence, 

within the inviscid region we find ourselves faced with the same equation (6.55)

d^if
+  QqH  = 0, (6.81)

which has the three possible general solutions given by (6.56) to (6.58). As before, 

the solution % > 0 can be discounted on physical grounds and via its invalidation 

of the fact that Vo =  0 at 77 =  0. For ç ^  0, we can apply the outer boundary 

conditions

(f/o, Wq) ~  (^ -  1,0) as 77-> cxo, (6.82)

leading to the only possible valid solution given as

U'o(ii) =  cosh ( ^ 1 ^ )  • (6 83)

However, the obvious problem with this equation is that Uq ^  1 for all 77 and f/g, 

but for the separated profile the shear has to drop below unity in order to eventually 

satisfy the no-slip condition U = 0 at y = 0. At this point, it is clear that the 

two-layered structure fails in the case cr < 0.

In looking for a new asymptotic structure, some inspiration can be found in the 

asymptotic analysis carried out by Stewartson and Williams (1973), concerning 

the self-induced separation phenomenon of a supersonic laminar boundary layer. 

Whilst attempts to extend the results derived in their paper to our particular three- 

dimensional problem proved fruitless (due to lack of streamwise pressure gradient 

in the equations), their asymptotic structure consisting of four zones, which models
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Figure 6.17: The spanwise velocity profile far downstream at rr =  20 for the case 

cr =  — 1. The result was generated by computation (a) with ymax = 53.50.

Region 1

Regions

Region4

Figure 6.18: Basic sketch of the assumed asymptotic flow structure far downstream 

for the case cr =  — 1.
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a separating shear flow, appears to be valid in our case also. A rough sketch of the 

structure is given in flgure 6.18.

Starting from Region 1, where

T) = ^  > 1, (6.84)

we see that the only possible solution within this region is the one given by (6.83). 

However, any increase in Uq(tj} above the value of unity seems unphysical in the 

separating case and thus, we set go = 0. Given no O (1) pressure term, the solution 

for Region 1 becomes two-dimensional to leading order and takes the form

U =  x{r] — 1) 4 - . . . ,  (6.85)

V  = x{rj — 1) -f-. . . ,  (6.86)

W  = o (l), (6.87)

and P  = o(l). (6.88)

One clear consequence of this simple result is that both the pressure and spanwise 

flow must decay as x  —>■ oo, unlike in the attached case where they remain constant 

far downstream. A further consequence is that we achieve a much clearer idea why 

grid dependence does not create so many problems for a  =  —1 than is observed in 

the attached a > 0 cases. To demonstrate the fact, notice that the solution given 

above exactly satisfles the upper boundary conditions (6.28) as y -> oo. Hence, 

computationally the outer boundary condition can be applied at a flnite y = ymax 

so long as ymax > to ensure that the computational grid includes the entire shear 

layer (Region 2) at 77 =  1. For the attached cases, the flow alters for ally  ^  O (x), 

meaning that a higher ymax is always necessary (see section 6.5).

The existence of the shear region Region 2 in flgure 6.18 can be justifled in the 

following way. As the point r] = 1 or y = x is approached from above or below, it
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is clear there must be a dramatic change in vorticity between the inviscid solutions 

in Regions 1 and 3, which can only be smoothed out by the action of viscous forces 

(Stewartson and Williams, 1973); in essence, the shear layer enables new physics to 

be brought into the problem. By observing that U behaves like a shear flow, we 

can balance inertial and viscous forces within the problem to conclude that within 

Region 2

 ̂=  V  ~  O (1) • (6-89)

As a consequence, and to enable a direct analysis of the shear layer, we rewrite the 

flow variables as expansions in powers of x  in the following manner

U = x^/^F{e) + (6.90)

V  = x^/^F{e) + x-^/^G{e) + . . . ,  (6.91)

W  = x-'^/^H {() + . . . ,  (6.92)

and P  =  x~‘‘̂ ^g +  . . .  , (6.93)

where the powers of x  in the expansion are chosen to match the solution to Region 

1, whilst expecting a fully three-dimensional response within the shear layer. Sub

stitution of the above expansions into the symmetry line equations (6.23) to (6.25) 

then produces the following system of equations to leading order;

^ [ F - e F ' ]  + G' + H  =  0, (6.94)

j [ F - e F ' ]  + GF' = F", (6.95)

and ~ I f H  - U f H'  + GH' + H^ = - g  + H",  (6.96)

with the one k n o w n  boundary condition

i^(e) —y € as 6 —y oo, (6.97)
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necessary to match the solution here to the solution in Region 1.

Now, we have to search for sensible solution to the system (6.94) to (6.97) de

rived above, but this process is not straightforward. One such solution is the two- 

dimensional form given by Stewartson and Williams (1973) such that H(e) =  0 

everywhere, q = 0 and

F(e) —>■ 0, G(e) - 4 -  constant as e - 4  —oo. (6.98)

However, the lack of streamwise pressure gradient in the original equations (6.23) 

to (6.25) makes obtaining a matching inviscid form in Region 3 below impossible. 

The failure of the two-dimensional result consequently suggests that a fully three- 

dimensional solution in Region 2 is to be expected. Any such solution must be 

resolved numerically and, even if this were done, we would still need to find the 

asymptotic behaviour as e ^  — o o  to enable a numerical calculation to be possible. 

Whilst the numerical calculation has not yet been attempted, some basic arguments 

described below enable us to speculate about the possible form of solutions in Region 

2, and subsequently in Regions 3 and 4 below.

The main assumption of our analysis of the shear layer is that, as e  - 4  ± o o ,  the 

viscous terms present in the equations (6.95) and (6.96) must become negligible 

to match with the inviscid solution beyond. Hence, any solution within Region 2 

must satisfy asymptotically the inviscid forms of these governing equations (6.94) to 

(6.96) with the viscous terms neglected. These ‘inviscid’ equations can be simplified 

in the same way as described for the equations (6.46) to (6.48) derived in section 

6.5, leading to the reduced governing equation

de
for |e| %$> 1, (6.99)

where I±3/2 are modified Bessel functions and the pressure q = —|ç|. The coefficients
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A"  ̂ and are currently unknown, but can take different values A+ and B+ as 

e —> + C O  than the values A~ and B~  taken as e —>• —oo; this is allowed because 

the viscosity is able to alter the solution between when e ~  0 (1 ) . Of course, q 

must take the same value at both upper and lower limits. Now, we look at possible 

behaviour as e —)> ±oo.

For the upper limit, e —> +oo, we know from (6.97) that F(e) —> e to match with 

the solution in Region 1. This shear solution is possible if we set A~̂  = 0 and B~  ̂

as the correct constant such that F'{e) tends to unity at large, positive e. With 

the coefficients fixed in the correct way, the upper boundary condition is satisfied 

whatever value of \q\ is taken.

For the lower limit, e —)■ — oo, we do not know exactly what is required. However, 

we can assume solutions that grow like |e| or In |e| are not desirable and, from the 

numerical velocity profile shown in figure 6.14, we deduce that the desired asymptotic 

form must allow both F{e) —>• 0 and F'{e) 0. The question is: are any solutions

that behave in this manner possible? Whilst, none could be found that allowed 

F —) - O a s e - > —oo algebraically, if we set

A~ = - B ~ ,  (6.100)

a new expression of the asymptotic form is obtained in terms of the other modified 

Bessel function, given here as

^  ~  C -F -» /"K 3/2 ( ^ ^ )  as e ^  -o o , (6.101)

where C~ is now the unknown coefficient. The solution (6.101) is the only form found 

that allowed F  and F'  to tend to zero together. Note that, if A~ /  —B~,  then the 

shear would always increase exponentially as F  —>■ 0, which would subsequently

prove impossible to match to any solution in Region 3.
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On assuming that a solution with behaviour governed by (6.101) exists, we can 

examine the form of this solution as F(e) —>■ 0 and e —> — oo to match the solution 

to Region 3 below. Given a non-zero pressure term, q < 0, the large asymptotic 

behaviour of K3/2, given by Abramowitz and Stegun (1965), takes the form

3|9|'/2-
(6.102)

and, hence, we find that

3|Ô|i/2
i^(e) ~  ——j—j— 1“ . . .  as 6 —̂ —00. (6.103)

This represents an extremely slow decay of F  as Region 3 is approached. In addition, 

the vertical and spanwise velocities can be resolved asymptotically by using the 

‘inviscid’ forms of (6.95) and (6.94) respectively to express them in terms of F(e). 

Thus,

I»""
and H(e) =  J - ^ ^ F " ( e ) .  (6.105)

Substitution of (6.103) into these relations then yields as e -4 —oo:

(6.106)

and H(e) ^  -h . . . ,  (6.107)

and these forms, when reintroduced into the initial expansions (6.90) to (6.93), 

indicate that an overtake effect has taken place in the terms of the vertical velocity 

expansion. In other words, as we enter Region 3 from above, the G term of the 

expansion (6.91) has become larger than the F  term. Furthermore, the streamwise 

velocity U, on approaching Region 3 from above, has become negligible to leading
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order by a factor O ( j ^ )  resulting in a flow field dominated below the shear layer 

by the secondary velocities V  and W.

Before we move onto Region 3, a final comment must be made regarding the be

haviour of the vertical and spanwise velocities within the shear layer. Notice, that 

in Region 1 the vertical velocity is positive and hence fluid is being pulled upwards 

because of the increasing boundary-layer thickness. However, the vertical velocity 

in the matching region below the shear layer is negative so that fluid there is being 

pulled in spanwise and blown downwards onto the surface. Evidently, the vertical 

velocity changes sign somewhere within the shear layer and a saddle point must 

exist in the flow similar to the sketch shown in figure 6.19.

In the second inviscid region. Region 3, we must return to the variable

T] = —, (6.108)

where now the domain range is 0 < 77 < 1. The limiting solution for e —>• —00 out 

of the shear layer above suggests the following expansions within Region 3:

U = -— (6. 109) 
\nx

V  = x^/^V{ri) + O , (6.110)

/  /J.—2/3 \
w  =  x-'̂ î w{'n) + o { - ^ h  (6.111)

and P  =  x~^!^q + _ (6.112)

These expansions, when substituted into the symmetry-line equations (6.23) to

(6.25), confirm the observation made that the secondary velocities V  and W  dom

inate the solution here to leading order; although, as noted above, the comparable 

difference between the magnitudes of leading-order and second-order terms is only 

O ( i^ ) .  Hence, the leading-order equations govern V  and W  alone and take the
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form

V ' - I W  = 0, (6.113)

and Ÿ W '- i -W ^  =  |g|, (6.114)

where the matching to Region 2 above requires

V{t]) ^-\-\q\^^^{r} — 1), W {t}) ^  as 77 ^  1 - .  (6.115)

The equations (6.113) and (6.114) can be combined to eliminate IT, leaving

- V V "  + {V'Ÿ = \q\, (6.116)

and it is then clear that the solution to this region is

= ——— sin(7r77), (6.117)
7T

and # ( 77) =  cos(7T77). (6.118)

The simplicity of the leading-order solution (6.117) and (6.118) to Region 3 is quite 

remarkable, and predicts one change of sign occurring in the spanwise velocity, 

which we observed in the downstream numerics (figure 6.17); the other change of 

sign presumably occurs above in the solution to the shear layer. In addition, the 

solution to Region 3 suggests that a pair of linearly-growing horseshoe-type vortices 

are generated between the wall and the shear layer.

On approaching the wall at 77 =  0, the solution given by (6.117) and (6.118) takes 

the form

V  ~  W  ~  |g|'/2, (6.119)

where the fiow is now being pushed downwards and outwards from the symmetry 

line. Viscous forces become significant in a growing layer of thickness O
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which in our asymptotic structure is defined as Region 4 (figure 6.18). A rescaling 

of the solution expansions in terms of a new variable 0, = and substitution

of these expansions into the symmetry-line equations (6.23) to (6.25), leads to the 

equations modelling fiow approaching a forward stagnation point. These equations 

were derived previously in section 6.5 as (6.72) to (6.75) and have a well-known 

solution (Jones and Watson, 1963). Since we began examining the flow field below 

the shear layer, we have been ignoring all aspects of the streamwise fiow. It is 

presumed that the streamwise fiow U satisfies some linear viscous equation here (in 

Region 3 also) and, under the action of viscosity, is reduced smoothly to satisfy the 

no-slip condition at the wall. However, because of lack of time the solution for U in 

Regions 3 and 4 was not fully attempted to confirm this fact.

To end the current section, a few points regarding the derived asymptotic structure 

must be made clear. The most important point of all is that the structure relies on 

the existence of a solution in the shear layer (Region 2) with the correct asymptotic 

behaviour; this existence has not been proved and more analytical and numerical 

work is required before we can make a definite conclusion. Another important point 

is that, whilst the asymptotic structure appears to confirm many of the significant 

features observed in the numerical computations of the fiow, particularly the down

stream velocity profiles for U (figure 6.14) and W  (figure 6.17), some other features 

of the numerical computations do not agree encouragingly with the asymptotics. 

For example, the magnitude of the pressure term in figure 6.15 continues to grow 

in the neighbourhood of a; =  20, whereas the asymptotic analysis indicates that the 

pressure term should decay as O Despite the discrepancies, we believe that

the asymptotic structure is valid but cannot be observed in the numerical computa

tions because the difference between first and second order terms in the asymptotic
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W

Figure 6.19: Sketch of the secondary flow velocities in Region 2. Notice that the 

fluid is pulled inward spanwise and then pushed both upwards into Region 1 and 

downwards into Region 3.
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Figure 6.20: Plots of the leading-order pressure term P{x)  for the case a = —1 for 

two different computations with different flow histories, (a) has A{x) = x 

whereas (b) has A{x) = x — 1^.
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expansions is only O for the case of x =  20, this difference is insignificant. In 

other words, we assume that, even at x  = 20, the numerical computation remains 

in a ‘transitional phase’, and consequently the flow does not exhibit the asymptotic 

behaviour until much further downstream. Our last point concerns the uniqueness 

of the leading-order pressure term. Notice that within all the Regions 1,2,3 and 4 

no fixing of the pressure is necessary. Prom the evidence presented here, it would 

appear that the leading-order pressure q is n o t fixed, but is in fact entirely history 

dependent (unlike the attached case). However, no conclusions can be drawn yet as 

more work is required to confirm the pressure fixing issue. If it does take a unique 

value, our analysis indicates that this must occur either in the full solution to Region 

2 (doubtful) or in some higher-order equation (maybe in Region 1). The only other 

evidence we can currently offer is a comparison of the pressure P{x) for two compu

tations with slip velocities that have differing fiow histories (figure 6.20). Unlike a 

similar calculation attempted for the attached case in figure 6.9, we observe in this 

case that the two pressure plots do not converge at large x, even though they exhibit 

a similar trend downstream. It would be unwise, however, to regard this figure as 

anything more than a single observation. The answer to the pressure question is of 

fundamental importance, as the magnitude of the pressure dictates the strength of 

the linearly-growing vortices generated within Region 3.

6.9 Summary of chapter

What has been presented here is some preliminary results that may eventually assist 

in the understanding of how horseshoe-type vortices are generated, particularly in 

the vicinity of steep-sided roughnesses and strong suction (or injection) holes. We 

recognise that much more work must be done and, in fact, some aspects of the
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analysis, including deriving the asymptotic structure for the more general outer 

condition

U ^  y A a x ^  as y ^  oo, (6.120)

for N  real, positive and a real, have already been completed. There is a hope that 

more of the analysis will be published later.

In terms of the strongly attached symmetry-line flows, where the slip velocity is 

increasing linearly, there is encouraging agreement between the numerical compu

tations and the downstream asymptotic structure presented. However, difficulties 

concerning grid dependence for larger values of cr suggest that improvements in 

the numerical scheme are necessary. The analysis indicates that far downstream 

a strongly attached streamwise flow is formed that, in turn, generates a constant 

favourable spanwise pressure gradient and a constant spanwise mass flux outwards 

from the symmetry line. Historical effects on the flow are dissipated in higher-order 

eigensolutions.

In the separated cases, where the slip-velocity decreases linearly, the numerical re

sults are improved and more reliable with no significant grid dependence. However, 

agreement between the asymptotic structure derived and the numerical computa

tions is not so encouraging. This is believed to be due to the computations failing to 

resolve the flow far enough downstream for the expansion terms in the asymptotic 

structure to become significantly different in magnitude. The fact that the compa

rable difference in terms within the asymptotic expansions is only O (y ^ ) makes 

numerical confirmation of the asymptotic structure a challenging future problem. 

The asymptotic structure also requires more work to become fully validated and 

open questions regarding the uniqueness of the pressure and history effects remain. 

However, both numerical and asymptotic approaches confirm the existence of a com-
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plex flow structure far downstream with the formation of a pair of horseshoe-type 

vortices a likely feature of the flow. A further numerical computation for 2; ~  O (1) 

beyond the symmetry line would be required to conflrm their existence.



Chapter 7

Conclusions

7.1 Summary

The work presented here has investigated the flow structure generated in the vicin

ity of a suction hole or slot of dimensions comparable to the local boundary-layer 

thickness or smaller. Both two-dimensional suction slots and three-dimensional suc

tion holes have been examined, with the inclusion of a separate theoretical study of 

horseshoe-vortex generation.

In chapter 2, flow past two-dimensional slots of length comparable to the local 

boundary-layer thickness was investigated. The most important conclusion found is 

that these slots are able to generate a signiflcant flow response over a much longer 

length scale than expected. In fact, the leading-order flow response is linear and 

extends over the triple-deck length scale and, therefore, the flow field can be obtained 

either from the analysis of Nayfeh et al. (1986) or from appendix A by treating the 

slot as a point sink. These slots appear to be beneficial to Laminar Flow Control as 

they accelerate the fluid lying close to the surface both upstream and downstream

277
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of the slot. The amount of improvement gained by the flow is best judged by the 

magnitude of the slip velocity or boundary-layer displacement, which is directly 

proportional to both the suction mass flux and the 3/4 power of the shear of the 

oncoming boundary-layer profile.

The focus of the investigation altered slightly in chapter 3, where shorter slots buried 

deep inside the boundary-layer were studied. Our aim was principally to answer the 

question of whether increasingly small holes always generate improved maintenance 

of laminar flow. The results suggest more to the contrary. One may believe that, 

by keeping the suction mass flux constant, stronger suction through a shorter slot 

will achieve a flow field similar to that observed in chapter 2. However, this is not 

the case as the beneficial triple-deck response is overtaken in order of magnitude by 

a more local effect which enables the slot to act more like a sink. Therefore in this 

case, whilst the boundary-layer flow ahead of the slot remains accelerated, a sharp 

adverse pressure gradient over the slot is able to force the near-wall flow to separate 

at higher suction strengths, creating a region of reversed flow over the rear portion 

of the slot. As the suction strength is increased further, this separated region grows 

in size to engulf the downstream edge of the slot and can, in principle, continue to 

grow indefinitely downstream. Evidently, we must conclude that these smaller slots 

are probably not useful for the maintenance of Laminar Flow Control. This is not 

only for the reason that the flow is not accelerated downstream, but also because it 

is presumed that this separated flow region is likely to be unstable and will almost 

certainly precipitate flow transition. As a further point of interest, we note that 

similar separation phenomena were observed both in the Stokes-flow suction slot 

examined by Sobey (1977) and, at the other extreme, in the effect of suction applied 

to inviscid channel flow examined by Dewynne et al. (1989).
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Two interesting observations can be made from the two-dimensional cases. First, any 

change in flight conditions can easily alter the global Reynolds number of the aerofoil 

to a signiflcant extent {e.g. an aircraft going from cruise to landing approach). 

As a consequence, the thickening boundary-layer may, in turn, flip the dominant 

flow response from the beneflcial triple-deck one to the detrimental and unstable 

local one; this effect could be considered by engineers in any future slot design. 

Second, the dominance of the elliptic mechanism responsible for separation does not 

necessary apply just to a short slot buried deep inside the boundary layer. More 

fundamentally, the analysis indicates that a suction slot will always generate this 

sink effect when acting on a simple shear flow; therefore, it would seem futile to 

attem pt to accelerate or improve a simple shear flow by applying two-dimensional 

suction.

In the second part of the thesis we examined the more realistic case of flow past a sin

gle three-dimensional suction hole of dimensions comparable to the local boundary- 

layer thickness or smaller. Unlike the two-dimensional case, the same physical driv

ing mechanism appears to dominate over the entire range of slot scales examined. In 

addition, this elliptic mechanism governing the leading-order response in the three- 

dimensional case is very different to the ones observed in the two-dimensional suction 

slot cases. From balancing the terms in the governing equations three regimes of 

suction strength were identified: weak-linear, non-linear and oversuction.

The flow field in the vicinity of a weak suction hole was resolved in chapter 4 using 

a linearised analysis similar to that employed by Smith et al. (1977). One of the 

most remarkable features of the solution obtained is its simplicity, particularly the 

fact that the vertical velocity remains negligible everywhere except directly over the 

hole itself; consequently, no trailing vortices are generated in this weak case. The
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suction hole accelerates the streamwise flow in both a large funnel region upstream 

and a thinner corridor directly downstream of the hole. We are led to believe from 

previous work on suction that the ability to accelerate the near-wall fluid without 

the creation of vortical structures must be beneflcial to the maintenance of laminar 

flow. However, one should bear in mind that the various regions of faster-moving 

and slower-moving flow observed suggest that careful positioning of suction holes 

within a suction array is necessary to obtain a homogeneous improvement across 

the full oncoming boundary layer.

As the suction strength is increased further, the non-linear regime described in chap

ter 5 is reached. Upstream of the hole and in the spanwise far field, little appears 

to have changed in terms of flow response, but a more drastic alteration occurs in 

the hole wake. Most significantly, we observed the creation of a pair of vortices 

that trail downstream from the spanwise extremities of the suction hole. Inbetween 

these two vortices lies a region of slower fluid that gradually feeds outwards into 

the fast-moving vortical structures. The form of these vortices agrees well with the 

observations and computations of both Meitz and Fasel (1994) and MacManus and 

Eaton (2000). In addition, evidence from our analytical and numerical investiga

tions indicates that the wake structure is a fully non-linear effect, demonstrating 

an invalidation of the assumptions within the linearised analysis far but directly 

downstream of the suction hole.

Towards the end of chapter 5, we attempted to investigate even stronger suction 

strengths through an isolated hole in order to understand the phenomenon of three- 

dimensional oversuction. One of the most important questions that we wished to 

answer was whether the flow separates in some way as the suction increases. Evi

dently from the numerical results of chapter 5, the key to the oversuction problem
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is in predicting the intense changes occurring within the downstream hole corridor 

or wake. Initially, the numerical code developed for the non-linear case was adapted 

and used to compute flow flelds at higher suction strengths, revealing some surpris

ing developments. For instance, the increasing suction strength appears to push the 

vortex pair further apart in the spanwise direction whilst another pair of vortices is 

created inbetween nearer the centre line. Both of these discoveries agree encourag

ingly with the recent observations of MacManus and Eaton (2000) in both numerical 

and experimental investigations, although we note that it is rather strange that our 

new vortex pair appears to rotate in the opposite sense to theirs. To examine suction 

strengths beyond the convergent range of our current numerical scheme, a rescaling 

of the governing equations leads to a new model problem for limiting strong suction 

but, for the moment, this new model problem remains unsolved. However, we were 

able to draw some conclusions about the strong limit from the analysis of suction 

holes elongated in either the streamwise or spanwise direction (presented in appen

dices B and C). The most significant result obtained was a c ritica l suc tion  hole 

a sp ec t ra tio  which dictates whether the leading-order flow response to the suction 

is predominantly two-dimensional or three-dimensional.

A final curious result of our work on suction slots and holes is the discovery of 

an equ ivalen t hum p shap e  which can imitate the flow response of weak two- 

dimensional slots and three-dimensional holes. For any particular finite size suction 

hole or slot, the equivalent hump shape extends downstream to infinity, giving some 

indication of the more powerful effects a suction slot has on the flow compared to a 

roughness of similar dimensions.

The last part of the thesis contains some preliminary work on the theory of horseshoe- 

vortex generation. A numerical scheme to resolve the model problem put forward
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by Smith (2000), at least for a symmetry-line calculation, was developed and some 

results are presented for both strongly-attached flow and strongly-separated flow 

cases. Apart from the measured success of the code in obtaining a converged solu

tion to the problem, there is no real experimental or other work to compare these 

initial results with. However, considering that the equations model the generation of 

vortices around the edges of suction/injection holes, it is interesting to note that the 

streamwise velocity profile shown in figure 6.14 exhibits some remarkable similarity 

to the velocity profiles along the track of the trailing vortex core presented in figures 

6 and 13 of MacManus and Eaton (2000). Naturally, this comparison is not seen as 

conclusive but suggests possible further confirmation of the theory in the future.

7.2 Future work

Our work appears to indicate that theoretical approaches similar to the ones adopted 

here have much more to offer to the field of suction applied to Laminar Flow Control. 

The author provides a list of suggestions for possible future extensions to the work 

below.

(a) In all suction cases presented, an investigation of the effect of duct geometry 

will prove useful. This has, at least, been initially examined in Smith et al. 

(2001) for the two-dimensional case, but an extension of tha t work to a three- 

dimensional duct should also be an interesting exercise.

(b) Considering the encouraging behaviour of two-dimensional suction slots on 

the triple-deck and boundary-layer length scales, both a possible experimental 

confirmation of the slots’ effectiveness in maintaining laminar flow and further
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research into the construction of an aerofoil containing similar suction slots, 

such as in Van Rijn (1997), would appear to be highly worthwhile ventures.

(c) A study of higher suction strengths for the longer two-dimensional slots is 

necessary in order to obtain an understanding of oversuction phenomena in 

that case . Possibly // ~  Re“ /̂® may produce some exciting results but this is 

difficult to say due to the strong non-linearity which will be present.

(d) A stability analysis of the flow past shorter two-dimensional slots is required. 

Furthermore, I am grateful to N. Peake for his suggestion that the eddies 

generated by the oversuction may, in turn, generate a signiflcant amount of 

acoustic noise; this effect could also be examined.

(e) In the event that weak three-dimensional suction holes are adopted for a par

ticular aerofoil or experiment, it would be useful to examine ways of utilising 

the periodic behaviour of the FFT computation to optimise the position of 

suction holes in an array. This was briefly discussed in chapter 4.

(f) Most importantly, a numerical scheme must be developed to solve the model 

problem for three-dimensional oversuction that was briefly described at the 

end of chapter 5. In the strong limit, the rescaled governing equations suggest 

that the original viscous sublayer splits into a thin-layer Euler region above 

and a thinner classical boundary-layer region beneath. It will be very useful 

to see if any flow separation is observed in certain cases and if this results in 

a singularity occurring in the either the classical boundary layer or thin-layer 

Euler equations. Then, we must ask how the structure can be adapted to 

remove this singular behaviour.

(g) The solution found in appendix C to the flow past a strong suction hole elon
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gated in the streamwise direction can be continued numerically over a complete 

suction profile and downstream past its trailing edge. The resultant flow field 

will undoubtedly contain some interesting vortex structures in the hole wake.

(h) Clearly, much more work is needed on the theory of horseshoe-vortex gen

eration. The symmetry-line numerical scheme must be extended to a fully 

three-dimensional code and then applied to more realistic scenarios (such as 

flow around a severe wing tip). In addition, the mechanism derived by Smith 

(2000) needs further examination in its application to very steep-sided rough

nesses, suction holes and injection holes.



A ppendix A  

M ean suction over the triple-deck  

scale

The majority of work in this thesis is concerned with studying a single suction slot 

or hole and its effect on the flow. We now briefly turn our attentions to examining 

an array of suction holes.

How are suction holes likely to be deployed on an aircraft? It seems sensible that 

a suction plate would be positioned spanwise across the upper surface of each wing 

at some distance from the leading edge. This plate will contain some organized 

distribution of suction holes, similar to the experiments carried out in Ellis and Poll 

(1996). Our aim is to find the effect this entire suction plate has on the flow.

Consider a porous strip positioned within a semi-infinite fiat plate at a distance L* 

from the leading edge. The strip is centred at x* — 0, has length comparable to the 

triple-deck scale O and spans the entire z*-axis. A suction profile is

applied at the surface of the form where %  is the free-stream

speed, f i is a  constant suction strength parameter and Vm{^) is O (1) over the porous
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strip. The flow is fully two-dimensional and its structure is shown in figure A.I.

O ( R e - 3 / 8 i * )
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O ( R e - 5 / 8 i * )

/ / / '  y  /  /  /  /  /

O  ( R e - 3 / 8 L * )

V m ( z ')

Figure A.T. Mean suction over the triple-deck length scale.

To determine the size of the unknown parameter h, we apply some physical reasoning 

to the problem. It is assumed that the strip contains tiny suction holes of horizontal 

dimensions comparable to the boundary layer thickness O We further

assume that the distances between the holes are much larger, comparable to the 

length of the strip O meaning that the holes are unable to “feel” each

other and no strong interactions can occur. With this in mind, if we take an arbitrary 

square portion of the strip, it will have an area of O . However, the

total area of the suction holes within this square will only be of O (R e“  ̂

with a total suction velocity of O . Therefore, the mean flow through

the square will be of O and this level of suction strength implies that

/i ~  O which is a small parameter.

The governing equations for the flow are derived in Smith (1982) as the incompress-
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ible triple-deck structure with slot-suction, but they are linearized because h <C 1. 

The scalings within the lower deck are as follows:

(%',%') =  L* , (A.l)

{ u \ v \ p ' )  =  C/^ ( k  +  f t R e - * / « i 7 , , (A.2)

and the governing equations are

Ux  + Vy  =  0, (A.3)

Y U ^  + V  =  - P x  + U y y ,  (A.4)

and P y  = 0, (A.5)

with boundary conditions

{ U , V )  = (o,K.(A)) a t r  =  0, (A.6)

U  ~  A(A') as y  —>• CX3, (A.7)

and { U ,  V,  P )  ~  (0,0,0) as Y -4 oo. (A.8)

The function —A { X )  represents the boundary-layer displacement and it has a rela

tion to the pressure, derived from the upper-deck, given by

P { X )  =  -  r  (A.9)
7T A  — S

The equations (A.3) to (A.5) and (A.9) are transformed by defining

/ oo
e -“ G (X ,r)d A , (A. 10)

■GO

as the Fourier transform for some arbitrary function G { X , Y ) .  After manipulating 

the transformed equations and applying the boundary conditions (A.6) to (A.8) we 

find that in Fourier space

A*(k) = -, (A .ll)
f s  (iA:)^/^Ai'(0)-ifc|fc|j
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To express this in the form of a convolution in real space, it is necessary to invert

1
= (A.12)

|/:| +

where 9 = (—3Ai'(0))^/^. The function (A.12) has a pole at k = 0 and is inverted 

by replacing |A:| with the function C(k) = (k — (k +  , where 6 is a small

positive real number tending to zero. Note that C{w) has branch cuts at A; =  ±ip  for 

p > Ô. The expression (A .ll) can now be inverted to yield the resulting boundary- 

layer displacement

/ oo

Vm(X -  <)#(i)di, (A.13)
-oo

where
2it9 Jo (l-v/Ss-i/^+sS/S) ( )

$ (( )  =  <

( t < 0 )

A  plot of the boundary-layer displacement for a mean suction profile

(A.14)

(A.15)
- 1  (0 <  X  <  1)

 ̂ 0 otherwise

is included in figure A.2.

To demonstrate a rather interesting phenomenon, the linearised analysis can be 

repeated once more with the suction slot Vm{X) replaced by a small roughness 

F{X) ,  so that instead of (A.6) we have

{U,V) = {0,0) o n Y  = F( X) , (A.16)

The problem of flow past such a small roughness has been examined previously by 

Smith (1973) and the solution for A{X)  in Fourier space was found to be

A*{k) = (A.17)
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Figure A.2: Plot of (a) the boundary-layer displacement —A(A) and (b) the

equivalent-hump shape for a mean suction profile.

By comparing this result for the roughness (A.17) with the one derived for a suction 

slot (A.ll), we conclude that for a given suction profile Vm{X) there exists an 

equivalent-hump shape, defined in Fourier space by

(A.18)

which can imitate the linear flow response of the suction slot. On inversion, this 

equivalent-hump shape takes the real form

) - 4 /3  rooÛ - 4 / 3  poo

Fe,uiv.{X) = ^ r'/^V,n(X -  Ç)dÇ. (A.19)
r(2/3)

which decays like as X  ^  oo.

Now, imagine a suction plate of finite length d, with its front edge at X  =  0. From
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(A.13) the boundary-layer displacement in this case would be

- A { X ) =  [  V m { X (A.20) 
Jx-d

If we examine the flow far downstream of this plate, both X and t in (A.20) can be 

taken as positive and large. Therefore

1 r°° 5 “ 2 /3 g -0 s t  (y ^  _

^ y „  ( 1 _  ^ s 4 / 3  +  ^ 8 /3 )

\/3 r°°

and this is exactly the equivalent-hump shape as given in (A. 19). Thus, the de

rived equivalent-hump shape is a large positive X  asymptote for the boundary-layer 

displacement generated by a finite-length suction slot; this asymptotic behaviour is 

further confirmed by the plot in figure A.2.

The boundary-layer displacement for a mean suction profile (figure A.2) displays 

close agreement with the experimental results given in Ellis and Poll (1996). Both 

experimental and theoretical results indicate that the boundary layer is pulled down

wards towards the surface as it passes over the porous strip until it reaches the far 

edge where it begins to thicken once more. Further downstream, our theory suggests 

that the boundary-layer displacement resembles the equivalent-hump shape (A.19), 

so that at large X  it decays slowly comparable to O (A “ ^/^).



A ppendix B

A suction hole elongated spanwise

An examination of a suction hole elongated in the spanwise direction seems desirable 

to shed light on the flow field generated at higher suction strengths, beyond those 

presented in chapter 5, as well as to join the investigations of parts I and II of 

the thesis. The issue of when two-dimensional effects become more significant than 

three-dimensional ones is fully answered within this section. To avoid any significant 

input from the triple-deck response (similar to chapter 2), we choose to concentrate 

only on short holes where ^ <C 1.

As a starting point, we take the suction strength parameter h defined in (5.1) as 

being very large and we rescale 2 by a parameter 7 ^ 1, representing the aspect 

ratio of the elongated hole (figure B .l), so that

i  =  7(5Re-‘/^2. (B .l)

As expected, on re-examining the analysis of Region I in chapters 4 and 5 we find that 

the viscous terms become negligible within the region, which converts the leading-

291
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VL,(z,z)

Figure B.l: An elongated strong suction hole lying across the flow; hence the aspect 

ratio 7 is large.

order governing equations into a thin-layer Euler problem. The flow also becomes 

two-dimensional to leading order, taking the simple form

w = O ,

and p = f  — z)dÇ + ----
J —OO

(B.2)

(B.3)

(13.4)

(B.5)

Whilst the direct effects of suction on the flow are now merely linear perturbations 

within the thin-layer Euler region, the suction may still generate a fully non-linear 

response in the viscous sublayer below in a similar fashion to the case in chapter 3. 

As a consequence, we must assess the higher order terms that are generated from 

the pressure via two separate processes:
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(i) The leading-order pressure hump in (B.5) induces an O (/x) =  O 

perturbation in ü through the quasi two-dimensional linearised Euler region above 

(Region II in figure 4.2 of chapter 4). This process is basically the same as that seen

in chapter 3 and is called the two-dimensional mechanism.

(ii) As II  /  0, a small spanwise velocity w is generated of O =

O . Mass conservation subsequently implies the creation of an

O =  O perturbation in the streamwise velocity

u. We will called this process the three-dimensional mechanism.

The issue of whether mechanism (i) or (ii) is the dominant response is dependent on 

the aspect ratio 7 of the suction hole being above or below a critical value 7  ̂ given 

by

7c =  (B.6)

which can be regarded as a large parameter if the linearisation constraint

(B.7)

is satisfied. In the event that 7 ^  7c the dominant fiow response is the two- 

dimensional mechanism and the analysis of chapter 3 describes fairly accurately 

the resultant fiow field in the vicinity. Otherwise, the three-dimensional mechanism 

cannot be ignored and to finish the section we shall note a couple of brief points 

concerning its effects. An interesting feature of the definition of jc  is its dependence 

on h suggesting that the two-dimensional mechanism should eventually become the 

dominant feature as the suction strength increases for any suction hole that is elon

gated spanwise. Hence, the oversuction phenomena observed in chapter 3 may well 

be a realistic occurrence even in marginally elongated suction holes of this type.
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The three-dimensional mechanism dominates when 7  7 c  and the velocities and 

pressure take the form

Û = (y H- y, z ) )  -t- O , ( B . 8 )

V =  ( K ; ( a ; ,  z ) - I - 7 ~ ^ î ; ( x ,  y , 2 : ) )  H - . . . ,  ( B . 9)

w  =  -t- . . . ,  ( B . I O )

and p = — K ; ( ^ ,  z)d^ H - 7 ~ ^ p (a : ,  + - - - -  ( B . l l )

Instead of the fully three-dimensional thin-layer Euler equations, for the elongated 

hole the following governing equations hold:

Ê + S + K  = «•

<'■»>

and p = p (x ,z)  from the thin-layer reasoning. The boundary conditions are »

[u,w) -> (0,0) as ?/—)■ 0 0 ,  (B.15)

V =  0 at y =  0, (B.16)

and {u,w) - >  (0,0) as - I - 2:  ̂ —)> 0 0 .  (B.17)

We do not intend to solve this system completely in the thesis, only to make some 

interesting observations. The forcing from the leading-order pressure term in (B.14) 

is only non-zero over the hole and in the corridor downstream. Therefore, the trivial 

solution u  = 0, V = 0 and w  = 0 satisfies the governing equations throughout the
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remainder of the flow field. In addition, one of the difficulties of resolving the thin- 

layer Euler formulation can be observed clearly when examining the downstream 

corridor, where (B.14) implies that

f  X
w = --------- 1- g{y, z) downstream of the hole, (B.18)

(both /  and g depend on the suction profile) and consequently u ^  / y downstream.

It is then clear that a non-linear problem exists within a thinner sublayer where 

^ ~  O (0:7 “ )̂ and we note that this non-linear sublayer thickens proportional to the 

distance from the hole downstream.

Because the three-dimensional mechanism only affects the downstream corridor, 

the O (//) perturbation in u from the two-dimensional mechanism is always the 

dominant fiow response upstream of the suction hole. In the event that 7 ~  7c 

these two effects become comparable; the two-dimensional mechanism creates the 

fiow response upstream of the suction hole whereas the three-dimensional effects 

dominate downstream. However, the three-dimensional problem (B.12) to (B.17) 

has a revised boundary condition, replacing (B.15) in this case, given by

(u,w) ^  (^A(x,z),0^ as 2/ —> 00, (B.19)

where A{x^z) is the slip velocity induced by the two-dimensional mechanism in the 

linearised Euler region above.



Appendix C 

A suction hole elongated  

streamwise

Ub {v)

14, (T, Z)

■ >

o ^7(5Re - 1 / 2

Figure C.l: An elongated suction hole aligned to the flow. 7 <C 1.

At the other extreme, we can take the z scaling deflned in (B.l) with 7 <C 1 and 

retain h )$> 1 in (5.1) to produce an elongated strong suction hole aligned to the

296
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flow (flgure C .l). Balancing terms in the Navier-Stokes equations (4.1) to (4.4) 

subsequently indicates that the following scalings apply:

Ü =  +  . . . ,  ( C . l )

V  =  +  . . . ,  (0 .2 )

w =  +  . . . ,  ( C . 3)

a n d  p  =  'y^hS^^^Re~^^^p + __  ( C . 4)

The effect of the streamwise elongation is to recreate the thin-layer Euler problem

with negligible streamwise pressure gradient to leading order, so that

i - s - s  - »•
-  »• (“ I

dw dw dw dp , _
and u —  -\-v—  -hw —  = -  —  , (C.7)

ox oy oz oz

where p =  p{x, z) due to the thin-layer reasoning.

In terms of boundary conditions, the elongation creates a smaller local pressure in the 

region which is unable to generate any signiflcant slip velocities via the linearised 

Euler region above (Region II in flgure 4.2 of chapter 4). Hence the boundary 

conditions remain much the same as those presented in chapter 5 with the exception 

that the no-slip conditions are not imposed (due to the absence of viscous forces 

here). Hence,

(u,w) ~  ^?/-hO(?/ ^ ) , 0 ( ? /  ^)^ a s y ^ o o ,  (C.8)
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V — zj âit y — Oj

and {u, w) ~  {y, 0) as —)• oo.

(C.9)

(C.IO)

The derived system (C.5) to (C.IO) appears simpler to solve then the full thin-layer 

Euler problem and, to demonstrate this, we obtain the symmetry-line solution for 

flow past the front edge of an elongated suction hole aligned to the flow (flgure C.2).

14,(3;, z)

Figure C.2: Flow past the front edge of an elongated suction hole aligned to the 

flow. 7 ^ 1.

We take the front edge of our sample suction profile to be

V y j { x ,  Z )    < (C .ll)

0 3; < 0,

A3;(4z  ̂— 1) if 3; > 0 and 3;(4z^ — 1) <  0,

0 otherwise,

for a given A > 0. Due to the fact that the governing equations (C.5) to (C.7) are 

parabolic in the direction of u, it is clear that the oncoming shear is unaffected by

the suction hole upstream. Therefore, we conclude that
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(u, V,  w) = { y ,  0,0) for % ^  0. (C.12)

For X > 0, we examine the solution in the vicinity of the symmetry line and, by 

changing variables from {x,y, z) to (x,r] = y /x , z), we assume that the flow variables 

take the form

u = x U { t} )-^ 0 {z^ ) ,  (C.13)

^  =  x V { t]) +  0 { z ' ^ ) ,  (C.14)

w = zW {r j)- i-0 {z^ ), (C.15)

and p = p q -\- — q +  O (z^) .

Substituting these expansions into the governing equations (C 

duces the following equations to leading order in z:

(C.16)

to (C.7) then pro-

0, (C.17)

0, (C.18)

(C.19)and -  pU{r))W'{rj) +  V{rj)W'{r]) +  [W{ t])Y =

where the prime denotes differentiation with respect to p. The upper and surface

boundary conditions can also be redefined in terms of the symmetry line expansions

as

(U,W ) ~  (^ +  O , O (77“ ^)) as 77-> 00, (C.20)

and V  =  —A at 77 =  0, (C.21)

leading to a self-similar problem in terms of the variable 77.
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In order to solve the system of equations in rj we begin by eliminating the velocities 

V  and W . They can then be expressed in terms of U (77) and rj as

V(^) = - ^ ^ ^  + nU{ri), (C.22)

by rearranging equation (C.18) and

from substituting the expression for V  into the continuity equation (C.17).

W ith these two variables eliminated, we are left with a non-linear ordinary differen

tial equation for U{r}). The equation as it stands is difficult to solve but, by rewriting 

it in terms of the shear H  = U'{r]) and t = the problem reduces to merely 

solving the linear ordinary differential equation

- ^  +  g iï  =  0. (C.24)

We now have an eigenvalue problem to solve for the pressure term q and, depending 

on the sign of q, the following solutions are possible:

9 < 0  ^  [/'(»?) =  A cosh + B s i n h ^ ^ j  , (C.25)

9 =  0 ^  U'iri) =  1 +  (C.26)

g > 0  ^  =  (C.27)

for arbitrary constants A  and B. Two of these cases are easily discounted because 

of their inability to satisfy either one or the other boundary condition, (C.20) or 

(C.21), leaving us with ç > 0. The required sign of q actually makes physical sense 

because it implies that the lowest pressure occurs on the symmetry line itself (the 

centre line of the suction hole).
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The arbitrary constants A  and B  are set by applying the upper boundary conditions 

defined in (C.20) to both U and W , yielding

=  cos ( ^ )  . (C.28)

The last free parameter, the pressure term q, is then fixed uniquely by applying the 

suction boundary condition (C.21). In order to find this correct value of q, it is 

important to realise that each q value will create a unique streamwise slip velocity 

f/(0) from solving the shear equation (C.28) whilst keeping the upper boundary 

condition (C.20) intact. Then, we have from (C.22) that

'^(0) =  -  (C.29)
c o s  ( ( 7 ( 0 ) )

and applying the suction boundary condition (C.21) gives the relation

(l/(0) f  =  A c o s ( ^ ) ,  (C.30)

between q and U{0). Another relation is obtained from rewriting (C.28) as an 

integral equation,

[  sec ( dK =  j?. (C.31)
Ju{o)  V  ^  /

By taking the limit 77 ^  c x d  of this integral and subtracting the diverging part from 

both sides, we obtain

j  | s e c ( ^ ) - l | d K  =  [/(0). (C.32)

The expression (C.32) can then be combined with the other relation (C.30) to create 

an integral equation for U (0) only.

In principle, a scheme could be developed to solve this integral equation for f/(0) 

and from that find q using (C.30). In practice however, the understanding developed
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behind the analysis that as q increases, U(0) increases and F (0) decreases can be 

used more effectively. It is far simpler to solve (C.28) using a Runge-Kutta scheme 

with q guessed and shoot downwards from rj large. Then, by a process of trial and 

error the pressure q can be found. For instance, in the case A =  1 the method 

suggests that q = 0.51 and C/(0) =  0.58 to two significant figures of accuracy. The 

results for other values of A are subsequently found by noting that A can be scaled 

out of the problem using the following transformation:

U,q \ g \ . (C.33)

Once the Runge-Kutta method has been used to find U (77) for the correct value of 

Ç, the spanwise velocity W (77) can immediately be deduced from the expression

^  i m )  ’ (C.34)

which is derived from the equations (C.23) and (C.28). The self-similar velocity 

profiles U{r]) and W{r]) for the A =  1 case are plotted in figures C.3 and C.4 respec

tively.

The results are not all that unexpected over the front part of a suction hole. The 

streamwise velocity xU{r]) appears to become strongly attached over the slot with 

a slip velocity proportional to x  at the wall. The spanwise velocity 1̂ ( 77) takes the 

form of a strong near-wall jet pulling the fluid in from either sides and resembling 

a response similar to those seen in the weaker suction cases (chapters 4 and 5). 

Naturally, the vertical velocity 1/ ( 77) matches the suction profile V{0) = —A at the 

surface as required. However, far from the surface the suction weakens, tending to 

a new constant value

1/(77) —)■- g - f  O (77-^ ) as 77 — 00, (C.35)
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3 6 80 2 5

Figure C.3: The self-similar streamwise velocity profile U{r]) for the front edge of 

an elongated suction hole where A =  1.
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Figure C.4: The self-similar spanwise velocity profile W{r]) for the front edge of an

elongated suction hole where A =  1.
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noting the observation that q ^  X in all our numerical investigations.

The local solution derived for the front edge problem tends to support the idea that 

sensible attached flow solutions may exist for the full thin-layer Euler problem, which 

was briefly described in section 5.5; it may also provide two useful functions. First, 

the local solution can provide estimates for the slip velocities generated by the thin- 

layer Euler equations to compare with results from possible numerical schemes of the 

full problem. Second, for a given suction profile that has a similar front edge profile, 

it is now possible to march the solution numerically downstream from the front 

edge without the possibility of small perturbations to the upstream flow creating 

fully non-linear sublayers. This difficulty, inherent to the thin-layer Euler problem 

interacting with an oncoming shear flow, no longer exists downstream because we 

do not start with a simple shear flow beyond the front edge (most importantly u ^  0 

nt y = 0).
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